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Abstract

The electricity market in the UK is undergoing dramatic changes and

requires a transformation of existing practices to meet the current and

forthcoming challenges. One aspect of the solution is the deployment

of demand side management (DSM) programmes to influence domestic

behaviour patterns for the benefit of the overall network. Effective de-

ployment of DSM requires segmentation of the population into a small

number of groupings.

Using a database of electricity meter data collected at a frequency of

five minutes over a year from several hundred houses, households are

clustered based on the shape of the average daily electricity usage profile.

A novel method, incorporating evaluation criteria beyond compactness,

of evaluating the resulting groupings is defined and tested. The results

indicate the potentially most useful algorithms for use with load profile

clustering.

Patterns within the electricity meter data are approximated and symbol-

ised to allow motifs (representing repeated behaviours) to be identified.

Uninteresting motifs are automatically identified and discarded. The dif-

ferent possible parameters, including size of motif and number of sym-

bols used in representing the data, are explored and the most appropriate

values found for use with electricity meter data motif detection.

The concept of variability of regular behaviour within a household is

introduced and methods of representing the variability are considered.

The novel method of using variability in timing of motifs is compared

to other techniques and the results tested using the previously defined

evaluation criteria.

Combining the generated motif data with the meter data to produce a
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single set of archetypes does not produce more useful results for use with

DSM. However, creating complementary sets of archetypes based on each

set of data, provides a more complete understanding of the households

and allows for better targeting of DSM initiatives.
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C H A P T E R 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The electricity market in the UK is undergoing dramatic changes. Legal,

social and political drivers for a more carbon efficient electricity network,

along with the dramatically increased flow of data from households

through the deployment of smart meters, requires a transformation of

existing practices [2]. In particular, the change of sampling of electricity

usage using smart meters alters what is possible in understanding house-

holds’ behaviour [3].

One approach to addressing the pressures on the electricity network is the

application of Demand Side Management (DSM) techniques to achieve

changes in consumer behaviour. River [4] defines DSM as “systematic

utility and government activities designed to change the amount and/or

timing of the customer’s use of electricity” for the collective benefit of

society, the utility company, and its customers.

The investigation of household electricity load profiles is an important

area of research given the centrality of such patterns in directly address-

ing the needs of the electricity industry, both now and in the future. Being

able to identify archetypical representations of households is essential for

effective implementation of demand side management (DSM) techniques

which, itself, is necessary to allow the electricity industry to meet the up-

coming challenges [5]. The ability to produce more useful archetypes

than the industry currently uses can lead to more effective behaviour

1



C H A P T E R 1 : I N T R O D U C T I O N

modification interventions.

To allow selection of appropriate DSM interventions, a good understand-

ing of the existing behaviour of households is required. Firstly, know-

ledge is needed on an individual household that can be deduced from

house-wide electricity metering. Secondly, a method is required to group

large numbers of households into a manageable number of archetypes

where the members display similar behaviours. This approach allows

for cost effective targeting of the most appropriate subset of customers

whilst allowing the company management to deal with a manageable

number of archetypes [6].

One behavioural trait to use as the basis of clustering is the variability

that households exhibit in their daily household activity patterns [7]. For

instance, some households will be creatures of habit and will eat their

evening meal at almost the same time each evening, whilst others have a

much more variable activity pattern and will eat at different times. Clus-

tering households using their degree of variability, as shown by electricity

consumption, provides a way of identifying the subset of electricity users

who may be most receptive to an intervention intending to influence

their activity patterns. It is worth noting that this intervention may be to

reward households for NOT changing their current pattern of usage if it

is already as desired by the utility company.

The National Grid has particular problems, as described in Section 2.3,

that can only be addressed by influencing user’s behaviour to change

their electricity usage patterns [8]. The classification of users into manage-

able groups will allow realistic targeting of appropriate DSM techniques

to the most important (from an effect on the overall supply point of view)

consumers.

1.2 Motivation and Research Questions

The research aim is to explore the limits of the information that can be

derived from simple monitoring of the household electricity meter as will

be provided by the forthcoming roll-out of smart meters [9]. This thesis

investigates knowledge that can be derived from the overall shape of the
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usage pattern as well as analysis of how regular behaviours may vary

from day to day. The goal is to define a small number of understand-

able groupings of households that demonstrate similar electricity usage

behaviour and to which specific DSM techniques could be addressed.

The overall research question is “Can variability in behaviour within a

household be identified by finding motifs within UK electricity meter

data and can these motifs then be used for clustering households into a

few archetypes?”

This goal raises a number of questions that the research will address.

1.2.1 Can clusters of households be found using UK elec-

tricity meter data?

This question leads to a number of sub-questions:

• Can a method of evaluating load profile clustering be defined that

incorporates aspects of the effectiveness of the results for use in

DSM?

• Does the sampling frequency affect the quality of the archetypes

found?

• Which clustering algorithm provides the best clustering results, as

defined by the evaluation method and using UK data?

This work establishes a baseline (prior to the incorporation of variability)

of how clusters can be found within the data and defines a new way of

evaluating the results. The questions are considered in Chapter 4 which

includes:

• A description and demonstration of the current industry practice

of clustering households based on average load shape.

• A description of the approach of using compactness measures to

evaluate different clustering algorithms.

• The introduction of a new composite validity index that measures

more aspects of the clustering results than just the compactness.
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• A comparison between the composite measure and the compact-

ness measure and an evaluation of how the different measures give

different results regarding the ranking of clustering algorithms.

• An evaluation, using the composite measure, of data sampled at

five minute and 60 minute intervals to test the effect of sampling

frequency.

1.2.2 Is it possible to find a reasonable number of inter-

esting motifs within the electricity meter data?

A sub question arising from this work is “Is it possible to define a set of

parameters to use for the chosen motif finding technique to provide a

reasonable number of motifs?”

This work establishes a method to find motifs and evaluate between dif-

ferent parameters and is detailed in Chapter 5 which includes:

• The definition of a motif finding approach and consideration of the

possible parameter settings.

• The identification of simple non-interesting motifs and their exclu-

sion from the analysis.

• The definition of a qualitative evaluation method to allow choos-

ing between the differing sets of parameters. Parameter settings are

particular to the problem of motifs within electricity meter data al-

though the approach would be valid for other application domains.

• The identification of the set of parameters to use for the motif find-

ing technique to provide a reasonable number of motifs.

1.2.3 Does extending the household attributes to include

measures of variability alter the archetypical clusters

obtained?

This work is detailed in Chapter 6 and addresses the overall thesis ques-

tion, building on the work in previous chapters and covering the follow-
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ing:

• Introduction of the concept of variability of behaviour in electricity

meter data.

• Determination of ways of measuring variability including the tim-

ing of short, repeated patterns (motifs).

• Clustering using various algorithms and application of a composite

measure to assess the quality of the resulting clusters.

• Comparing the variability results with those from load profile clus-

tering.

• Evaluation, using the composite measure, between combinations

of original usage data, attributes based on motif variability, and

attributes based on motif frequency.

• Comparing clustering on variability with clustering using the base

dataset.

Differences between an archetypical household profile and that of other

archetypes can be used to suggest energy usage behaviour changes to

reduce overall electricity usage or to improve electrical efficiencies, pos-

sibly by time shifting particular activities. In addition, particular groups

(e.g. large users during peak times) can be identified for targeting for

reduction initiatives.

Interested parties to the results of the research include electricity sup-

pliers, householders, regulators and electricity generators. The use each

stakeholder could make of the research is summarised in Table 1.1.

1.3 Scope of Work and Limitations

While other studies have extensively analysed the data collected from

multiple monitors (both electricity and other) within a household (e.g.

Jiang et al. [10]) this research concentrates on exploring the informa-

tion that can be extracted from a single monitor (at the household level)

sampling at the scale of minutes.
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Table 1.1: Use made of research by interested parties

Stakeholder Possible Usage

Energy Suppliers Better targeting of consumers for marketing

and for billing or tariff offers

Measuring effectiveness of DSM initiatives

Householders Feedback on progress against tariffs with

caps or payment tiers or on how much

“greenness” households exhibit

Comparison with neighbours or similar

type of people (same house or family size)

Feedback on when regular tasks (e.g. cook-

ing) are undertaken

Regulators Better understanding of usage profiles

Energy Generators More accurate aggregation of total demand

The data predominately used for the analysis is from the 2011 and 2012

period and data from alternative periods may produce different results

due to, say, different weather patterns or societal behaviour changes. For

example, the UK extensively used storage heaters around 1970 and fig-

ures on electricity usage from that period will provide very different

patterns of behaviour.

This thesis and much of the other published work in the area of load pro-

files focuses on the electrical usage information provided by an electricity

meter or by a usage monitor (connected to the electricity supply). This

measures the real power consumed within the household. When the ap-

pliances in the house use electric motors (e.g. washing machines) there is

also a “reactive power” used. This is not measured by the electricity meter

but does cause a load on the utility company as it contributes to warm-

ing of the electricity network connections. Large industrial users making

use of large motors for industrial processes generally have a meter in-

stalled that measures both real power and reactive power. However, this

isn’t common in domestic households. Collin et al. [11] contains a more
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detailed analysis of the different power measurements that utilities are

concerned about and which different appliances generate. While these

enhancements are not considered in this thesis, the approach to analysing

the electricity usage can equally be applied to other power measurements

if data were available (rare for domestic households).

Limitations of the work include:

• While the approach is valid for any geographic region, the data used

for analysis is from part of Scotland only. The assumptions made

for “reasonable” settings for parameters are driven by knowledge

of the UK situation and may not be valid elsewhere.

• The sampling rate of the meter readings is five minutes and the

results and approach are valid for similar scale sampling rates only.

Other work has explored very frequent sampling (e.g. millisecond)

[12] and different information can be found.

• The work focuses on domestic households only and does not con-

sider non-household domestic electricity usage (e.g. street lighting)

or industrial usage.

• The load profiling clustering and motif finding algorithms have

not been assessed for computational efficiency and, while usable

within the scale of the data used in this study, may need modifica-

tion to enable scaling to usage across much higher populations of

households.

1.4 Research Contribution

At its core, Computer Science is about representing, transforming, analys-

ing and distributing information. This information can come from very

different sources and mean different things [13]. This thesis addresses the

issues of analysing data arising from electricity meters and using tech-

niques of transformation, searching, pattern identification and analysis to

draw conclusions about the behaviour of the members of the households

generating the data.
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The genre of electricity load profile clustering is well established within

the fields of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering and, as it is

concerned with collecting information and then transforming, analysing

and interpreting the information, is firmly part of Computer Science.

The research contribution of this work is:

• Extending the currently available cluster validity indexes for com-

paring clustering techniques with particular applicability to elec-

tricity usage profiles by the definition of an extendible composite

validity index. This is described in Chapter 4.

• Defining archetypes of domestic users incorporating information

beyond the shape of usage throughout the day.

• Providing a ranking of clustering algorithms for load profile clus-

tering using data drawn from a region of the UK. This work offers

guidance to other researchers using clustering of electricity load

profiles and is described in Chapter 4.

• The application of a symbolisation approach to finding motifs that

has not previously been researched using electricity data. This work

is detailed in Chapter 5.

• The development of a qualitative method of evaluation for selection

between different motif finding options. This work is detailed in

Chapter 5.

• The definition of set of parameters to use for finding motifs which

can be useful to other researchers in similar application areas. This

work is detailed in Chapter 5.

• The application of the concept of “variability of behaviour” within

electricity load profiling to determine useful clusters of households

showing similar amounts of variability in their behaviours. This

work is detailed in Chapter 6.

• Techniques making use of the meter readings from sampled house-

holds (beyond averaged profiles) by using the variability between

8
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the samples as a basis for clustering. This work is detailed in Chapter

6.

The work demonstrates how the composite measure proposed in the

thesis provides different results when assessing clustering algorithms

than previous work has shown and thus provides an alternative (and

arguably more useful) method for assessing the success or otherwise of

different load profile clustering approaches.

While there has been extensive work on clustering averaged load pro-

files [14], no previous research has concentrated on using the variability

within households as the basis for clustering. This work thus provides an

alternative (and complementary) technique for clustering electricity load

profiles.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The thesis is structured in the following way:

• This chapter briefly provides the context for the work within the

UK electricity market. It also defines the scope of the work and de-

tails the research questions that will be addressed in the following

chapters.

• Chapter 2 provides a survey of the literature relating to the UK elec-

tricity market and the challenges that arise, together with informa-

tion on Demand Side Management as a key part of the solution to

the challenges. It also explains the importance of defining and ana-

lysing load profiles as a method of targeting demand side response

effectively to small groupings of receptive households. The areas of

research that have not previously been addressed are identified.

• Chapter 3 gives information on the techniques used throughout the

rest of the work. This includes a description of the data (and how it

is prepared) together with the techniques used in the analysis.

• Chapter 4 describes the method that is used to create average load

profiles from the base data and then to cluster similar profiles to-
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gether to create a few archetypical households. The chapter also

introduces a novel approach to evaluating the resulting clusters

by calculating a composite measure. The results from this chapter

provide guidelines for selection of the most appropriate clustering

algorithms for clustering of electricity load profiles.

• Chapter 5 explains the usage of motifs and finds repeating patterns

in data streams by making use the electricity meter data. An eval-

uation of the techniques for finding motifs leads to a set of para-

meters that is most appropriate for finding a reasonable number of

useful motifs. These parameters are then used in the work in the

following chapter.

• Chapter 6 introduces the concept of flexibility of regular behaviour

within households and explores how this can best be evaluated and

used as the basis for clustering into similar archetypical households.

• The thesis concludes with Chapter 7 which draws conclusions from

the work and suggests possible areas of future research. It also in-

cludes a list of peer reviewed publications and describes how these

publications map onto the topics covered in the thesis.

1.6 Summary

The demands on the electricity network require research in the area of

demand side management to create feasible solutions to the challenges

arising over the next few years. The forthcoming torrent of data from

smart meter deployments across the UK will provide new opportunities

to better understand household behaviour and to address differing types

of households in differing ways depending on their behaviour patterns.

While there has been extensive research, as detailed in Section 2.4.2, in

clustering similar households using the average load profiles for a house-

hold, there has been no investigation of the variability of the behaviour

within the household and this thesis will address that gap.

The data collected in the NESEMP project [15] provides an excellent data-

set for analysis and has not previously been analysed. Finding repeating
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motifs within a stream of data has been researched in various technology

areas but has not been addressed in detail within domestic electricity

data as measured at the household level. In addition, the symbolisation

technique, while applied to many application areas, has not previously

been used to find and compare motifs within domestic household meter

data.
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Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a description of the current state of the UK elec-

tricity market and details some of the issues needing to be addressed

now and in the near future. The current period is one of rapid change

within the industry which, as well as raising a number of problems, also

provides opportunities for addressing the upcoming challenges in new,

innovative ways, particularly with regard to the huge increase in availab-

ility of consumer data. Domestic households are a significant part of the

overall demand [16] as well as being the area of the electricity network

that has been least analysed in the past due to lack of data. The changes

in metering that will be implemented over the next few years provide an

opportunity to analyse domestic household demand in new ways.

To make a significant impact on the electricity challenges, more intens-

ive use of demand side management techniques is necessary to “smooth”

household demand [17]. Increasing the effectiveness of DSM will require

more accurate targeting of the proposed techniques to change behaviour.

This in turn will mean that targeting techniques will need to improve

from those currently in use in the industry. The need is for the UK to

move from the previous approach of designing supply to match pre-

dicted demand towards methods for modifying the demand.

Previous research, and common practice within the electricity industry,

has allowed the partitioning of similar households into a few groups
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which are then represented by an archetypical household. Various electri-

city industry processes (e.g. forecasting future demand) have then made

use of the archetypes.

Various methods of assessing the quality of the results have previously

been defined in the field of data mining [18] and previous work [14] has

made use of some of these evaluation measures to provide guidelines on

the most appropriate clustering algorithms. However, it is argued that

the previous work has concentrated on only two aspects of the partitions

and other criteria, that can be used to judge a “good” partitioning result,

have not been incorporated into the evaluation measures. Work in the

field of marketing is reviewed to ascertain appropriate criteria to include

in evaluation measures.

The extensive body of work relating to the detection of individual appli-

ances by analysing the household meter data [19] is considered and it

is argued that, while a useful goal for research, the current state of the

art of appliance detection has too many restrictions to be useful across a

large population. Instead, the identification of particular repeating activ-

ities (which may involve the use of many appliances) is proposed as a

more realistic goal. However, interpreting the detected repeating activ-

ities automatically is still a challenge and it is argued that the repeat-

ing activities are more usefully used to evaluate variability in behaviour

without needing to know what each activity actually represents in the

household.

Symbolisation, as the term is used in this thesis, refers to the process of

representing real valued data, such as electricity meter readings, by a

series of letters drawn from a restricted alphabet (e.g. the letters a to e).

A range of real values will match to the same symbol.

The approach of using symbolisation for detecting repeating patterns

is considered and its usage with electricity meter data is reviewed. It is

found that there has been no application of symbolisation techniques to

domestic electricity meter data and it is argued that this is a fruitful area

for study.

The investigation of variability of behaviour using electricity meter data

is explored and the techniques previously applied are considered. Using a
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process of motif detection and then assessing the variability of the timing

of the motifs is an area of study that has not previously been considered.

2.2 Scope of the Literature Review

The review includes:

• Consideration of the current state of the UK electricity market in-

cluding an analysis of some of the issues and possible solutions.

• A summary of the current state of load profile clustering.

• A review of the status of motif discovery within electricity load

profiling.

• An analysis of the usage of symbolisation and motifs applied to

electricity data.

The review does not consider:

• General time series techniques as these have been well studied and

are well understood. Instead the focus of the thesis and the liter-

ature review is on specific techniques for dealing with electricity

meter data.

• The electricity industry beyond domestic households other than in

discussion of how changes in domestic household usage can affect

the efficiency of the wider electricity network.

• Geographical regions beyond the UK although some useful inter-

national studies applicable to the UK are included.

Relevant literature has been identified by the use of Google Scholar to

identify key papers and by following citations in useful papers. In ad-

dition, various government and commercial reports have been identi-

fied which provide background on electricity industry trends and future

plans. The greatest emphasis has been placed on literature from the last

six years although key publications from earlier are also included.
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2.3 Information on Current UK Situation and

Challenges

The electricity market in the UK is under various pressures. Some are

due to the history and current design of the National Grid and others

are arising from worldwide trends, such as the need to reduce carbon

emissions and the declining sources of hydro-carbon fuels [2]. New tech-

nologies, such as electric cars needing household charging facilities, will

be much more common [20]. The information monitored in the home

will grow rapidly, particularly with the roll-out of Smart Meters planned

for completion in the UK by 2020 [21]. In addition, the drive to change

the mix of electricity generation technologies to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions, the desire to reduce carbon dioxide by changing non-electric

demand such as gas central heating to the electricity network, and the im-

pact of climate change on altering electricity demand and the greater

occurrence of extreme weather events will increase the difficulties in

providing a stable and cost effective supply without better modelling

of the patterns of consumption within the grid.

MacLeay et al. [1] is an annual publication from the UK Department of

the Environment which gives details of energy production and consump-

tion over the previous year. This makes a number of points relating to

changes in electricity generation and usage including:

• UK electricity generation (including pumped storage) in the UK fell

by 1.0%, from 367 TWh in 2011 to 364 TWh in 2012. Total electricity

supply (including net imports) increased by 0.6%.

• Final consumption of electricity in 2012, at 318 TWh, was broadly

unchanged on 2011 and at its lowest level since 1998. Domestic

consumption increased by 2.8%.

• Domestic demand accounted for 30% of the total demand during

2012.

• Of the electricity consumed by the domestic sector in 2012, 21% was

reported as being purchased under some form of off-peak pricing
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structure (e.g. Economy 7). 16% of consumption was through pre-

payment systems, broadly unchanged from the level in 2011.

A report from the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology [22]

gives background briefing information to Members of Parliament and

makes the point that legislation (which the UK has committed to) requires

some challenges to be met to allow meeting of the commitments.

The Climate Change Act 2008 [23] imposes a number of legally binding

commitments on the UK including the reduction of carbon emissions

by at least 80% before 2050 (from 1990 levels). The Act also requires the

Government to set carbon budgets for each 5 year period detailing how

they intend to meet the reduction requirements by setting interim goals.

The Committee on Climate Change provides advice on the appropriate

level of each carbon budget so that the longer term objectives can be

met. The first four carbon budgets (up to 2027) have been defined (and

relevant legislation produced). Meeting the fourth carbon budget (2023-

27) will require that emissions be reduced by 50% from 1990 levels by

2025 (and 32% below 2009 levels). The fourth carbon budget also includes

details on the importance of the roll-out of smart meters and states that

they “will be crucial in providing flexibility to respond to volatile power

demand and intermittent supply” [24]. The report goes on to note that

there are a number of challenges to ensure that the smart meter roll-out

encourages and enables consumer engagement.

The EU Renewable Energy Directive 2009 [25] requires that 15% of the

UK energy used as electricity and for heating and transport comes from

renewable sources by 2020. However, while this is a minimum level of

renewable generation, models produced by the Department of Energy

and Climate Change (DECC) conclude that electricity supplies will need

to be almost completely de-carbonised by 2030 to meet the emission tar-

gets. This implies that about 30% of electricity supply would need to

be from renewable generation by 2020 (up from only 6.7% in 2009) [26].

Significant deployment of renewable generation at the local level, such

as house based solar panels, will disrupt the existing model of electri-

city flow (from power station to user) and increase the need for effective

DSM.
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A report from the UK Energy Generation and Supply Knowledge Trans-

fer Network [2] summarises the situation in the UK and makes the fol-

lowing main points:

• To meet the challenging goals for carbon emissions, the UK will

need to almost completely de-carbonise electricity generation within

reasonably short time scales (2030).

• Issues about security of supply will need to be addressed by en-

suring a diverse mix of generation capabilities which, in turn, will

require a smart grid to effectively manage the diverse generation

resources.

• A lot of electricity network components are nearing their designed

end of life and there will need to be massive investment in new

assets over the next ten years.

• A smart grid is necessary to allow the electricity network to robustly

cope with unexpected events such as terrorist attacks and natural

disasters.

• The UK is an island and the electricity network has few linkages

to international energy systems. This implies that the UK needs to

be more self-sufficient in balancing the supply and demand than

some other countries who can rely on neighbouring countries to

meet short term shortages.

• The UK has an extensive commitment to offshore wind power

which will require investment in an offshore grid to allow efficient

integration into the UK network.

• A smart grid enabling full demand-side dynamic response will

smooth peaks in demand considerably to match supply. Success-

ful implementation of the smart grid will reduce the amount of

backup generation capabilities that would otherwise be needed to

handle the intermittent supply of large amounts of wind generation

resources.
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DOE [27] reports on the findings in the USA from a number of industry

experts from 2003 and predicts the situation in 2030 as well detailing

issues that would need to be overcome. Points raised include:

• The existing infrastructure for electricity in the USA is old and fail-

ing and major changes will be needed, in particular with regard to

investment and ways of operating, to meet the challenges that will

arise over the next few years.

• There are major concerns that investment may be insufficient to

meet future needs.

• Information Technology has been implemented in many other in-

dustries (e.g. telecommunications) and has had a transformational

impact on the industries but this has yet to occur in the electricity

industry.

• The implementation of smart power systems and distributed intel-

ligence needs to be accelerated within the power industry.

These major issues also apply to the UK.

Previously the electricity market was dominated by the energy suppliers.

Before privatisation, the UK nationalised energy industry decided on the

available tariffs (which were generally very simple) and concentrated on

providing a continuous energy supply to their customers. In general, the

customers had to accept whatever tariff they were offered as their only

negotiating power was political (if price increases were perceived to be

too high). After industry privatisation, a degree of choice was offered to

customers to move between suppliers but, in practice, most of the sup-

pliers offered similar tariffs and imposed lock-in contracts so domestic

users still retained little power. In the future, the increasing likelihood

of service interruptions, the changing profile of appliance usage, and the

pressures on the energy suppliers to provide more efficient provision of

supply is likely to increase the power of the individual consumer. Suppli-

ers will have to provide a variety of tariffs to gain the end-user behaviour

that they desire. This increasing consumer power and increase in com-

plication in supplier/consumer relationships will allow much greater

implementation of DSM programs.
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The major trends in the UK are summarised in Table 2.1.

The UK government produces many reports on UK energy usage [1]

including the chart at Figure 2.1 which shows the sources and final usage

destinations for electricity in the UK during 2012.

Figure 2.1: Overall Electricity Generation and Usage in UK (2012) [1]

Cap Gemini [28–31] have produced a number of reports detailing how

they expect the electricity market to change. The points they make in-

clude the growth of new types of companies such as tariff brokers who

will make use of the data generated from smart meters to develop a

marketplace for sophisticated pricing offers which can be automatically

controlled on behalf of the customer.

Industries with access to detailed user behaviour information have in-

troduced various sophisticated customer offers and it is likely that the

electricity industry will follow a similar evolution as increased informa-

tion becomes available. For example, mobile phone providers in the UK

offer complicated tariff packages with a certain level of usage included

in the monthly fee (e.g. 300 minutes of voice calls, 300 texts, 1GB of data

transfer) with additional usage over the bundled amount charged at a

premium rate. This could be replicated in the electricity market with tariff

offers providing a certain amount of electricity for a fixed fee with addi-
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Table 2.1: Some Factors Affecting the UK Electricity Market

Factor Impact on Market Trend

Electric

Vehicles

Extensive load needed for

charging Opportunity to

time shift charging

Currently very low but ex-

pected to grow

Direct Current

Devices

Impact on supply quality Growing as LED light use

expands

Smart Meter

Roll-out

Greatly increased data avail-

ability, reduced meter read-

ing costs

Planned to be complete in

UK by 2020

Local Genera-

tion

Possible overloading of

local grid. Change from ori-

ginal design of Grid (power

station to consumer)

Low currently but rapidly

growing

Local Storage Allows for load balancing Very low at present

Real Time Pri-

cing and new

kinds of tariffs

Possible way of balancing

load

Not currently used as re-

quires smart meters

Energy Usage

Feedback

May reduce overall usage

and time shift usage

Simple monitor displays

now, more sophisticated in

future

Price Increases Political influence on sup-

pliers to minimise price in-

creases

Simplifying of tariff offers

to avoid obfuscation

Energy Reduc-

tion Incentives

Government under pres-

sure to reduce cost to

consumers of reduction

initiatives

Less uptake of reduction

measures (e.g. insulation).

Less budget for low income

households for measures.
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tional usage being more expensive or, maybe for a discount, not being

available (i.e. the household has a power cut once the limit is reached).

Grocery delivery provides an example of differential pricing that could

be applied to the electricity industry as more information becomes avail-

able. Popular time slots or days (e.g. weekends) generally incur a higher

delivery charge. A similar concept could be introduced for electricity

where usage of electricity during periods of peak demand could have a

different tariff rate which would either increase revenue to the electricity

supplier to help meet increased generation costs (or wholesale prices), or

to discourage usage during peak times for appliances which can easily

be time shifted (e.g. dishwashers).

The Internet Service Provider (ISP) industry have introduced many meas-

ures to control demand to meet supply at peak times. In the UK, depend-

ing on the type of service purchased, many users have a reduced quality

of service at times of peak demand for network bandwidth as “throttling

back” prioritises certain traffic over peer-to-peer networking (often file

downloads) and other usage. This reduction in service can be avoided by

the consumer paying a premium price. A similar situation could arise in

the electricity market in the future (and already exists for industrial users)

where consumers paying premium rates are less likely to be impacted by

service interruptions.

Home telephone packages in the UK often include off peak calls at no

cost (or as part of the overall package). This can have the effect of modi-

fying consumer behaviour in that they are more likely to make their calls

during the non-business hours (outside peak time) and this allows the

telephone service providers to better balance network capacity between

domestic and business users. This type of offer is a good example of using

price signals to modify consumer behaviour for the benefit of the overall

network.

With the advances in technology, it often becomes possible to merge of-

ferings across different markets (e.g. the bundling of TV, broadband and

telephone services in single packages), and a similar situation may arise

in the electricity market as electricity suppliers may bundle the costs of

electricity with other services such as appliance maintenance insurance
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or home generation technology (e.g. wind turbines).

2.3.1 Smart Grid

To assess the degree of “smartness” within the Electricity grid, Dupont

et al. [32] propose six areas of measurement that can be used to define

smartness. One of these is the area of informed participation by custom-

ers which covers measurements relating to the numbers of smart meters

deployed, the fraction of customers using real time pricing, the amount

of smart appliances sold, the amount of customer load subject to demand

side management, and a measure relating to local generation. While fo-

cusing on the overall network, the paper makes some general points but

excludes a number of other factors relating to the domestic household

such as the number of behaviour modification interventions (outside of

the narrow definition of real time pricing).

Microsoft [33] are an important supplier within the technology industry

and are often able to mould new markets to match their product offerings.

They have published a smart grid architecture and expect to see the grid

evolve towards a Smart Ecosystem.

The UK electricity market will allow for more targeted and more com-

plicated tariff offers for customers to provide many benefits including

maximising the efficiency of the supply process. DECC [3] shows that

the provision of Smart Meters will allow greatly increased analysis of a

customer’s electricity usage and provide the ability to make customised

offers on pricing and availability to change customer behaviour (for ex-

ample, to minimise usage during peak periods) or to increase efficiencies

in the electricity supply chain in meeting the predicted demand [34].

In May 2013, DECC announced that the mandated UK roll-out of smart

meters will commence in late 2015 and be complete by the end of 2020 (an

adjustment from the previous goal of completion by 2019) 1. A detailed

description of the roll-out approach can be seen in DECC [21].

The report from the UK Energy Generation and Supply Knowledge Trans-

1www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/

197794/smart_meters_programme.pdf
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fer Network [2] suggests that there could be issues with customer back-

lash against the smart grid (in particular the implementation of smart

meters) due to issues of privacy and “Big Brother”. The author of the

report believes that little research has been done on the social impact of

the smart grid (other than the success or otherwise of usage feedback

displays) and much more work needs to be done. DECC commissioned a

report [35] which investigated consumer attitudes to smart meters in 2012

and, while they found that 32% of respondents supported smart meters,

20% were against the deployment and a large number (48%) were unde-

cided. This suggests there is likely to be a sizeable minority opposed to

the roll-out of smart meters and this may be a factor impacting on their

success.

The Netherlands government encountered problems implementing a na-

tional smart meter program due to concerns about privacy. Cuijpers and

Koops [36] describes the situation and makes the point that legislation

for smart metering needs itself to be smart and that the privacy issues

need to be well addressed as “Energy consumption reveals details of per-

sonal life, in the most privacy sensitive place - the home, and therefore

smart metering has to strike a careful balance between detailed energy

metering and privacy protection”. The privacy issue has not been a major

problem in the UK as of 2014 but could become more important as meter

roll-out increases and consumers become aware of the information being

collected.

The Energy Demand Research Project [37] details a major UK study which

ran from 2007 to 2010 and comprised 60,000 households including 18,000

with smart meters. Various differing demand modification initiatives

were explored with the households. One major finding from the study

was that households with smart meters demonstrated a more success-

ful response to interventions and larger reductions in energy usage. No

reliable or persistent effect was found from implementing financial in-

centives which supports the view that a comprehensive set of possible

interventions (beyond pricing incentives) needs to be explored by utilit-

ies.

The overall message from the various smart grid studies referenced is that

the deployment of smart meters will not be straightforward and that suc-
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cessful implementation will require addressing of various non-technical

concerns such as the perceived privacy implications. In addition, research

shows that deployment of smart meters does not, in itself, produce large

changes in usage of electricity and that programmes targeted at parts of

the consumer base will be necessary to gain effective, large changes in

behaviour.

2.3.2 Domestic demand

Alongside changes in electricity generation technologies (e.g. more nuc-

lear generation), a focus on the way that the generated electricity is used

is going to be an important factor in reaching the legal requirements. Un-

derstanding and influencing domestic usage will be a significant part of

the solution.

When considering the need to reduce carbon emissions in electricity gen-

eration the fourth carbon budget report [24] notes that there is “power

system flexibility on the supply side (e.g. fossil fuel plant can be oper-

ated flexibly), but limited demand-side flexibility (e.g. only the largest

customers are able to respond to high prices when the system is operat-

ing at capacity)”. New low carbon generation plants are likely to be less

flexible than traditional fossil fuel generation and the need for demand

side flexibility will increase to cope with weather variabilities (e.g. lack

of wind) and to reduce the need for high levels of backup generating

capacity previously needed to avoid power cuts.

The Committee for Climate Change commissioned a report on possible

ways of ensuring power generation flexibility [20] which makes the point

that “Facilitating demand-side response through the roll-out of smart

technologies and tariffs could provide a key source of within-day flexib-

ility”. This will be particularly important as increasing amounts of trans-

port energy usage (e.g. electric vehicles) and space heating (e.g. house-

hold heating by electricity in preference to gas) is put in place.

The massive increase in data provided by the roll-out of smart meters

allows for much better understanding of current domestic electricity us-

age and provides the basis for implementing programmes to change the
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behaviour for a more effective overall network.

In particular, the change of sampling of electricity usage from a three

monthly billing cycle to a 30 minute sampling period using smart meters,

alters the degree of understanding of households’ behaviour that is pos-

sible [3]. DECC [38] provides the technical specifications for smart meters

in the UK which defines a sampling frequency for reporting from the

household to the utility company of 30 minutes while specifying an in-

house reporting of usage of ten seconds. The selection of a sampling

period of 30 minutes has been made on political and economic grounds

and a more frequent sampling rate is technically possible and may allow

enhanced analysis.

An important factor influencing the UK electricity market is that the as-

sumption by consumers of the availability of a practically infinite supply

of electricity (albeit at a cost) is no longer valid and domestic users will

have to adapt to changing ways of using electricity or suffer from increas-

ing unreliability of the electricity supply.

2.3.3 Demand Side Management and Demand Response

Research in the area of demand side responses has been ongoing for a

number of years. For example, Newborough and Augood [39], in 1999,

demonstrated the ability to reduce UK household peak usage of electri-

city by up to 60% by an assortment of interventions including the replace-

ment of some appliances by gas powered equivalents. Chamberlin [40]

also showed that demand side management was being seriously invest-

igated over 20 years ago.

Prior to the roll-out of smart meters, electricity suppliers were reliant on a

meter reading on a three monthly cycle for feedback on usage by a given

household. This provided a single reading (or possibly two readings for

households with Economy7 meters) for total usage for the three monthly

period and hence gave no feedback on time or day of usage (beyond the

Economy7 period). Electricity suppliers were therefore unable to offer

tariffs to change behaviour as there was no way of knowing the detailed

prior behaviour, or the subsequent behaviour, resulting from introduction
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of the new tariff.

Ofgem [17] estimates that the Electricity industry in the UK will need to

invest an estimated £32bn by 2020 to deliver the networks required for

the low carbon economy and to maintain secure, reliable supplies. This

is a near doubling of the expenditure seen over the last twenty years.

Ofgem also considers shortfalls in the current UK infrastructure which

will impact on addressing the challenges of the next 10-15 years. Partic-

ularly of interest is the fact that all the proposed possible packages of

changes (except for the particular package suggesting a central energy

buyer) include the need for an increased ability for the demand side to

respond to supply signals.

Historically, electricity supply in the UK has been driven by a desire to

provide sufficient supply to match the predicted demand and to avoid

shortages and blackouts. The restrictions on supply due to cost, changing

political opinions regarding generation technologies, and international

obligations to meet carbon reduction targets, means that, in the future,

the emphasis will need to change to demand more closely matching the

available supply. One approach to addressing this issue is the application

of demand side management (DSM) techniques to achieve changes in

consumer behaviour. River [4] defines DSM as “systematic utility and

government activities designed to change the amount and/or timing of

the customer’s use of electricity” for the collective benefit of society, the

utility company, and its customers.

Tata Power provide a summary of how they define demand side manage-

ment 2 including Figure 2.2 which details the steps needed in a typical

DSM program. Figure 2.3 provides a summary of the varying objectives

for a DSM program. For example, it might be the goal of the program to

reduce the peak demand (to reduce standby generation capacity) and a

“peak clipping” program may be instituted.

River [4] provides a good explanation of what is meant by demand side

management as well as detailing various US-based trials of variable pri-

cing. It provides a good historical perspective on DSM and makes the

point that the current focus is on real time pricing (or dynamic pricing)

2http://cp.tatapower.com/cip/cpnew/dsm/demand-side-management.php
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Figure 2.2: Stages of Demand Side Management (from Tata Power)

rather than Time of Use (TOU) pricing. Dynamic pricing allows utilities

to change prices in real time based on the current load on the electricity

network and requires consumers (previously industrial customers but

increasingly also domestic customers) to sense the changing price and

make changes to their electricity usage automatically (e.g. by using smart

appliances).

The report also states that “it is important to note that the demand-side of

the market has typically been neglected. This has been true in developed

as well as developing countries.”

Figure 2.3: Load shape objectives (from Tata Power)

Hamidi et al. [41] has investigated the amount of the total domestic de-

mand that could be responsive to demand side management interven-

tions by examining a small number of households in the UK. This ana-
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lysis was done by considering different classes of appliances (e.g. “wet”

such as washing machines, “cold” such as fridges) and examining at

which periods of the day they are used as well as considering how their

usage could be varied. This work is useful as it can be applied to activ-

ities derived using motif detection and could give utility companies a

measure of how responsive a particular activity may be to interventions.

Zachary et al. [42] provides a mathematical approach to assessing the

value of wind generation capacity and how the ability to move peak

demand can be measured in terms on impact on the cost of wind gener-

ation capabilities. This approach could be used to give a financial value

to DSM programmes but is based on many assumptions and is currently

only applicable to wind generation.

Darby and McKenna [43] reviews the social aspects of demand response

programmes with a particular emphasis on distinguishing the UK (as a

country with a temperate climate) from other countries with different cli-

mates. The study identifies short term (up to 2020) approaches to demand

response and longer term (after 2020) changes. Darby and McKenna [43]

makes the useful point that “From the user perspective, the extent to

which people shift their consumption patterns will depend on factors

such as perception of the need to do so, trust in the utility or energy

service provider, incentives, and transaction costs (including cognitive

costs).”

While many DSM programs have been tested, there have generally been

poor results from the research with improvements in electricity usage typ-

ically being only a few per cent. Some reasons for demand side response

programmes not being taken up in the UK are suggested by Torriti et al.

[44]:

• Utilities are measured by the government on achieving a net reduc-

tion in electricity usage and many DSM programs do not clearly

generate a net conservation (while they may usefully shift the time

of peak usage).

• Demand side response technology has been available but only at a

high cost relative to the electricity savings expected.
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• A large electricity demand targeted in some countries is the use of

air conditioning (AC) units with consumers encouraged to change

the times of usage. However, as there is little domestic AC deploy-

ment in the UK, this area of behaviour modification is not available.

• Government regulation and industry oversight does not currently

encourage utilities to implement DSM programs.

As well as the above points, the history of energy usage in the UK (in-

cluding little air conditioning, a temperate climate, and the previous high

deployment of storage heaters) makes the UK a special case. In addition,

the availability of North Sea gas and cheap coal led to expectations of low

energy costs and thus poor thermal qualities of a lot of the UK housing

stock. Thus, a lot of research from around the world may not apply to the

special circumstances of the UK situation.

Various studies have investigated the type of feedback that is most ef-

fective in changing individual’s usage of electricity to meet peak shift-

ing or overall reduction goals (for example Fischer [45]). These studies

provide some useful information although it is possible that other, more

fundamental, interventions (for example, by altering local travel condi-

tions such as bus timetables) will be more successful in meeting the goals

of demand side management. Neenan [46] provides a comprehensive

review of various feedback studies relating to energy usage and distin-

guishes between six levels of feedback varying from standard monthly or

quarterly billing to “real time plus” feedback (which includes real time

details on usage of individual appliances).

An interesting study in Australia extended the deployment of monitors

to the use of water (in addition to electricity) with the monitors providing

alarms to the household occupants when usage hit certain levels. A sav-

ing of 3% of water and 2.4% of electricity was reported [47]. This shows

how the need for demand side management can be extended to other

resources requiring management. However, while important in some

parts of the world, the need to manage water efficiently is less import-

ant in the UK and may be better addressed by improving water supply

management (e.g. fixing leaks) before the need to deploy water demand

management programmes. As the predicted changes in climate come to
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pass, the importance of water management may increase in the UK as

droughts become more likely.

2.4 Generating Archetypes

2.4.1 Marketing Experience

The field of marketing has explored the segmentation of a population

of individuals into archetypical groups for marketing purposes and has

been applied in many different situations. In particular, the generation

of clusters showing individuals with similar behaviour is used as a pre-

cursor to the creation of a specific offer to a given cluster that the mar-

keting professionals believe will be attractive to members of that cluster

(and hence taken up).

There is a body of literature in the field of marketing which includes ex-

tensive discussion of the requirements for effective cluster analysis. Most

of this discussion is based on that proposed by Kotler and Keller [48]

which suggests that clusters should be measurable, accessible, substan-

tial and actionable. This list has been extended by many authors with

a good summary of the state of the art provided by Dibb [49] which

also considers the problem of assessing the attractiveness of each derived

segment. The points raised in Dibb [49] are summarised and further mod-

ified by Sarstedt and Mooi [6] who suggest criteria by which clustering

solutions should be assessed including:

1. Substantial: The partitions need to be of a reasonable size to be

useful as interventions are likely to be expensive and must be ad-

dressed to a sizeable population to be effective.

2. Accessible: The partitions must be able to be effectively reached

and served, which requires them to be characterised by means of

observable variables.

3. Differentiable: The partitions need to be distinguishable and to re-

spond differently to different interventions.
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4. Actionable: Effective programmes can be formulated to attract and

address the partitions.

5. Stable: Partitions that are stable over time are more attractive for an

effective intervention strategy.

6. Parsimonious: To be meaningful to a wide audience making use of

the clustering results, only a small set of substantial clusters should

be identified.

7. Familiar: For wide acceptance, the cluster’s composition should be

comprehensible by the layman.

8. Relevant: Partitions should be relevant in respect of the organisa-

tion’s competencies and objectives.

9. Compactness: Partitions should exhibit a high degree of within-

segment homogeneity and between-segment heterogeneity.

10. Compatibility: Segmentation results should meet the requirements

of other aspects of the organisation’s business.

In general, previous work in the data mining field on defining cluster

quality measures has concentrated on addressing the compactness (ho-

mogeneity and separation) criterion [50].

2.4.2 Load Profiling

The identification of typical electrical usage patterns within households

is necessary as a starting point for:

• Defining the type of DSM program (e.g. peak clipping) to undertake

to match the overall goals.

• Understanding the current pattern of electricity usage to allow for

decisions on desired changes needed to the pattern.

• Assessing the impact of any initiatives to reduce overall energy

usage to discover the amount of overall reduction which occurs

during different times of the day.
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• Allowing accurate aggregation to provide a pattern of total demand

over the day that is to be met by supply side generation and trans-

mission.

The definition of load profiles has been a long standing activity within

the electricity industry but the current and forthcoming avalanche of data

provides for alternative ways of approaching the definition of the load

profiles.

Current industry practice has focussed on commercial electricity users.

Electricity Association [51] identifies a process for defining the details of

eight different standard usage profiles for the UK. Of these eight, only

two refer to domestic properties although the profiles take into account

the season and the day of the week. As an example of the standard pro-

files, Figure 2.4 shows the winter profiles for Saturday and Sundays, both

for Economy7 customers and non Economy7 customers, plotted as 48 half

hourly readings across the day. Economy 7 is a tariff offer that provides

much cheaper night time electricity (typically between 11pm and 6am)

at the expense of increased day time charges.

The focus of most of the load profiling work was to develop load profiles

for archetypical customers in the absence of regular customer meter read-

ings. However, with the roll-out of smart meters and other monitoring

devices, the focus of the load profiling work can move from building up a

profile to exploring the details of the profiles captured by the monitoring

devices. To apply future DSM techniques, a more precise splitting of the

users into similar groupings is needed thereby allowing for targeting of

appropriate groups.

(a) Standard users (b) Economy 7 users

Figure 2.4: Example UK Industry Standard Profiles
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In a report to the DistribuTECH Europe DA/DSM Conference, the Load

Research Group of the Electricity Association Services Ltd. [52], set forth

a set of general guidelines for load profiles:

• Each profile should represent a relatively homogeneous group of

customers.

• Each profile should be distinctly different from the others.

• The identifying characteristics for assigning customer load to a pro-

file should be readily determined.

• The number of load profiles should be relatively low.

• The accuracy of estimated load profiles should be judged primarily

on how well they perform over a trading period (typically one year)

.

Bailey [53] provides a good summary of how load profiles can be built

up and distinguishes between methods that produce different kinds of

profiles:

• Dynamic profiling from collecting meter data from a subset of cus-

tomers.

• Dynamic modelling where knowledge of an external factor (e.g.

temperature) is used to modify the standard profile using some

formula.

• Same day profiling where a similar day from history is selected to

represent the current load profile for a given day (based on weather,

overall loading or other criteria).

• Static profiling where a profile is derived for a given season and

type of day (e.g. weekend).

• Deemed profiles which are built up from assumptions made about

the detail of the load used. For example, a typical household could

be assumed to use certain appliances at certain times of the day

and the aggregate load profile is built up from the profiles for each

appliance.
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Swan and Ugursal [54] provides a review of the modelling techniques

in use in load profiling. The paper distinguishes between a top down

approach which is not concerned with individual household appliances

but which apportions calculated usage for a geographic region to indi-

vidual households, and a bottom up approach which calculates the usage

of individual houses and then aggregates this information to a regional

level. The top down approach is criticised as being reliant on historical

data and being unable to model disruptive advances in technology (such

as the take-up of electric cars). However, the data collection cost of the

top down approach is much lower than the bottom up approach with its

need to monitor at a much finer level.

Baker and Rylatt [55] investigated the differences between households

using questionnaires and then used this information to form clusters.

Analysis of the criteria for membership of particular clusters showed the

importance of home working as a major influence on the overall load

profiles.

Figueiredo et al. [56] worked with data from Portugal for a small number

of households for which appliance level measurements had been taken.

From this data, the work builds up an aggregation of usage of appliances

to create aggregated load profiles. These are then used to assess the effect

of simulating altering the time of appliance usage on the overall load

profile for a collection of households. This is close to the requirements

for effective demand side management as it allows utilities to assess the

impact on their supply requirements from changing consumer’s demand

patterns. However it relies on detailed monitoring of a few households

and would not scale well for reasons of cost and time.

Load profiles form an important part of the requirement within the electri-

city industry to perform short term (a few hours) load forecasting. Gross

and Galiana [57] provides a review of the current approaches and, in

relation to load profiles, concludes that the load generated by a given

household is a function of three principal time factors: the season, the

weekly/daily cycle and the occurrence of public holidays. Other factors

come into play relating to school holidays, daylight saving and weather

conditions which can have large short term effects on the longer term

patterns.
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Cancino [58] provides a review of the literature on load profiling which

is defined as the application of methods that deal with customers’ load

diagrams with the goal of grouping customers with similar load profiles

into coherent clusters.

Most of the published load profile work assumes that the load profile for

a given household on a given day of the week and season is relatively

constant. In practice, the actual usage on the day will be influenced by ex-

ternal factors such as the weather. Lin et al. [59] has studied this in China

and used the similarities in how substations react to external factors as

the basis for clustering. This work uses information on the peak temper-

ature and peak relative humidity. However, this work is less applicable

to the UK due to the lack of air conditioning in domestic properties and

the wide usage of gas for space heating.

Zakaria and Lo [60] distinguishes between static load profiling, dynamic

modelling and dynamic load profiling. Static load profiling relies on the

collection of data from a large number of customers for a period of over

a year. This data can then be categorised by season and type of day (e.g.

weekend) and then averaged to create a load profile for the customer. The

paper makes the point that climate is not included in the categorisation

and this can be a significant shortcoming. Dynamic modelling makes use

of the historic load shapes (as with static load profiling) but also includes

a climate adjustment mechanism. The dynamic load profiling method

relies on load data being read regularly (daily) with “new” load profiles

being produced daily. However this approach relies on the installation

of monitoring equipment in each of the households requiring large com-

mitments of time and money.

A good example of a bottom up approach has been taken by Ihbal et al.

[61]. Using the results of questionnaires and making assumptions about

the occupancy of a household at different times of the day and the prob-

ability of using a particular appliance, it is possible to build up an overall

load profile for the given household. This generated profile can then be

aggregated over a population of different types of households (e.g. single

person, retired) to create an overall usage profile for a community. The

approach is valid but depends on various assumptions on parameters

such as occupancy rate, or probability of using a particular appliance, and
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relies on extensive survey work to build up realistic estimates for these

parameters. The workload (in time and money) means that this approach

cannot be scaled to large populations and shows some of the drawbacks

of the bottom up approach.

Capasso et al. [62] is a similar example of a bottom up approach to gen-

erating a household load profile. The paper uses information on the

electricity usage profile of individual appliances and then uses probab-

ilistic methods to build up a profile of the usage of particular kinds of

appliances and thence to an overall aggregation for the whole household.

The modelling includes information on household occupancy and draws

on psychological theories. The aggregation is further extended over the

many households in an area to generate an aggregation for the district.

The model used and the predictions resulting have been validated against

the aggregation of 95 households in Milan, Italy. Paatero and Lund [63]

also uses a bottom up approach by defining a set of appliances that each

monitored household is assumed to use. Each appliance is then assigned

a usage profile (i.e. how often and for how long the appliance is used)

which are then aggregated to create an overall household load profile.

Dominguez-Navarro et al. [64] uses a top down approach to take a load

profile for a group of consumers and to use Tabu search to disaggreg-

ate this overall demand into that for individual households based on a

number of assumptions about the type of electricity usage at different

times of the day. This approach attempts to overcome the absence of de-

tailed meter data from each household but is an approach that will be

superseded by the roll-out of smart meters.

2.4.3 Clustering of Load Profiles

Electricity load profiling involves the creation of a daily shape for each

household based on regular (e.g. half hourly) meter readings. The re-

search area of load profile clustering takes the generated household load

profiles and uses various clustering techniques to group the households

into a small number of partitions.

A large amount of the literature on load profile clustering makes use
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of the periodic readings for a household across the day (e.g. 24 hourly

readings or 96 x 15 minute readings) and cluster using these readings as

the dimensions input to the clustering algorithm. Some work has been

done to derive other measures from the periodic readings and Chicco

et al. [65] has calculated a number of ratios, such as night time usage

versus day time usage, before using these as the basis for clustering.

There has been extensive research on determining user load profiles to

represent household’s electricity usage [14, 66, 67]. In many cases, (e.g.

Ramos et al. [68]), these profiles are then used as the basis for clustering

“similar” households together to develop a small set of archetypical pro-

files which can then be used as the target for various behaviour change

interventions.

Many differing approaches to finding the “similar” households have

been applied in the load profiling area and various measures have been

suggested to determine which provides the “best” clustering solution.

Most of the previous work has used very similar ways of assessing “best”

and there is a gap in the literature for a measure that gives a quantitative

value for the effectiveness of a particular clustering approach in terms of

how the results can best be used to change electricity usage behaviour.

Chicco et al. [69] distinguish between the contractual information re-

tained by electricity suppliers (such as type of business, supply voltages,

contractual information on outages) and the field measurements from

the actual households and businesses on electricity used. The paper con-

siders various possible indices that can be calculated from the hourly

electricity readings (e.g. the ratio of night time usage to day time usage)

and makes use of these indices for unsupervised clustering.

Chicco [14] provides a 2012 view of the state of the art for clustering of

electricity load patterns. This paper contains a review of the differing

algorithms used including kmeans, fuzzy cmeans, self-organising maps,

and hierarchical clustering using various linkages. Other techniques have

also been used including “follow the leader”, entropy-based algorithms

and neural networks. The paper also contains a review of the cluster valid-

ity indices used in various work. The conclusion is that the best validity

indices are those that manage to isolate the outliers in the data. This
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review supersedes previous reviews of the subject by the same author

[69, 70]. The clustering algorithms used within this thesis are described

in more detail in Section 3.2.

Singh et al. [71] has applied Gaussian mixture models to electricity load

forecasting and has found benefits in using the technique from a per-

formance point of view. The work’s emphasis is to compare the Gaus-

sian mixture models against other possible probability density functions

being used to model electricity load. The approach is applied to fore-

casting load in particular parts of the electricity supply network rather

than within a household but demonstrates that it is a technique worth

exploring further.

Chicco and Akilimali [72] proposes a novel method of clustering similar

load patterns using the similarity between the centroids found using an

entropy based algorithm (rather than Euclidean distance). The method

effectively identifies outliers and makes use of this knowledge in creating

the clusters. Various cluster validity indexes (CVIs) are used to show the

benefit of the novel approach over traditional methods of clustering.

Bidoki et al. [73] evaluates various different clustering techniques includ-

ing Classical Kmeans, Weighted Fuzzy Average Kmeans, Modified Fol-

low the Leader, Self-Organizing Maps and Hierarchical algorithms using

two cluster validity indexes to assess quality. The conclusion is that the

best algorithm depends on what results are required from the clustering

exercise (e.g. better separation or more compact clusters) with weighted

fuzzy average Kmeans providing a good compromise. The work makes

use of the daily load profile curves only and does not consider statistics

derived from the actual data readings. The work is useful for suggesting

clustering algorithms to include in analysis.

Chicco and Ilie [74] provides details of using support vector clustering as

a useful way of identifying outliers within the data and then clustering

using the data with the outliers excluded. The benefit of the technique,

compared to other clustering approaches, is tested using various cluster

validity indexes. The work uses the measured meter data collected at

hourly or 15 minute intervals as the basis for the load profile and does not

consider other measures derived from the data. The work provides useful
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guidance for selection of appropriate clustering techniques to consider

as well as cluster validity indexes to use to measure the relative benefits

of each algorithm. The work follows on from earlier work by the same

author investigating the use of self-organising maps [75].

Gavrilas et al. [76] uses a Honey Bee Mating Optimisation algorithm to

cluster the load profiles for a small sample of customers. The main bene-

fit of the approach is to minimise the amount of parameter setting that

is necessary for the clustering. This provides an interesting alternative

clustering algorithm but has not been widely used in the load profile

clustering community and does not appear to offer dramatic benefits.

Gerbec et al. [66, 77] use hierarchical and fuzzy cmeans algorithms to

cluster small business users within Slovenia into typical clusters. How-

ever, additional information on the business area of the customers (e.g.

manufacturing, service industry) was used as an attribute to combine

some of the clusters to reach a small, manageable number of partitions.

The work is not applicable to the UK domestic market as it relies on in-

formation not available for domestic customers. However, it provides

an example of using hierarchical and Fuzzy cmeans as the clustering al-

gorithms and concludes that fuzzy cmeans is the most useful. The study

builds on previous work [78] which only made use of a hierarchical al-

gorithm.

Figueiredo et al. [79] have extended the clustering approach to involve

the classification of households into the classes created by the clustering

part of the framework. This allows for new customers to the analysis

to be assigned to existing archetypical groupings based on their meas-

ured load profile. This work raises the important point that membership

of households and their behaviour is not static over time. For example,

houses can be bought and sold resulting in completely different mem-

bers of the household. Alternatively, life style changes (e.g. retirement,

death of a member of the household) can occur and which impact on the

behavioural patterns detected in the household.

Garamvolgyi and Varga [80] have taken a self-organised map approach

to clustering households using their load profiles. This work has then

been extended into an analysis of the price of energy on the spot markets
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with this data applied to the archetypical load profiles defined for each

group to measure the differing costs that could be possible for each con-

sumer group. This approach can form the basis of the demand side goals

in that utilities are likely to wish to move households from a relatively

expensive grouping to one where the demand can be addressed by buy-

ing wholesale electricity at a lower price. This movement will generally

correspond to moving households from peak time to off peak usage. The

work in this thesis allows the definition of the customer groupings and a

similar cost analysis could be applied to the groupings to determine the

best intervention to implement, as well as the best grouping to target.

Lopez et al. [81] have made use of Hopfield Artificial Neural Networks

to cluster load profiles (measured at hourly intervals) making use of the

MIA, CDI and DBI cluster validity indexes to assess the differences bet-

ween the various dimension reduction techniques tested. The volume of

data analysed (230 properties) does not require the dimension reduction

techniques. However, some interesting ratios of usage derived from the

hourly measures are defined.

Mori [82] provides an analysis of 42 studies applying data mining tech-

niques to power system issues. Only a small minority of these are relating

to load profiling but the overall results show a large preference for using

decision tree algorithms. Little further analysis is included in the paper

but it provides some good references for further information.

Gullo et al. [83] use kmeans clustering of load profiles as well as a novel

approach (called TSpart) to create archetypical profiles for domestic cus-

tomers. As well as making use of Euclidean distance, the authors also

explore using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance as the method of

measuring separation of load profiles and conclude that DTW is most

effective. CDI and MIA cluster validity are used to measure the benefits

of each approach.

A criticism of the load profiling work is that load profiles are normalised

and the households are grouped using the shapes of the profiles. This

takes no account of the total amount of electricity used and a high usage

household may be grouped in the same cluster as a very low usage house-

hold which happens to have the same shaped load profile. For effective
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DSM, it is likely that focus should be placed on the high usage household

in preference to the low usage household. Jardini et al. [84] introduces the

concept of distinguishing between residential customers based on their

total amount of usage before considering the load profiles and clustering.

Most other studies have considered all households as “equal” and have

normalised the data across all the available households.

2.5 Aspects of Clustering Techniques

2.5.1 Fuzzy Clustering Techniques

The data collected from households is necessarily noisy as it is a reflec-

tion of the human occupants of the house and their usage of the house.

In addition, a lot of the terminology of domestic electricity usage (e.g.

high/low user, green) is vague and there is likely to be a place for using

fuzzy techniques to model this vagueness.

The clustering techniques explored in the literature include the use of

fuzzy techniques to incorporate the inexactness of the daily electricity

usage pattern of a given household. Previous work on this area can be

found in [85] which details the application of Fuzzy Cmeans to a set of

meter data from Milton Keynes (93 households), demonstrates how these

households can be clustered. The paper shows how the fuzzy member-

ship function can be used to allow personalised marketing offers to be

made to each household while the utility company only deals with a few,

archetypical households.

Chang and Lu [86] provides a method of using Fuzzy Cmeans clustering

to assign domestic customers to already known load profiles based on

their monthly usage statistics only. This precludes the need to install a

meter in each household to provide hourly readings. While useful in

the past, this approach is of little benefit as smart meters are rolled out

and the main benefit of the technique (the determination of load profiles

without the need for monitoring) becomes redundant.
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2.5.2 Cluster Validity Indexes

When clustering a population into a number of groupings there are many

choices to make including, amongst others, the number of clusters, the

clustering algorithm to use, the parameters to define within the chosen

algorithm, and the attributes of the members of the population to use

for the clustering. Thus, many possible partitions can be created using

differing choices and a method of selecting between these partitions in

necessary to choose the “best” solution.

To provide an objective evaluation of differing partitioning schemes, vari-

ous cluster validity indexes have been developed. A recent review of the

state of the art regarding clustering, including a discussion on validity

indexes, has been published by Jain [50].

Validity indexes can be grouped into three major categories; internal, ex-

ternal and relative [87]. External indexes are those used to compare the

generated clusters with previously known information that has not been

included in the clustering exercise and which is referred to as the “ground

truth”. Internal indexes are concerned solely with the internal represent-

ation of the generated clusters. An example may be an index calculated

from the “tightness” of the members of a given cluster. Relative indexes

provide comparisons between different clustering solutions built using

different input parameters.

Chicco et al. [69] introduces two cluster adequacy measures to allow

comparison between differing clustering approaches. The MIA (Mean

Index Adequacy) gives a value which relies on the amount by which each

cluster is compact - i.e. if the members are the cluster are close together

the MIA is low. The CDI (Cluster Dispersion Indicator) depends on the

distance between the members of the same cluster (as for the MIA) but

also includes the distances between the representative load diagrams

for each cluster. This therefore measures both the compactness of the

clusters and the amount by which each cluster differs from the others.

These measures are used extensively in further papers on the subject

of electricity load profiling. The adequacy of the clustering measures

has been assessed by consideration of 471 non-residential customers of

the Romanian electricity supplier to determine clusters and to match
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the generated clusters against the marketing information used by the

electricity supplier.

2.6 Behavioural Patterns

Davito et al. [88] provides some background information on Smart Grids

and the impact of Demand Side Management. The authors identify six

factors that influence the behaviour of customers and determine that or-

ganisations implementing behaviour change interventions need to make

use of one or more of the factors. The factors are rates, incentives, access

to information, technology and controls, education and marketing, and

customer insight and verification. This report supports the belief that

differing approaches are needed for successful behaviour modification

initiatives for differing groups of households and hence emphasises the

importance of accurately identifying the archetypical households.

Raw and Ross [37] provides feedback on a large scale (60,000 household)

study on the effects of differing approaches to reducing energy usage.

Reporting of a household’s usage against benchmarks of similar house-

holds was identified as a successful approach and quotes “Although a

small effect, this is one of the clearest pieces of evidence for an effect of

benchmarking”. This shows that to affect consumers, there is a need to

report back on their usage and how it could be modified (either for reas-

ons of supply efficiency or for personal benefits such as reduced costs).

The paper develops a simple theoretical framework based on the means,

motive and opportunity for householders to change their behaviour (i.e.

for householders to reduce energy demand, they must know what to do,

have a reason for doing it and have the resources to do it).

Abrahamse et al. [89] provides a psychological approach to reviewing

various studies assessing the success of interventions intended to reduce

electricity usage. This makes the useful point that most studies have

intended that participants make conscious decisions on their electricity

usage (e.g. by the use of feedback monitors) and little work has been

done on changing the environment to allow for unconscious changes.

Most studies have concentrated on measuring the amount of desired
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change in behaviour rather than studying the reasons for the measured

behavioural change.

The Energy Saving Trust reported on a study comprising a few 100 UK

households [90] in which they explored in great detail, using diaries, inter-

views and similar approaches, the day to day behaviour of the sampled

households. This gives useful information which can be compared with

groupings of similar households generated by considering (only) the

meter data.

2.6.1 Appliance Detection

Previous research into detailed household behaviour has generally con-

centrated on working with a small number of households which are

well understood, which include many different monitoring devices, and

where the householder is supportive of the research and is prepared to

dedicate time and effort to correct labelling of devices and following re-

searcher defined procedures. There remain a large number of households

where there is not the commitment to “green issues” and where detailed

monitoring will not be possible either due to lack of support from the

householder or for financial or time reasons.

The detailed monitoring of households (with monitors on each circuit and

each plug) is very cost and time intensive and is likely to mean sample

sizes for individual studies are small. Monitoring of the whole house-

hold at the meter level is much easier and allows for larger sample sizes

although the detail of data collected is much reduced. To provide advice

on electricity usage behaviour it is necessary to discover appliance and

task level (e.g. cooking) detail from the coarse household data.

Zeifman and Roth [19] reviews the current state of Non Intrusive Ap-

pliance Load Modelling (NIALM) which is the technology to identify

individual appliances from the overall electricity usage. The conclusion

from this review is that, currently, no approaches are suitable for detect-

ing all kinds of appliances.

Chang et al. [91] is a typical study investigating the detection of appli-

ances making use of the overall power usage only - without the need
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for intrusive appliance level monitoring. This study focuses on the signa-

ture of the turning on of the appliance rather than on the total appliance

usage load. Like a lot of NIALM studies, some success has been demon-

strated in detecting particular appliances but often only in a laboratory

environment where the researchers know the actual appliances they are

searching for from a short list and/or by making use of intensive mon-

itoring. This monitoring may be at a very high frequency (sub-second)

or by measuring multiple items (such as reactive power). This detailed

information will not be available from smart meters rolled out across the

UK and, while interesting, are seen as of little benefit when considering

the wide population.

Firth et al. [92] has taken an intermediate approach to identifying ap-

pliances in that they define four classes of appliances: continuous such

as clocks which cause a continuous electricity load, standby appliances

which always draw some load when plugged in but also increase their

load when actively in use, cold appliances such as fridges which are

continually on but cycle through periods of cooling which draw a load

and then idleness, and active appliances such as kettles that draw a load

only when in active use. The work uses household level monitoring at a

five minute interval as the basis for disaggregating the overall electricity

usage into the four classes defined. Conclusions drawn from the study

include the observation that overall electricity use increased over the two

year monitoring period and this emphasises that a household’s electri-

city usage cannot be seen to be constant (with added cyclical variations

and noise) over a period but is likely to alter due to household changes

such as number of members and due to changing sets of appliances (e.g.

purchase or disposal of appliances).

Raine [93] have created the graph at Figure 2.5 showing appliance usage

variation across the day for UK households using data from Stamminger

et al. [94]. The data is extracted from a European wide study and then

applied to various countries with the UK information displayed. Some

of the classes of appliance conflict with other studies (e.g. the usage of

air conditioning in domestic homes which is relatively rare in the UK)

and suggests that the extrapolation of European wide figures to specific

countries has made use of some invalid assumptions and that particular
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countries (e.g. the UK) may be grossly different from the European av-

erage. However, the study provides a view of what may be possible in

changing the total electricity usage at certain times of the day by moving

the use of certain types of appliances from the peak time to other times

of the day.

Figure 2.5: Average usage of appliances in UK across the day

An alternative approach is to identify individual appliances in use based

on the characteristics of the stream of meter readings and then to com-

bine the profiles of the appliances into an overall house profile. Success-

ful implementation of such an approach often requires extensive time

for training of the data mining algorithm to learn the attributes of the

various appliances and normally requires the input of household mem-

bers to label particular appliances within the meter data stream. These

requirements can restrict the size of the population analysed. The ap-

proach is bottom up and complements the method detailed in Chapter

4 which is applicable to large volumes of households and can be seen

as top-down. Lines et al. [95] details a UK based implementation of an

appliance detection (drawn from a set of known appliances) approach.

This area of research has attracted extensive interest and forms the basis

of a 2013 Kaggle data mining competition with a prize of $25,000 3. Most

previous work has concentrated on analysing the power usage patterns

while the competition includes the novel approach of making use of the

electromagnetic interference that each domestic appliance generates and

relies on the assumption that the same appliance will always produce the

same (or very similar) electromagnetic interference pattern.
3http://www.kaggle.com/c/belkin-energy-disaggregation-competition
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2.6.2 Pricing Signals

The impact of price signals (e.g. Time of Use pricing) on household be-

haviour has been researched in a number of studies and the results seem

to differ from study to study. For example, Allcott [96] showed that US

households reacted to increases in peak time prices by reducing their elec-

tricity usage. The study also found that this was, in general, an absolute

reduction in usage, and not a shift in time of usage from peak to off-peak.

However, other studies have shown little or no response from consumers

to price signals.

Kirschen [97] takes an economic theory approach to the application of

variable pricing as a means of altering household’s electricity demand

and considers various methods of increasing the price elasticity of de-

mand for electricity. This work suffers from the common economist ap-

proach of considering all consumers as rational and with sufficient time

available to make the appropriate rational decisions based on the price

information provided. In practice, most householders are time poor with

many calls on their attention and the most efficient selection of electricity

usage is low down on their list of priorities. It is likely that any successful

price driven interventions for demand side management will be direc-

ted at intermediaries (e.g. an automated agent working on behalf of the

household) rather than directly at the householders.

Mahmoudi-Kohan et al. [98] proposes clustering households into group-

ings which are then offered different pricing models to maximise the

overall profit for the utility. While not related to demand side manage-

ment (no modification of behaviour by the customers is considered), the

approach is likely to be used by utilities making use of the results from

this thesis and similar work.

Chicco et al. [99] takes a conventional approach of clustering households

into a few archetypical groups but extends the results to consider offering

differing tariffs for customers and suggests a possible charging approach

that could be used by utilities. This demonstrates a use of the clustering

of households and could be adapted to apply to the clusters found using

the techniques in this thesis.

An approach to changing behaviour by using social norm theory is re-
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ported by Allcott [100] which provided households with details of their

neighbour’s electricity consumption. One conclusion is that sending en-

ergy usage reports provides a similar change in behaviour as would result

from a long term price increase of 5%. This work shows the importance of

considering alternative interventions to the variable pricing model and

also fits with the work in this thesis by emphasising the importance of

efficient selection of groups to target for particular interventions. For ex-

ample, providing energy reports relating to neighbours who are similar

to a given household (e.g. retired couple) is likely to be more effective

in changing behaviour than sending reports from a random selection of

geographically close neighbours.

There have been many studies in the field of Economics which show that

the behaviours of individuals in real life often doesn’t follow the general

economic assumption that people will maximise their individual utility

when making choices. Various alternative theories have been sugges-

ted including that of Prospect Theory [101] which considers that people

make different decisions under conditions of risk (which may explain

the attractiveness of gambling and insurance) than they might do when

purely considering utility. This has application to effectively influencing

individuals to undertake activities for the benefit of the electricity net-

work. However, it is likely that a lot of the “failures” of price incentive

and similar studies to achieve a significant change in behaviour are due

to the relative unimportance that individuals place on using their electri-

city effectively when compared to the other pressures that they may be

under to make decisions (e.g. TV schedules, family activities, personal

relationships).

2.7 Motif Detection

The electricity meter data stream from a household can be considered as

a graph of usage against time and regular activities (e.g. cooking) can be

seen as similar shaped usage patterns. Short patterns that repeat within

the data are defined as “motifs” and detection of these motifs, and their

timing, can lead to understanding of behaviour within the household.
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A number of different problems have been addressed in the literature

relating to motif detection. These include:

• Finding particular known motifs within a long time series

• Finding unknown motifs that repeat within the time series

• Determining the most common motifs within the time series

• Considering the warping of motifs in different ways so that two

patterns may be assessed as the same motif even though one may

be “stretched” in length or amplitude.

• Finding motifs within a large dataset where there are restrictions

on CPU time or computer memory that is available.

The problem was initially stated by Lin et al. [102] who distinguished bet-

ween the problem of efficiently finding defined patterns within a dataset

(which the authors felt was generally solved) and the problem of finding

repeating patterns within the data which were not previously known and

which the authors named as motifs.

Previous work from Das et al. [103] had addressed a related problem of

finding rules that relate patterns in one time series to patterns in another.

[104] considers the problem of finding temporal relationships between

primitive patterns in time series in a generalised way. The term “primit-

ive patterns” can be defined as motifs.

A significant amount of work has been done in the area of DNA pattern

detection and within textual analysis which can be applied to the motif

finding problem. If real valued data (as from electricity meters) can be

represented by a series of discrete characters (letters) then the techniques

of DNA and textual analysis can be applied [105].

The SAX (Symbolic Aggregate approXimation) technique provides for

symbolic representation of time series data and thus provides access to

bioinformatics and text mining techniques [106]. The original work has

been extended to iSAX [107] which provides support for large volumes

of data. One of the techniques available through SAX is the detection

of motifs in a data stream. The “holy grail” of electricity meter analysis
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is to detect individual appliances from the time series data and, while

there has been some success by researchers around the world, in general

there is a need for detailed monitoring (e.g. very frequent) or training of

the software to accurately detect appliances. The focus in this thesis is

on finding interesting, repeating patterns of behaviour (e.g. cooking or

washing) rather than individual appliances.

No applications of the SAX technique to domestic electricity data have

been found in analysis of the literature although work on wholesale en-

ergy price time series has been published by Mori and Umezawa [108].

Much of the motif-related literature has focused on finding efficient ways

of finding motifs given computing time and memory space restrictions.

These have not been directly addressed in this work but may become

important when considering the large volumes of data provided by smart

meters.

2.8 Clustering using Behavioural Traits

The degree to which households demonstrate varying behaviour could

be an indicator as to how receptive they may be to modifying their beha-

viour to take advantage of some incentive offered to them by the utility

company or similar bodies.

Eagle and Pentland [109] has introduced the concept of “reality mining”

which is defined as the sensing of complex social systems and using vari-

ous monitoring tools to detect social patterns within routines that are

detected. These apply at various time-scales including daily (e.g. getting

up, eating lunch), weekly (Saturday sports) and annual (Christmas holi-

day family visits). While Eagle and Pentland [109] makes use of mobile

phones as sensors to detect the routine activities, the concept equally

applies to making use of the household meter data readings to detect

routines within the household. The paper discusses the amount of en-

tropy in people’s lives where “people who live disorganised lives tend

to be more variable and harder to predict”.

Some researchers have explored “concept drift” which detects the way

in which memberships of clusters change over time [110]. While there
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is likely to be some change of behaviour over time as the household

members change (e.g. retirement, selling of house to other occupants) the

assumption made in this thesis is that the “real” clusters within the data,

in each of the time periods, are the same. This approach is different to that

taken with the concept drift work which measures the degree of change

over time.

Meo et al. [111] is an example of using the frequency of patterns within

a sample to derive classification rules. The regular patterns are used

to generate a probabilistic model which provides a probability that a

particular pattern will occur within a random example of the given class.

This approach allows for all patterns to be used at the same time in the

classification. However, the time of occurrence of the patterns and the

variability of that timing being used as a feature in its own right is not

considered in this work.

2.9 Analysis and Gap Detection

There is extensive existing work on creating average daily load profiles

and then using a large selection of different clustering algorithms to form

groupings of similar households. This work has been applied to various

geographic samples of households with differing results on the best clus-

tering algorithms to use. The evaluation between the results from the

differing algorithms has generally focussed on how close the members

of a given cluster are to each other (from a daily load profile point of

view) and how different the archetype for each cluster is from the other

archetypes.

There are various factors that apply to specific countries and, in many

cases, the results from one country may not apply to another country. In

particular, the infrequent usage of air conditioning units in the UK and

the extensive usage of gas for space heating, means that the results from

other European countries (particularly southern European) do not map

well onto the UK situation. There have been fewer studies of load profile

clustering using UK data and, as the results from other countries cannot

easily be applied to the UK, more studies using UK data are necessary.
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When clustering similar households no studies have considered the res-

ults in terms of what would be useful from a marketing point of view.

Good separation between clusters and good similarity within a cluster

have been well studied and CVIs that measure these statistics have been

defined specifically for load profile clustering (e.g. CDI and MIA CVIs).

However, more extensive evaluation of the clustering results is needed

to measure the usefulness of the results as appropriate for driving a be-

haviour modification programme.

The detection of motifs within time series data has been applied to many

different application domains but there has been little application of mo-

tif detection to electricity meter data from domestic households. What

work that has been done has concentrated on activities in the electricity

network at a higher level than that of domestic households (e.g. at the

local substation level).

Previous data mining work on clustering domestic households on the

basis of their variability in behaviour has only concentrated on calculat-

ing ratios of usage between different parts of the day (e.g. night versus

daytime usage) and has not considered changes in behaviour from day

to day. While there has been some work on understanding the variability

of behaviour using face to face interviewing and questionnaire responses,

there has been no application of data mining techniques to the meter data

stream to find variability measures of household behaviour.

Areas of work identified and then addressed in this thesis include the

following:

2.9.1 Load Profile Clustering Evaluation Measures

The incorporation of additional criteria into the evaluation measure for

comparing between differing clustering approaches has not previously

been addressed and may produce results that are more useful for electri-

city industry professionals. The successful definition of evaluation meas-

ures that produce results that are more suitable for behaviour modific-

ation exercises will allow for more effective selection and deployment

of DSM programmes and, hence, more effective modification of electri-
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city usage patterns for the benefit of the electricity network. Successful

DSM programs can have major impacts on addressing the upcoming

challenges to the electricity industry. This area of research is addressed

in Chapter 4.

2.9.2 Assessing Load Profile Clustering Algorithms in a

UK Environment

While there has been extensive work on daily average load profiling

clustering across the world, a lot of this work is not directly relevant to

the UK due to specific geographic and historical reasons (e.g. the UK

weather, the availability of North Sea gas, little usage of air conditioning).

Testing the available clustering algorithms using UK data is useful for

selection of the most appropriate clustering algorithms for future UK

based work. In addition, evaluating the clustering of the UK using a

composite measure (as suggested above) provides useful guidance for

selecting the most effective algorithm and set of parameters. Chapter 4

uses UK data and the proposed composite measure to provide guidelines

on the most effective clustering algorithms.

2.9.3 Finding Motifs using Symbolisation

A method of effectively finding repeating activities within a household

provides industry experts with very useful information to allow them to

design effective DSM interventions that remove or change the demand

into a pattern that is more efficient for the overall network. For example,

finding a particular motif and encouraging the household to undertake

the activity at a different time (e.g. by moving the use of a dishwasher to

overnight) can smooth the overall electricity demand.

Using symbolisation techniques to represent the electricity meter data

and hence to identify similar shapes (motifs) within the data has not

previously been applied to domestic electricity meter data. The approach

to finding motifs is tested in Chapter 5.
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2.9.4 Using Variability of Behaviour for Clustering

Little work has used variability of behaviour as a basis for grouping

households together and no work has made use of the variability in tim-

ing of motifs as the basis for clustering similar households together. Find-

ing clusters of households with differing behavioural characteristics (and,

in particular, differences in timing of regular activities) can allow spe-

cific DSM initiatives to be defined that address households with similar

degrees of variability. For example, being able to target the households

showing the most variability with an incentive that encourages them to

make their activity a lot more regular (e.g. particular pricing incentives)

may allow network managers to modify behaviour to better smooth over-

all demand. The ability to group households by their degree of variability

provides increased information about the households and will allow bet-

ter targeting of initiatives to modify behaviour. Chapter 6 evaluates the

use of variability in timing of motifs as the basis for clustering of similar

households.

2.10 Summary

This chapter has introduced the issues affecting the electricity industry,

both across the world and specifically in the UK. While there are many

future challenges in meeting the legal, political and environmental re-

quirements, there is the opportunity to make use of the newly available

stream of data from smart meters to help address the challenges. The

domestic usage of electricity in the UK is 30% of the total usage and thus

represents a significant proportion of the total demand.

Industry commentators are agreed that the implementation of incentives

that change domestic behaviour patterns is a key part of the solution

needed to meet the challenges that the electricity industry faces. Previous

behaviour modification initiatives have demonstrated some success but,

so far, not sufficient (typically only a few % improvement) to provide a

major impact on the problems. To gain more success, better targeting of

the incentives is required and thus better knowledge of the households

and their behaviour is needed.
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This chapter has considered the approach taken in the field of market-

ing and has determined that the guidelines for good segmentation of

customers can be applied to the field of electricity customer clustering.

The history and current state of the art of clustering similar households

on the basis of their electricity usage is considered and areas where better

guidelines on appropriate algorithms and parameters are needed have

been identified. The particular requirements of the UK and the need to

test possible approaches using UK data is important.

The approach to be taken in the remainder of this thesis is as follows:

• Using UK data, apply the clustering algorithms used in previous

work to determine a small number of archetypes for UK households

based on the shape of their daily usage patterns.

• Apply the segmentation guidelines from the marketing literature

to define a novel composite measure that evaluates the archetypes

using criteria wider than those used in previous work. The compos-

ite measure is then used to determine the most effective algorithms

to use when clustering UK households using daily average load

profiles.

• Use a symbolisation technique to find motifs that occur regularly

within a household. Apply an evaluation method to assess the ef-

fectiveness of differing approaches to defining motifs with the goal

of finding a reasonable number of motifs for each household (not

too few, not too many). This work then leads to a set of guidelines

for the most effective method of finding motifs and the appropriate

parameters for those methods.

• Using the findings from the motif detection investigation and the

clustering algorithm investigations, discover how the timings of

motifs vary from day to day within a household and use this de-

gree of variability as the basis for clustering the households together

to produce new or complementary archetypes which are then eval-

uated using the marketing inspired composite measures.

This approach builds on the existing published work on daily average
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load profile clustering but extends the work by using an enhanced evalu-

ation method and tests the results using UK data. This initial clustering

on load profile shape is then extended by developing a method of finding

repeating activities within a household and using this added information

to produce archetypes.
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Methodology

3.1 Research Steps

This section details the steps that will be taken to address the research

questions posed in Chapter 1.

To investigate the behaviour of households using their meter data, it is

first necessary to collect an adequate quantity of meter data that can be

used in the analysis. This thesis makes use of the North East Scotland

Energy Monitoring Project (NESEMP) data which have been collected

over a period exceeding a year and contains data from 380 households,

although not all households have a complete set of readings.

The data used for the study is collected from Scotland and samples house-

holds where one of the household members is employed by the local

government. It is therefore not a completely representative sample of

the UK population and other behaviours may be found in households

with unemployed or retired household members. The approach to find-

ing regular behaviour within the meter stream still applies to other kinds

of households.

The research approach is to first define a baseline of performance by clus-

tering households on the shape of their daily usage profiles. This clus-

tering exercise has previously been done by numerous researchers using

datasets from various countries and using an assortment of different clus-

tering algorithms. The approach is well established and will be repeated

using the NESEMP dataset and a selection of clustering algorithms.
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To evaluate the baseline performance, a novel method of measuring the

quality of the partitions found will be defined. This novel method pro-

duces a single statistic that is built up from a number of component statist-

ics, each of which are widely used approaches to measuring partitioning

results. The novel component is to combine the composite statistics into

a single measure that provides an arguably wider view of the quality and

usefulness of the partitions. The composite measure is compared with

well known CVIs widely used in the area of electricity load profile clus-

tering to compare and contrast the novel approach with the “traditional”

method.

Next the research considers how best to find motifs within the stream

of meter data. A symbolisation approach (SAX) widely used in other ap-

plication domains is selected. While applied to many different problems,

the SAX approach has not previously been used with domestic electricity

data.

Various parameters can be adjusted (e.g. length of motif, size of alpha-

bet used in the symbolisation) and an inspection approach is defined

to allow selection between the parameter settings. The criteria used for

selection of “best” settings could be debated and, to accommodate altern-

ative views on appropriate evaluation criteria, the method of selecting

the criteria and the way in which the results are compared is laid out in

detail. Another researcher (with different criteria) can apply the same ap-

proach to selecting parameters and obtain the optimum set that matches

their criteria.

3.1.1 Load Profiles

When data is collected at a high frequency, this produces a large num-

ber of dimensions for the clustering exercise (i.e. the number of samples

per day). For the five minute sampling period, the data consists of 288

attributes which are used as the basis of clustering of full day average

profiles.

While a lot of previous work has made use of the absolute values of

the meter readings (often normalised so that the readings fit within a 0-1
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range), the analysis of the differences in meter readings is of more interest

as this reflects the changes in usage resulting from turning an appliance

on or off. As the DSM interventions are intended to influence appliance

turning on/off behaviour, the usage of the difference data as the basis for

the load profiles is more useful and is used in the analysis.

3.1.2 Finding Motifs

Using the differenced meter data (i.e. the differences between successive

readings) short motifs (of up to an hour in length) are found. Rather

than defining the motifs as representing a particular activity (e.g. usage

of a toaster) and then searching for that motif within the data stream,

the approach is to find patterns in the data that are unknown before the

analysis. The interpretation of what the motif represents is not possible

in the absence of monitoring of the household, such as by usage of an

activity diary. It may be surmised that certain patterns correspond to

regular activities but the analysis does not make use of these assumptions

and treats the motifs as unknown repeating patterns.

The motif finding approach uses a process of approximation to find mo-

tifs which are similar to each other and treats these similar motifs as

representative of the same household activity. The size of motifs ranges

from 20 minutes to one hour in length.

A number of motifs are detected which do not represent interesting beha-

viour. For example, a motif showing no activity in the household (such

as may be seen when the house is empty) is of little interest to utilities

intending to implement DSM interventions and is excluded from the ana-

lysis. An automated process for assessing whether detected motifs are

“interesting” is implemented and non-interesting motifs discarded from

the further analysis.

3.1.3 Variability

One aspect of the data that is lost during the creation of household load

profiles is the variability of a household’s usage of electricity from day to

day over the period of interest.
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Once a significant number of motifs are detected, the timing of the motifs

is examined and variations in timing of the occurrence of a particular

motif from day to day within a household are taken as a measure of

the variability of behaviour within that household. The most frequently

occurring interesting motifs are examined for variability in timing and

the measure of variability is used as input to clustering exercises.

3.1.4 Evaluation

The analysis described above leads to the generation of various statistics

that describe aspects of the household’s behaviour and which are used

as the attributes input to differing clustering algorithms.

The information collected through the NESEMP questionnaires and the

related demographic information is compared with the results from the

clustering on variability of motifs. Any areas where the variability of mo-

tifs results match to a particular questionnaire response or demographic

characteristic are identified.

The clustering algorithms, and the parameters for the algorithms, are

assessed using cluster validity indexes that have been used previously in

electricity load profile clustering. In addition, a measure based on criteria

from marketing theory is defined and the results assessed using those

criteria.

3.2 Clustering

The load profile data from a 3 month period are processed so that an

average load profile for each household is generated.

The analysis focuses on the full day period. The analysis techniques can

easily be applied to shorter time periods of interest (e.g. the UK peak

time of 4pm to 8pm) when relevant for a particular intervention and are

transferable to different subsets of the data such as differing days of the

week, seasons, or time periods of the day. The approach also allows for

additional data to be incorporated (e.g. external data on weather) which

can then be used to filter the data analysed.
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Using a defined number of clusters, the clustering is undertaken using

the following algorithms, selected based on a review of literature detailed

in Section 2.4.3:

• kmeans

• Fuzzy cmeans

• Self-organising maps

• Hierarchical clustering

• Random Forests

• Gaussian Mixture models

More details on each of the algorithms is provided below:

Kmeans

Kmeans is a well known algorithm that is used in a number of electri-

city load profiling studies. The algorithm requires a number of clusters

as an input parameter (k) and works by randomly selecting an initial

k locations for the centres of the clusters. Each household is then as-

signed to one of the centre locations by selecting the centre nearest to

that household’s average profile. Once all the households are assigned,

each collection is considered, the new centre of the allocated households

is calculated, and the centre for that cluster is reassigned. The households

are then reallocated to their new nearest centre and the algorithm contin-

ues as before until no changes are made to the allocations of households

for an iteration [87].

Fuzzy Cmeans

Fuzzy cmeans provides an extension of the kmeans algorithm by allow-

ing partial membership to more than one cluster. The algorithm provides

additional output showing the degree of membership that each house-

hold has of each of the derived clusters [112]. For the analysis in this

thesis, each household is assigned to the cluster for which they have the

highest degree of membership. A fuzziness factor of 2 is used.
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Self-Organising Maps

The Self-Organising Map (SOM) is a neural network algorithm that can

be used to map a high dimensional set of data into a lower dimensional

representation. In this thesis, the mapping is to a two dimensional set

of representations which are arranged in a hexagonal map. Each sample

(i.e., the average load profile for a given household) is assigned to a posi-

tion in the map depending on the closeness of the sample to the existing

households assigned to each position (using a Euclidean measure of dis-

tance).

The SOM algorithm allows for a continuous input space (e.g. the set of av-

erage load profiles for the households) to be mapped to a discrete output

space. This discrete output space can be viewed as a set of clusters where

the households assigned to each of the discrete positions are the mem-

bers of that cluster. By setting the output space to have eight locations,

the results can be compared to those from other clustering algorithms

(e.g. kmeans) which form eight clusters. The SOM algorithm consists of

a number of phases as follows:

• Initialisation. Each node in the output space is assigned a random

sample from the dataset.

• Sampling. A random household is selected.

• Matching. All the nodes in the output space are compared to the

sample. The node with the weight that is closest to the sample is

selected as the “winner”.

• Updating. The winning node’s weights are updated with the ef-

fect that it moves nearer to the sample randomly selected in the

previous steps. In addition the other nodes also have their weight

updated with those closest to the sample updated more than those

further away (using Euclidean distance).

• Iteration. A further random household is selected and the process

returns to the sampling phase. This is repeated until the output

space doesn’t change between iterations.
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Initially the nodes are assigned at random but, over time, the map pro-

duces an arrangement where similar load profiles are placed closely to-

gether and dissimilar load profiles are placed far apart [113]. The applic-

ation of the SOM to electricity load profiles is described in [75].

Hierarchical Clustering

Most of the published load profiling work uses hierarchical clustering

and this approach has the benefit of providing easily understood rules

for cluster membership. The algorithm uses a dissimilarity matrix for the

households and, starting initially with each household in its own cluster,

proceeds by joining clusters which are most similar. Thus, at any point

in the process, there are a set number of clusters defined and the process

can be stopped to provide the desired number of clusters [114].

The euclidean distance is used when creating the dissimilarity matrix.

Various agglomeration methods are available with the “average” and

“Ward” methods being most commonly used in electricity load profiling

[115]. The agglomeration method provides the way in which clusters are

combined. The average linkage assesses the average distance between

all points in the clusters and selects the smallest average distance when

deciding on households to merge with the existing clusters. The Ward

method minimises the sum of squares of possible clusters when selecting

households to combine.

Gaussian Finite Mixture Models

Finite mixture models assume that each of the clusters in the population

is represented by a probability distribution (a Gaussian distribution for

Gaussian models). Selecting a suitable number of clusters and clustering

algorithm can then be done from amongst the models providing possible

choices of cluster numbers and parameters [116].

The algorithm generates a number of different possible models of fitting

Gaussian distributions to the data and then uses the Bayes Information

Criterion (BIC) to select the most appropriate fit amongst the models.

The BIC is the value of the maximised log-likelihood with a penalty on
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the number of model parameters and allows comparison of models with

differing sets of parameters [117]. In general, the number of clusters (num-

ber of distributions) is one of the model parameters that varies such that

the most appropriate combination of number of clusters and model is

selected from the differing BIC values. To allow comparison with the

other algorithms, the number of clusters is constrained and the algorithm

selects between different models. This algorithm is implemented using

the R package mclust [118].

The approach relies on the assumption that the population of interest

(e.g. the average load profiles) consists of a number of different sub-

populations, each of which can be described by a Gaussian probability

distribution. Various different sets of parameters can be used to describe

the distributions and can be chosen to maximise the likelihood of a given

set of data fitting the possible sets of parameters [119].

Random Forests

Breiman [120] proposed that a number of decision trees should be cre-

ated using differing random starting points. Generally each node of the

decision tree can be split such that the best split is calculated using all the

variables. However, the random forest approach selects a random subset

of the variables at each node and then makes a split based on the best

result using just the variables selected.

Random forests are collections of decision trees originally defined for

classification tasks. They can be extended to an unsupervised (clustering)

task by generating extra synthetic data which is then combined with the

original data with each being labelled differently (e.g. original data as

A, synthetic data as B). The random forest procedure can then be run

to classify the combined data. One output from the procedure is the

proximity matrix which gives a measure of how often real data points

are found in the same terminal node of the decision trees. A higher value

shows better proximity (and hence, more similarity between the records).

This algorithm is implemented using the R package randomForest [121].

The proximity matrix can then be interpreted as a similarity matrix bet-

ween the different household data (e.g. load profiles) and a clustering
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algorithm such as Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) can make use of

the similarity matrix to determine the desired number of clusters. PAM

is similar to the kmeans algorithm but makes use of a similarity matrix

(based on any criteria) rather than a Euclidean distance measure (as with

kmeans) and selects records from within the population as representat-

ives for each of the defined clusters rather than generating a new “centre”

(as with kmeans) that may not exist within the population [122].

Cluster Algorithm Tuning

The tuning of each of the cluster algorithms to give the best possible per-

formance (however this is defined) is not a goal of this study. The thesis

uses the differing clustering algorithms to provide comparisons between

the alternate ways of clustering the households (e.g. using load profiles

or motif variability) and the relative, rather than absolute, performance of

the algorithms is valid for comparing the approaches. However, there is

the possibility that a badly mistuned algorithm can give misleading res-

ults and therefore lead to an invalid comparison between the approaches

and, thus, some tuning has been applied to avoid badly mistuned applic-

ation of algorithms.

A common issue with a number of clustering algorithms is the random-

ness inherent in the process. For example, the kmeans algorithm selects a

random centre for each of the k clusters and then works forward from this

random starting position. Different random starting situations can lead

to different final sets of partitions (possibly due to the algorithm reaching

a local optimum rather than the global optimum). To avoid this situation,

algorithms such as kmeans and fuzzy cmeans are repeated many times

with the best overall result being taken as the final partitioning.

Extensive research has focused on finding the best starting points for the

kmeans cluster algorithm (e.g. [123]) but this level of tuning has not been

implemented in this thesis with the many repetitions of random starting

points being considered sufficient to avoid badly mistuned application

of the algorithm.

When considering the motif variability data, three datasets are compared

using the six selected clustering algorithms. The optimal tuning for each
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algorithm is likely to be different for each of the datasets but, to allow

comparison between the datasets, the clustering parameters are kept con-

sistent across the datasets. Thus, the partitions found for a given dataset

and clustering algorithm could possibly be improved (as measured using

a conventional CVI) but, for comparison reasons, is not done.

Ensemble Clustering

Ensemble learning is the process of using a number of different cluster-

ing algorithms (or set of parameters for the same algorithm) and then

combining the clustering results to get an overall result. Various methods

of combining clustering results have been researched (e.g. [124]).

Consensus clustering takes the information in a number of different par-

titions of the same instances and combines this information to produce

an overall summary set of partitions that best represents the informa-

tion in the underlying clusterings. The method of doing this combination

and the measurement of “best” provide a number of different ensemble

clustering approaches.

This thesis makes use of the R package “clue” [125] which provides a

number of different approaches. The method selected is “HE” which

provides for hard partitions to be created based on Euclidean distances

between the component clusterings. The dissimilarity between the vari-

ous component clusterings is minimised to find the overall “best” con-

sensus clustering.

Attribute Selection

Various socio-economic data collected via questionnaires from the house-

holds under study is available for comparison with the clustering results

presented in this thesis.

For each item of socio-economic data, it is useful to understand which of

the various attributes used for the clustering best splits the households

into partitions that match the questionnaire responses for that item. The

attribute found can be seen as the most important in influencing the split

of households into the groups suggested by the questionnaire response
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(e.g. household size).

To find the most “important” attribute, a random forest approach is taken.

For the data set used for the clustering (e.g. the variability of motif data)

a number of classifications are undertaken using a hierarchical algorithm.

For each of the classifications, a random selection of attributes are selec-

ted. This results in a number of different trees and the associated error

rate of each given tree. By considering each of the attributes and com-

paring the average error rate for the trees including the attribute against

those omitting the attribute, a value for the average “improvement” in er-

ror rate when including the attribute can be calculated. After considering

all attributes, the one with the greatest improvement in error rate is taken

as the most important in predicting the given questionnaire response.

Being able to predict questionnaire responses from membership of a

household in a particular archetypical cluster would be a powerful way

of understanding more information about a household. If it was pos-

sible to accurately infer various characteristics of the household from

the cluster in which they fall based solely on their electricity meter us-

age, then DSM initiatives aimed more accurately, and using the inferred

knowledge, would be likely to be more successful.

3.2.1 Cluster Validity

To assess the quality of the clusters derived from one clustering exercise

compared to those derived from a different exercise, the widely used CDI

and MIA measures (as defined by Chicco [14]) are used. Lower values

for the CDI and MIA measure denote “better” solutions.

These are defined by Chicco et al. [65] using the following description:

The data to be clustered consists of M records numbered as m=1,..M. Each

record has H features numbered as h=1,..H.

The data is clustered into K clusters (numbered as k=1,..,K). Each cluster

has Rk members where r(k) is the rth record assigned to cluster k and C(k)

is the calculated centre of the cluster k.
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The distance (d) between two profiles is defined as:

d(mi, mj) =

√√√√ 1
H

H

∑
h=1

(mi(h)−mj(h))2 (3.2.1)

where mi(h) and mj(h) are the hth attributes for two records, mi and mj.

The “within set distance” d̂(S) of the members of a set, S with N members

(sj where j=1,..,N) is defined as:

d̂(S) =

√√√√ 1
2N

N

∑
n=1

N

∑
p=1

d2(sn, sp) (3.2.2)

The MIA gives a value which relies on the amount by which the members

in the cluster are close together. It is calculated by using the distance of

each member of the cluster from the representative profile for the cluster.

The representative profile is defined differently depending on the cluster-

ing algorithm used. A lower value for MIA suggests a better clustering

solution.

MIA =

√√√√ 1
K

K

∑
k=1

∑
r

d2(r(k), C(k)) (3.2.3)

The CDI depends on the distance between the members of the same

cluster (as for the MIA) but also includes the distances between the rep-

resentative load profiles for each cluster. This therefore measures both the

homogeneity of the clusters and the separation of each cluster from the

others. The possible values for the CDI measure range from 0 upwards

with no limit to the maximum value. A lower value for CDI suggests a

better clustering solution.

CDI =
1

d̂(C)

√√√√ 1
K

K

∑
k=1

d̂2(Rk) (3.2.4)

where C is the set of cluster centres and Rk is the set of members of the

kth cluster.

The CDI and MIA measures have been widely used in electricity load

profile work and will be used as baseline measures against which the
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results in this thesis can be compared. The composite measure that will

be developed and used to assess the differing algorithms is detailed in

Chapter 4.

To assess the consistency of clustering solutions, the differing arrange-

ments of households into partitions are compared.

The Rand index compares the different pairs of samples (i.e. each possible

pair of households) and assesses the number in which each pair are in

the same partition in the two differing clustering solutions, the number

where each member of the pair are in different partitions in both solutions,

and the case where the members are in the same partition in one solution

but differing partitions in the other solution. This information is used to

generate a measure ranging from 1 (complete agreement) to 0 (chance

distribution). Thus, the higher the value for the Rand index, the better

the two clustering solutions agree.

The corrected Rand index ([126] builds on the original work but adjusts

the calculated value for the expected matching that would occur in a

random arrangement. The corrected Rand index takes values from 1 to

-1. The higher the value for the corrected Rand index, the better the two

clustering partitions agree. The consistency of the clusters obtained from

the differing clustering algorithms is used as a measure of the quality of

the results with more consistency between the results suggesting a more

useful method of identifying the clusters.

When comparing between differing clustering algorithms, the approach

with the higher values for the adjusted Rand index provides the more

consistent set of cluster memberships and is judged to be the better solu-

tion.

The clustering approach is assessed in terms of marketing theory to un-

derstand the usefulness of the results. This means that clusters should be

assessed using more criteria than the generally used “tightness” of the

clusters and “separation” between clusters with the inclusion of other

criteria such as “understandability” (whether the clusters make sense in

real world terms).
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3.3 Motifs

To find the motifs within the data, each period of interest within the day

for each household is examined by taking a moving window over the

period. The subset of the meter readings within the moving window is

then converted into a string using the SAX method and the resulting

string is stored in a MySQL database. Next, the window moves on by

one reading and the conversion into a SAX representation string is re-

peated. Thus, using a SAX alphabet size of six and analysing the 4pm to

8pm period (a total of 48 x five minute readings) will result in 43 motifs

stored for each day for each household. See Figure 3.1 for an example

of how the SAX representations are defined. The top graph shows the

five minute readings for a four hour peak period. A sliding window of

six readings (30 minutes) is taken across the peak period with the first

two windows and the last one shown. Each window is normalised (using

Z normalisation) within the values in the window and then translated

into the SAX alphabet representations (using an alphabet size of five) as

shown at the bottom of the diagram. The example shows a 4 hour peak

period but the approach applies to any size for the period of analysis. The

analysis in this thesis uses the full day as the period of interest.

The example uses a SAX alphabet of five (i.e. the letters “a” to “e”) to rep-

resent the motifs. Five is selected as a reasonable compromise between

having too few letters and thus not detecting changes in meter readings

and having too many and thus generating too many patterns which may

not repeat. This parameter is explored in Chapter 5 to assess the sensitiv-

ity of the analysis to different settings for alphabet size.

The motif size used for the example is six which corresponds to a 30

minute period. The UK electricity settlement market uses a 30 minute

period and thus six is a useful starting point for investigation. 30 minutes

is also a reasonable estimate for a time period that will include most

household activities such as breakfast or showering. The appropriate

setting for this parameter is explored in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.1: Process for creating SAX representative strings

Automatically detecting uninteresting motifs

Certain motifs are not interesting for analysis. For example, the motif

showing no activity (i.e. a repeating constant usage) will be very common

and is unlikely to be interesting for understanding how best to apply

interventions to change behaviour. Therefore, an automated process to

exclude uninteresting motifs from further analysis is defined in Section

5.3.

3.3.1 Variability

The averaging of all the daily load profiles for a household into a single

representative profile for each household necessarily loses some inform-

ation that could be an important differentiator between households. The

variability between the household daily load profiles can give an indica-

tion of how much a household’s behaviour varies from day to day and

can be a useful indicator of the appropriateness of a household for a par-
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ticular behaviour change intervention.

There are many ways of measuring the variability of households from

day to day and this thesis explores the presence of motifs (and how the

motifs vary in timing during the day) as an indicator of the degree of

variability.

This is implemented by first finding all the motifs (matching certain re-

strictions such as length) within a given household’s meter data stream.

The top motif (the one that occurs most often) is further examined for

the times when the motif occurs. The number of times it occurs, and the

standard deviation of the times around the mean time, are calculated for

each household. An example to explain this can be seen at Figure 3.2

where the meter readings during the peak period (4pm to 8pm) for one

household for five weekdays are shown. The motifs are highlighted and

the timing of occurrences of the motifs vary between approximately 6pm

and 7:30pm. While this example shows just one week, the analysis uses

all the available working days within the selected three month period.

Figure 3.2: An example of one week’s peak data showing motifs and

variability in their timing
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3.4 Data Sources

3.4.1 North East Scotland Energy Monitoring Project

The ongoing North East Scotland energy monitoring project (NESEMP)

is examining the relationship between different types of energy feed-

back and psycho-social measures including individual environmental

attitudes, household characteristics, and everyday behaviours. As part

of this ongoing project, several hundred households are being monitored

with the electricity usage recorded every five minutes using CurrentCost

monitors [15]. There are various issues with the data including long peri-

ods of non-collection for some households and some households leaving

the study during the monitoring period.

As part of the NESEMP, various demographic and attitudinal informa-

tion was collected using questionnaires from each household. Some of

this data is incomplete and some of the households did not provide full

permission for usage of their data and, while meter readings exist for

these households, their data has been excluded from the analysis.

Data Collection

Data is collected by a CurrentCost Envi 1 monitor by a clamp connected

to the household electricity meter which communicates over a wi-fi net-

work with the monitor. The sampling happens approximately every 6

seconds and provides a value for the current usage of electricity within

the house, as measured by the clamp, and the current temperature in the

room housing the Envi monitor.

The Envi monitor is connected to a CurrentCost Bridge 2. Each reception

of a sample from the meter clamp generates an input to the Bridge consist-

ing of the meter reading and the room temperature. The meter reading

data consists of the rate of usage at the time of the reading (i.e. an instant-

aneous sample). The information provided to the Bridge consists of this

instantaneous reading and the instantaneous temperature reading from

1http://www.currentcost.com/cc128/xml.htm
2http://www.currentcost.com/product-bridge.html
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the monitor.

The Bridge creates a summary of the electricity and temperature for a

five minute period by averaging all the readings received during the

five minute period and calculating the usage for five minutes that this

averaged consumption rate would imply which is uploaded to Pachube.

Any missing readings (e.g. due to transmission problems from the clamp

to the monitor) are ignored (i.e. the average is calculated just on the

transmissions received during the five minute period).

The Bridge communicates with Pachube across the internet using the

household’s broadband router approximately every five minutes and

provides a summarised electricity usage figure and temperature. The

summarised figure consists of the average of the meter readings collec-

ted during the previous five minute period. The posting of the data to

Pachube takes an additional one to two seconds which is not included in

the total usage figure.

An automatically scheduled job runs daily and downloads the data stored

within Pachube to a .csv file on servers at The James Hutton Institute in

Aberdeen, UK.

Pachube is an internet service that allows the creation and monitoring

of the “Internet of Things”. In this deployment, it allows for electricity

monitoring devices to be connected to the internet and for data collec-

ted by the monitoring devices to be uploaded and stored on a database

maintained by Pachube. Since the beginning of the NESEMP project the

Pachube service has been taken over by Xively.com who continue to

provide the service described.

Alongside the continual collection of meter data, various questionnaires

have been completed by the households participating in the in the study.

Some of the interesting information collected is used in the analysis in

Section 6.5.

Data Cleaning

To allow analysis of the data, various data cleaning procedures are re-

quired which are summarised below:
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• The data readings were nominally taken at five minute intervals

but the technology used meant that the actual reading times slowly

drifted over time with each reading being about one or two seconds

more than five minutes apart. To allow comparison of households

and days within a household, the data was aligned precisely to five

minute times (e.g. 12 noon, 12:05pm, 12:10pm, etc.) using a process

of interpolation between the actual readings.

• The technology used for collection of the meter data was sometimes

faulty (e.g. the household broadband connection was down) and

readings were missed for some five minute periods. These have

been reconstructed from the actual readings using interpolation.

• Any partial days of readings at the beginning or end of the dataset

are deleted to ensure that all days of readings in the data consist of

a full set of readings.

• Daylight saving causes either an additional hour of readings (in

Autumn) or a missing hour of readings (in Spring). These have

been corrected for by interpolating the missing hour in Spring and

by averaging the readings for the repeated hour in Autumn.

The Current Cost Bridge software makes an assumption about the max-

imum electricity load that resulted in readings of greater than 32767W

being stored as negative numbers. To correct this problem a further step

of replacing all the negative numbers with the correct positive value was

necessary.

After removing data for households with insufficient readings, the data

is loaded into a MySQL database and the readings are aligned with exact

five minute boundaries (e.g. 1pm, 1.05pm, etc.) by interpolation between

the actual readings. This is achieved by calculating the reading at an

exact five minute point (e.g. 1.05pm) by considering the actual readings

before and after that time and by calculating the reading such that the

total usage over a longer period (e.g. an hour) is the same whether the

interpolated readings or the original actual readings are used [127]. This

results in a set of 288 readings (one for every five minute period in the

day) for each day for each of the households in the database. Each day
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of sampling is labelled in a number of ways such as “working day” or

“summer”.

The sum effect of the above modifications is to create a collection of data

for each household where the data consists of full days of 288 readings

per day with the meter reading timings aligned on the exact five minute

times.

The process for data manipulation is described in the following diagrams.

Initially the data points in the time series are as per the stars on Figure

3.3. Each star represents the usage for the period for the five minutes up

to that time-stamp.

Figure 3.3: Original data points

The first step is to assume that readings are best represented by a time-

stamp within the middle of each sampling period as per Figure 3.4. This

is done by subtracting 2.5 minutes (150 seconds) from each time-stamp

and producing the information shown in Figure 3.4. The justification

for this step is that the five minute readings actually represent an av-

erage of the readings taken every few seconds over the previous five

minute period and, thus, best represent the usage halfway through the

five minute period.

Estimates next need to be made for the periods between the five point

stars so that the points for the 12 point stars can be determined (i.e. the

value for b can be estimated). See Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Times represented by the readings

Figure 3.5: Values to be estimated

As the total usage over a long period using the interpolated data should

be the same as the original data (as summing over long periods, such as

an hour, should be consistent) it is important that the estimated points

should be set such that the green areas and the yellow areas have equal

size. In this way the total usage remains the same even though the rate of

usage has been estimated at all intermediate points. The top green area

on Figure 3.5 is calculated as

x1
2

.
y1− b

2
(3.4.1)

The bottom green area is calculated as
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b− y2
2

.
x2
2

(3.4.2)

As these areas are identical,

x1(y1− b)
4

=
x2(b− y2)

4
(3.4.3)

x1.y1− b.x1 = b.x2− x2.y2 (3.4.4)

x1.y1 + x2.y2 = b(x2 + x1) (3.4.5)

b =
x1.y1 + x2.y2

x2 + x1
(3.4.6)

This formula will allow all the 12 point star readings to be calculated

from the two samples either side of the time-stamp and allow for a series

of readings to be created consisting of the five point and 12 point stars

and the corresponding time-stamps.

Finally, it is necessary to estimate readings for time-stamps that follow

a strict five minute boundary. These can be seen in Figure 3.6 and are

represented by the black arrows on the time axis. The corresponding

energy usage can be read from the generated thick black lines and are

represented by the horizontal red arrows.

Figure 3.6: Final data layout

Issues arising from this approach include:

• Total usage summed from the generated five minute time points

may not correspond to the original total usage. However, as the
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number of data points grows, these values will converge. The ori-

ginal data may underestimate the total usage for a long period (e.g.

hour plus) as the original data contains periods for which no usage

is collected (the one or two seconds taken to upload to Pachube and

the missing time-stamps due to upload errors to Pachube).

• Long periods of missing data (e.g. hours) are represented by a se-

quence of very similar readings and hold little useful information.

A rule is introduced to distinguish between missing data (long peri-

ods) and variation in the time-stamps of readings caused by the

CurrentCost Bridge (short periods). The above algorithm is applied

for the time-stamp variation with long periods (days) with missing

data being deleted from the database.

The algorithm for implementing the above procedure is:

• Original data series consisting of time-stamp, meter reading and

temperature.

• The mid-sample period point of each interval is calculated and a

new series created with modified time-stamps (by subtracting 150

seconds).

• New value for each of the old time-stamp points (i.e. “b”) calculated

from the formula above.

• The two series are merged into time-stamp order. Any duplicate

timestamps should have identical values and can be ignored.

• All five minute time-stamps within the specified time interval (first,

just before first and last point in series) are calculated.

• Before and after time-stamps for each five minute interval are found

in the merged series and the corresponding value for energy usage

and temperature calculated.

Daylight saving issues are addressed by creating interpolated data for

the “non-existing” 1am to 2am period on the Spring daylight saving day

and by averaging the 1am to 2am values (of which there are two for each
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time-stamp) in Autumn. For each household, the readings (for electricity

and temperature) at 12.55am and at 2am are found. Then each of the five

minute times (i.e. 1:00, 1:05, etc.) are interpolated assuming a straight line

between the readings at 12.55am and 2am. These calculated readings are

added to the database to ensure that Spring daylight saving days have

288 daily readings per household and no missing values. The sum effect

of this is that each day (including the days with daylight saving changes)

have 288 readings.

The readings on the Autumn daylight saving days are found for the

period of 1am to 2am. These readings are averaged (i.e. mean of the two

readings is calculated) and the original duplicated readings are deleted

from the database. The new averaged readings are then inserted to ensure

that the Autumn daylight saving days have 288 readings per day per

household.

The households that have been identified as “accepted” (i.e. have com-

pleted all necessary forms and produced a reasonable amount of data)

are marked.

Data Storage

After cleaning of the data, it is stored in a MySQL database using a star

schema [128] to ease the querying of the data. Appropriate indexes are

added to the stored tables to improve query performance.

The roll-out of electricity smart meters across the UK collecting readings

at half hourly, or more frequent intervals, will lead to a massive growth

in data available for analysis by utility companies and other interested

bodies. The handling of the large data volumes in ways that allow easy

and quick analysis will be essential for efficient use of the data. De Silva

et al. [129] has investigated suitable methods of storing the meter data to

allow for rapid determination of trends. The basis of this work is the use

of a data warehouse schema as used for the NESEMP data.

The data schema is shown in Figure 3.7. In addition to the shown tables,

specific tables for the motifs found for each combination of alphabet size

and motif size are also created. There is also a base data table which
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Figure 3.7: Main data schema

contains the original data prior to the cleaning process and the creation

of the alldata_clean table.

The data collection project is ongoing and it is planned that, periodically,

the data collected is uploaded to the database shown. At the time of

the analysis described in this thesis, the data covered the period of 3rd

November 2010 to 21st October 2012. The project started with an initial

phase with fewer households so not all households have data for the full

period.

The data volumes are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Data Volumes

Table Number of records

ALLDATA_CLEAN 31073472

HOUSEHOLD 380

TIME_DIMENSION 288

DATE_DIMENSION 1461

3.5 Experimental Environment

The research uses R Studio version 0.98.501 using R 3.1.0 [130] running

on a Windows 7 64 bit system and accessing the data stored within a

MySQL v5.5.31 database.

R software packages used include:
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• e1071 [131] to provide the cmeans algorithm.

• reshape [132] to provide melt and cast functions to rearrange the

data structures.

• kohonen [133] to provide the Kohonen self-organised map func-

tions.

• fpc [134] to provide cluster similarity measures.

• randomForest [121] to provide Random Forest functions

• RMySQL [135] to provide the interface from R to MySQL.

• matlab [136] to provide emulation of some Matlab packages.

• clue [125] to provide cluster ensemble processing.

• clv [137] to provide cluster validity indexes.

• varSelRF [138] to allow selection of the most important attributes

when comparing with questionnaire data using a random forest

approach.

• StatMatch [139] to make use of alternative distance measures in-

cluding Mahalanobis distance.

3.6 Summary

This chapter provides information on the techniques and algorithms used

throughout the rest of the thesis.

The data used in the analysis, the method of collection, the data quality

issues and how they are addressed and the way in which the data is

stored to make it available for analysis are described.

The key clustering algorithms identified in the literature review (Chapter

2) as being commonly used in the area of electricity load profile clustering

are identified and described.

The cluster validity indexes used in previous electricity load profile clus-

tering work are defined. Additional measures are combined with the
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compactness measure based on the CDI CVI to provide a more “com-

plete” measure of the quality of the clustering partitions. This composite

measure is defined in Chapter 4 and is used throughout the thesis as the

basis for comparing different methods of clustering, different datasets or

parameter settings.

The broad approach to addressing the research questions laid out in

Chapter 1 is described. Further details and full results are provided in

Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

To allow others to repeat the work detailed in the thesis, the hardware

and software environment used for the analysis is described.
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Obtaining Archetypical

households using Load Profiles

This chapter addresses the research question laid out in Chapter 1 of

whether it is possible to find clusters of households based purely on the

electricity meter readings. This will be tested using the data from the

NESEMP project and assessed using an appropriate cluster validity in-

dex.

Various cluster algorithms are applied and the resulting cluster solutions

are compared using appropriate validity indexes (CVIs). It is argued that

the existing widely used CVIs concentrate on only a few of the aspects of

what makes a cluster useful and a new, extended composite measure is

required. A novel measure is defined and used to assess the effectiveness

of the differing algorithms when applied to electricity load profiling.

A standard marketing approach is to categorise a large population into a

few, representative entities which are archetypical of the large numbers of

the population assigned to that archetype. This approach allows for con-

sideration of a few differing archetypes while allowing for interventions

addressing a large proportion of the population. This chapter makes use

of this approach and builds measures to reflect the characteristics of what

makes a “good” cluster.

This chapter proposes that, for the clusters obtained from the load pro-

files to be effective other measures should be included in the assessment

of possible partitions. The focus is on providing a measure of the effect-

iveness of the cluster solution to the person designing and implementing
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a programme to influence the behaviour of the population, rather than

on assessing how well the clusters found match the “real” clusters within

the data (which is an area already well researched).

4.1 Background

Many different arrangements of a population into clusters are possible

using a variety of clustering algorithms. The question arises as how to

choose between these possible arrangements. Much research has been

done on defining cluster validity indexes (CVIs) [87] which can be ap-

plied to the defined clusters to produce a measure that allows the com-

parison of differing cluster algorithms or sets of input parameters.

The field of data mining includes many ways of measuring the “quality”

of a particular clustering solution [50]. In most cases the data mining liter-

ature evaluates a good solution as one in which the members of a cluster

are close together (similar to each other) and the archetypes, representing

each cluster, are far apart (well separated from each other). Much work

[18, 140] has been published on defining “close” and “separated” and

most of the existing measures of quality focus on measuring compact-

ness and separation.

The field of marketing has explored the requirements for effective cluster

analysis [49] and the clustering of individuals into archetypical groups

for marketing purposes has been widely applied [6]. In particular, the

generation of clusters showing individuals with similar behaviour is used

as a precursor to the creation of a specific offer to a given cluster that the

marketing professionals believe will be attractive to members of that

cluster (and hence taken up).

This chapter addresses the question as to whether it is possible to find a

few clusters of households using UK data. Furthermore, can a composite

measure, based on sub-measures, be defined that will allow choices to be

made between different clustering algorithms. Using the composite meas-

ure, is it possible to give guidelines on the most appropriate clustering

algorithm to use for load profile clustering.
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4.2 Approach

4.2.1 Data Selection

The analysis uses data collected at five minute intervals for 123 house-

holds from the Spring 2011 period (also compared with Spring 2012 for

the consistency measure) filtered to include just working days (week-

days which are not public holidays). This results in 2,653,056 readings

providing a total of 9212 days of readings across all households (not all

households have the same number of days of data). The data for each

household are averaged by time of day so that each of the 123 households

is represented by a single load profile consisting of 288 readings at five

minute intervals across the day.

A second dataset is created using the five minute data described above

but aggregated into hourly readings for each household. After averaging

over the households, this results in a dataset consisting of 123 household

representative load profiles, each with 24 hourly readings.

The average load profiles for each household are normalised such that

the values for electricity usage lie in the 0-1 range.

The normalised profiles are then used as input to clustering tests using a

variety of clustering algorithms.

The analysis is repeated for 3 further datasets drawn from the readings

at Spring weekends, Summer weekdays and Summer weekends to as-

sess whether the results from each different time period are substantially

different.

4.2.2 Clustering Algorithms

Based on the review by Chicco [14] and other work [71], the following

clustering algorithms are selected as the most commonly used for electri-

city load profile clustering:

• Kmeans

• Fuzzy Cmeans
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• Self Organised Maps

• Hierarchical clustering (using average and Ward linkage)

• Gaussian mixture model

• Random Forests

These algorithms are described in more detail in Section 2.5.1.

4.2.3 Selecting the Appropriate Number of Clusters

A common issue with clustering is the appropriate setting for the number

of clusters. To match common practice within the electricity industry,

an optimum number of eight clusters is selected. See Section 4.3.1 for a

discussion of this decision.

As the composite measure discounts small clusters when calculating the

sub-measures, it may be more effective to run the clustering algorithms

with numbers of clusters (k) greater than the optimum number as some

of the small, outlier clusters are discounted. To explore this question,

kmeans clustering using the five minute data is repeated a number of

times for different values of k (from 6 to 12).

The optimum number of clusters is varied from 6 to 9 for each of the

values for k and the composite measure is calculated. From these results

the best setting of k can be determined to achieve the highest value for

the composite measure for the desired optimum.

4.3 Cluster Quality Evaluation

The field of Data Mining includes many ways of measuring the “qual-

ity” of a particular clustering solution. In most cases the data mining

literature focuses on the two criteria of compactness within a cluster and

separation between clusters. A good solution is one in which the mem-

bers of a cluster are close together (similar to each other) and the arche-

types, representing each cluster, are far apart (well separated from each

other). Much work has been done on defining “close” and “separated”
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with most of the proposed measures of quality focusing on measuring

the compactness and separation.

The criteria that makes a good marketing segmentation are described

in Section 2.4.1 and an effective cluster validity index should evaluate

partitions using these criteria. To build an extended cluster validity index

that incorporates some of the marketing related criteria it is necessary to:

1. Define a way of producing a measure for each of the criteria. To

allow comparison between, and combination of, the criteria, the

measure should vary over the range of 0 to 1 where 1 represents the

best solution.

2. Determine a method of combining the criteria to give a composite

single measure.

3. Provide a way of weighting each of the sub-measures such that

adjustments can be made to the weightings depending on the in-

tended use of the results.

The work presented in this chapter builds on the extensive prior research

into cluster validity indexes and proposes an extension that allows pos-

sible partitions to be assessed for implementing DSM techniques. The

selection of appropriate clusters is sometimes described as being more of

an art than a science. This work provides an objective basis for decisions

on the effectiveness of cluster solutions that previously may have been

made subjectively.

4.3.1 Component Measures

Compactness

The data mining literature provides many possible cluster validity in-

dexes that could be used to give a good indication of the degree of com-

pactness within a cluster and the separation between clusters. The Sil-

houette measure [141] is often used in clustering across many domains.

However, as it has been extensively used in previous work with elec-

tricity load profiles, the CDI (Cluster Dispersion Indicator, see Section
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3.2.1) measure is selected. Applying the proposed approach of creating a

composite measure to a different application domain may mean that the

Silhouette measure (or, indeed, another CVI) may be more appropriate

and can be included in the proposed composite measure in preference to

the CDI.

The CDI can give values larger than 1 with the lowest values considered

the best. Therefore, for comparison with the other sub-measures, it must

be adapted to fall within the 0-1 range with 1 being the best solution.

To achieve this, a value for the CDI for a simulated, random set of load

profiles of the same size as the data under investigation is calculated.

The random profiles consist of M records, each consisting of H values

drawn from a uniform 0-1 random distribution. A clustering algorithm

is applied to the random records and the CDI (CDIrandom) calculated for

the resulting partitions.

The compactness measure is calculated as

Measurec = 1− CDI
CDIrandom

(4.3.1)

If the CDI generated from the random set of data is found to have a smal-

ler value (i.e., better) than the real data CDI then the measure is set as 0.

Thus, the measure is an indication of how the clustering solution com-

pares to that resulting from a random set of data with higher results being

better and a result of 0 denoting no benefit over the random solution.

A different set of random observations can lead to a different (maybe

better) random CDI and thus the value of the sub-measure can change.

This has been addressed by repeating the calculation of the CDI for 11

sets of random data and then selecting the set with the median value for

CDI. 11 has been chosen as a large enough number to ensure that the

random dataset selected generates a CDI that is likely to be very close to

the average across all possible random datasets.

To allow for comparison between the differing clustering algorithms, the

same random CDI can be used for all analysis using the same dataset.

For example, in this chapter, the kmeans algorithm is taken as the base

method and all the alternative clustering algorithms use the kmeans ran-

dom CDI measure when calculating the compactness measure. As the
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compactness measure provides results relative to the base measure, any

of the clustering algorithms could have been selected for the random

calculation without impacting on the relative values of the measures.

Parsimonious

A useful clustering solution will consist of a reasonable number of clusters

such that the understanding and addressing of the clusters is not too

complicated. On the other hand, too few clusters is likely to provide in-

sufficient differentiation between the groups of interest. The optimum

number of clusters for each industry is dependent on standard practice

within that industry.

Within the electricity industry, 8 is generally accepted as a good num-

ber for the optimum number of clusters. Ramos et al. [67], Figueiredo

et al. [79], Rodrigues et al. [142] report on Portuguese electricity market

experts who recommend a number within the 6-9 range. Tsekouras et al.

[143] analyse various numbers of clusters using Greek data and conclude

that most clustering algorithms examined perform best when generat-

ing 8-10 clusters. The UK electricity market defines eight generic profiles

[51] for each season and weekday/weekend designation although only

two of these profiles are for domestic users (the others are for indus-

trial users). Defining around eight profiles for domestic household usage

would provide more flexibility for the designers of behaviour modifica-

tion interventions while still limiting the number to a level that can be

easily managed.

A clustering solution may include clusters with very few members and

which represent outliers within the data. These will not be addressed

by any DSM program as they are too small for any cost effective inter-

vention and thus will be excluded when calculating the parsimonious

measure. A figure of 50% of the mean cluster size is taken as the cut-off

for designating clusters as outliers.

The gamma probability density function provides a suitable shape for

measuring how close the number of useful clusters is to the industry op-

timum. Small differences from the optimum incur small penalties while a

figure far from the optimum number of clusters incurs a relatively higher
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penalty reflecting the lack of usefulness. The shape of the function can be

scaled to provide a value for the measure in the range of 0-1. The gamma

density function is given by

P(x, α) =
1

Γ(α)

∫ x

0
e−ttα−1 dt

for x ≥ 0 and α > 0 and where the gamma function is defined by the

integral

Γ(z) =
∫ ∞

0
tz−1e−t dt, z > 0

and α is the scale factor which is set as optimum + 1.

Figure 4.1 shows the density function (scaled to give values between 0

and 1) for an application where the industry standard requirement is for

eight effective clusters (i.e., optimum=8 and hence shape=9).

Figure 4.1: Example modified gamma density function with shape=9

The proposed parsimonious sub-measure provides a value for the degree

to which the clustering solution provides a small number of substantial

clusters where the optimum number of substantial clusters (for example,

eight) depends on the application domain.
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Substantial

To allow useful application of the clustering results, the cluster sizes

should be large enough to make them worth addressing. While there is an

argument that good results can be obtained by addressing the “long tail”

(i.e., the clusters which have few members) this is an enhancement that

can be applied once the reasonable sized clusters have been addressed

successfully.

In the same manner as for the parsimonious sub-measure, any small

clusters representing outliers are excluded. Once these small clusters are

removed, an ideal solution for ease of developing interventions would be

to have clusters of equal size. In practice, equal sized clusters are very un-

likely and may not represent the “real” natural clusters within the data.

However, this sub-measure is intended to reflect the usefulness of the

partitioning solution and the match of the cluster solution to the “real”

clusters is addressed by other sub-measures (in particular the compact-

ness measure).

It can be argued that not all the clusters need to be of reasonable size so

long as the ones representing the subset of the population that is to be

addressed are. The clusters that won’t be addressed can be very small

or large without impacting on the usefulness of the partitioning. How-

ever, as there is no way to automatically know the clusters that will be

addressed, it is necessary that the sub-measure considers all clusters as

being equally likely to be addressed.

While the substantial sub-measure is related to the parsimonious sub-

measure (fewer clusters will tend to mean each cluster is of a reasonable

size), the relationship isn’t strong and separate sub-measures are useful

to represent the different aspects of the solution.

The data to be clustered consists of M records numbered as m=1,..M. Each

record has H features numbered as h=1,..H.

The data is clustered into K clusters (numbered as k=1,..,K). Each cluster

has Rk members where r(k) is the rth record assigned to cluster k and C(k)

is the calculated centre of the cluster k.

L is the number of clusters of size greater than 50% of M
K .
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Measures = 1− 1
2M

L

∑
l=1
|M

L
− Rl| (4.3.2)

The substantial sub-measure thus gives a value that depends on how

close each of the cluster sizes is from the size resulting from partitioning

into clusters of equal sizes. The closer the cluster sizes are to the equal

sizes, the closer the sub-measure is to 1.

Consistent

The approach to measuring the consistency of a clustering algorithm is to

determine two comparable time periods, and then to apply the algorithm

to the data from each time period, before comparing the memberships

for each partitioning to check for correspondence. When households are

clustered with the same households in each time period, the solution is

regarded as more consistent.

A relative cluster validity index is used to compare the results from the

two time periods. The Rand index compares the different pairs of samples

(i.e. each possible pair of households) and considers the number of pairs

where the members are in the same partition in both time periods (good),

those where the members are in different partitions in each period (good),

and the case where they are together in one period but separated in the

other (bad). The corrected Rand index [126] builds on the original Rand

index but adjusts the calculated value for the expected matching that

would occur in a random arrangement. The corrected Rand index takes

values from 1 to -1 with the higher the value for the corrected Rand index,

the better the two partitions for the 2 time periods agree.

The different behaviour of the Rand index and the corrected Rand index

are explored in Figure 4.2 which is produced by considering a simulated

set of 100 samples split into 8 clusters. The cluster sizes are set as 34, 24,

16, 10, 7, 4, 3, and 2 to approximately match the sizes of clusters found in

the meter data analysis. The first 34 samples are assigned to cluster 1, the

next 24 samples are assigned to cluster 2, and so on. A second synthetic

dataset is created but with the samples assigned at random to the vari-

ous clusters using the same distribution of cluster sizes. This results in
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two datasets which are very different from each other. 100 sets of cluster

assignments are then generated with the probability of the cluster assign-

ments matching the first synthetic dataset varying from 100% to 1%. The

effect of this is to create a set of datasets that progressively vary from

being very close to (or exactly) the first dataset to being very close to the

second dataset.

The Rand index and the corrected Rand index for each of the 100 data-

sets are then calculated (comparing to the first synthetic dataset) and the

results shown on the figure. It is apparent that the corrected Rand index

reduces quickly as the cluster assignments move away from the original

synthetic dataset. This quick reduction makes the corrected Rand index

less useful for the composite measure as the measure quickly nears 0 for

relatively small differences in partition membership. Thus the original

Rand index is selected for use in the composite measure.

Figure 4.2: Comparing the Rand index and the modified Rand index

Measurecon = Rand(data1, data2) (4.3.3)

where data1 is the partitioning for the period of analysis and data2 is the

partitioning for an alternative, comparable period.
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When considering electricity load profiles, a partitioning based on a set

of profiles from one time period may be compared with a partitioning

from a separate time period so long as comparable time periods are used

- for example, load profiles based on Spring working days in 2011 should

be compared with Spring working days in 2010 or 2012.

Building the overall measure

Each of the four sub-measures provide a value within the range of 0-1.

To create a single measure, the sub-measures can be averaged in a num-

ber of ways including the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean and the

harmonic mean. The harmonic mean is often used when combining a

series of rates (e.g. rate of spending). The geometric mean allows the

combination of sub-measures that have different ranges where the arith-

metic mean would give undue importance to those sub-measures with

higher ranges. Both the harmonic and geometric means give emphasis to

sub-measures with small values (or zero).

To explore the differing combination methods, sub-measures are calcu-

lated for each of the clustering algorithms (see Section 4.4) and each of the

means are calculated with the results shown in Table 4.1. The desired be-

haviour is for the combination method to give equal emphasis to each of

the sub-measures without a bias towards smaller sub-measures. It can be

seen that the various means give the same rankings of the results and, as

there is no need for the geometric mean feature of dealing with differing

ranges, the arithmetic mean is selected.

If professionals making use of the results consider some of the criteria

are more important then a set of weights can be defined which bias the

overall measure towards the criteria judged to be the most important for

the behaviour change intervention planned. The overall measure can be

calculated from the following formula:

Measureall = Wc ∗Measurec + Wp ∗Measurep+

Ws ∗Measures + Wcon ∗Measurecon (4.3.4)

where ∑ W = 1.
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Table 4.1: Results using different means

Arithmetic Geometric Harmonic

value rank value rank value rank

kmeans 0.814 4 0.81 4 0.808 4

fuzzy 0.662 6 0.644 6 0.626 6

SOM 0.793 5 0.79 5 0.788 5

Hr-aver 0.566 7 0.389 7 0.188 7

Hr-ward 0.822 3 0.819 3 0.816 3

mix 0.841 2 0.838 2 0.834 2

RF 0.874 1 0.871 1 0.868 1

Within the remainder of this chapter, equal weights for each of the sub-

measures are assumed.

Other criteria

The remaining marketing criteria of Compatible, Familiar, Accessible, Dif-

ferentiable, Actionable, and Relevant discussed in Section 2.4.1 require

subjective input from an expert to assess the quality of the clusters using

external knowledge of the environment and are not addressed in the com-

posite measure. With the addition of a ground truth set of information,

some of these criteria are addressable.

Zhang et al. [144] suggests criteria that could be used to define arche-

typical households as being their property energy efficiency levels, the

greenness of household behaviour of using energy, and the duration of

daytime occupancy. With information collected from the population re-

lating to these criteria, the resulting groupings can be compared to the

partitioning solution from the clustering exercise with the closeness of

the match leading to measures of the Familiar and Accessible criteria

which could then be added to the composite measure described above.
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4.4 Results

Each of the seven clustering algorithms are used with the five minute

data with the sub-measures calculated shown in Table 4.2. The composite

measure and its components are also shown graphically in Figure 4.3a.

Table 4.2: Results for five minute data

Composite Compact Pars. Subst. Consist. Cluster sizes

kmeans 0.814 0.744 0.934 0.798 0.778 3,8,8,13,15,22,23,31

Fuzzy 0.662 0.578 0.468 0.88 0.723 1,12,22,27,29,32

SOM 0.793 0.742 0.74 0.907 0.784 3,4,11,16,20,20,22,27

Heir - average 0.566 0.779 0.058 0.679 0.749 1,1,1,3,3,14,24,76

Heir - Ward 0.822 0.741 0.934 0.815 0.797 3,9,10,12,15,21,24,29

Gaussian 0.841 0.742 0.934 0.795 0.894 3,8,9,9,20,20,26,28

RF 0.874 0.8 1 0.879 0.818 9,12,12,14,15,19,20,22

The analysis with the same seven clustering algorithms is repeated using

the hourly data with the results shown in Table 4.3 and graphically in

Figure 4.3b.

Table 4.3: Results for hourly data

Composite Compact Pars. Subst. Consist. Cluster sizes

kmeans 0.74 0.572 0.74 0.87 0.78 3,6,11,14,16,21,23,29

Fuzzy 0.449 0 0.213 0.882 0.699 22,25,35,41

SOM 0.774 0.532 0.934 0.834 0.798 5,8,12,14,15,16,22,31

Heir - average 0.51 0.614 0.006 0.695 0.725 1,1,1,2,3,6,17,92

Heir - Ward 0.714 0.523 0.74 0.833 0.759 6,7,11,13,14,17,26,29

Gaussian 0.775 0.476 0.934 0.867 0.822 7,11,12,13,15,17,21,27

RF 0.831 0.602 1 0.923 0.801 12,12,14,14,16,17,18,20

For comparison purposes with other load profiling work, the values for

CDI and MIA for each clustering algorithm are shown graphically at

Figure 4.4 and in Table 4.4. Each of the values of CDI and MIA have been

normalised into the 0-1 range for display purposes in Figure 4.4. A lower

value for the CDI and MIA suggests a better partitioning.

Figure 4.4 shows that the random forest algorithm provides the lowest

CDI value. However, the MIA value for the random forest algorithm is

much higher (worse) than all the other algorithms. This is a result of the

use of the pam algorithm which selects a member of the cluster as the

representative load profile by maximising the separation between the

clusters. This provides a good value for the CDI (which includes separa-
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(a) Five minute data (b) hourly data

Figure 4.3: Overall composite measure showing components for each

algorithm

Table 4.4: CDI and MIA results

Five minute data hourly data

CDI MIA CDI MIA

kmeans 1.059 0.447 1.031 0.467

Fuzzy 1.744 0.522 2.743 0.586

SOM 1.068 0.451 1.128 0.474

Heir - average 0.915 0.49 0.931 0.543

Heir - Ward 1.069 0.454 1.149 0.479

Gaussian 1.065 0.452 1.263 0.491

RF 0.827 0.664 0.958 0.69

tion between clusters) but not for the MIA (which measures closeness of

the cluster members to the representative profile).

The composite measure results (Figure 4.3a) show that the random forest

algorithm produces the highest (best) values for the composite measure

for both the five minute and hourly data. The composite measure is 0.87

(within a possible range of 0 to 1) which can be interpreted as being a

partitioning that is 87% of the “perfect” partitioning (with equal sized

clusters, no outliers, extremely good compactness within, and separation

between, the clusters). The measure makes most sense when comparing

between different algorithms rather than giving a definitive “size” of the

quality of the solution.
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(a) Five minute data (b) hourly data

Figure 4.4: Normalised MIA and CDI measures for each algorithm

The make up of each of the clusters for the five minute data using the

Random Forest algorithm (the result with highest value for the compos-

ite measure) is shown at Figure 4.5 where the coloured line shows the

representative profile for each cluster and the black lines show the aver-

age profile for each household allocated to that cluster. The individual

household load profile allocations to the 8 clusters shows, subjectively,

a good fit to the representative load profiles for each cluster (shown on

the last graph). Each of the representative profiles is reasonably distin-

guishable and will allow an appropriate intervention to be directed at

the individual clusters. For example, the purple (22 houses) cluster has

relatively little usage during the evening peak period and would not be a

good candidate for incentives for load shifting away from the peak period.

However, the cluster shown in orange (20 houses) has a significant pro-

portion of usage in the peak period and may be the best households to

address for a evening peak shift intervention program.

Considering the composite measure, the hierarchical solution (using av-

erage linkage) is penalised for the greatly varying sizes of clusters in the

solution. The hierarchical clustering (average linkage) scores relatively

highly on the consistency component of the composite measure but this

is due to the poor distribution of sizes of clusters with few clusters of

reasonable size and one large one. This large size means households are

more likely to fall into the same clusters in the 2011 and 2012 data (as

there are so few reasonably sized alternative clusters). While the sizes
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Figure 4.5: Representative Load Profiles - Random Forest, five minute

data (k=8)

may match the “true” distribution within the data, it is not a useful range

of sizes for developing and implementing a suitable intervention and

hence is awarded a low overall composite measure.

The graphs shown in Figure 4.6 show the archetypal load profiles found

for each of the eight clusters using each of the clustering algorithms. Each

coloured line shows the representative usage profile for a single arche-

type and denotes the electricity usage over the day with the x axis show-

ing the 288 five minute readings during each day. The hierarchical clus-

tering with average linkage and the fuzzy cmeans results are omitted as

the composite measure for these algorithms was relatively low.
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From inspection of the graphs it is clear that differing clustering algorithms

have grouped the same households together in some archetypes (as would

be expected) while some archetypes have been produced differently. In

particular, the random forests algorithm has produced archetypes to rep-

resent the members of the cluster that are as different as possible. For ex-

ample, the purple archetype has been created by selecting from amongst

the households allocated to that cluster with the selected household being

the one most different from the other archetypes.

One benefit of the Fuzzy cmeans approach is the cluster membership

function that the algorithm produces which has not been assessed in this

analysis. In an application of the results, this membership function could

be used to modify any intervention to provide customised incentives to a

household while allowing the utility company to only have to deal with

a small number (e.g. eight) of archetypical households [85].

4.4.1 Selecting the Appropriate Number of Clusters

The results from using differing values for the number of clusters (k) used

with the kmeans algorithm against different values for the industry op-

timum number of clusters are shown in Figure 4.7. It is clear that selecting

a value for k that is greater than the optimum number of useful clusters

required often provides a higher value for the composite measure. For

example, if eight useful clusters is the industry optimum then, using the

kmeans algorithm, the third graph in Figure 4.7 suggests a value of k=10

would be appropriate to maximise the composite measure.

4.4.2 Evaluating Frequency of Data Sampling

Whereas the CDI and MIA results for the five minute and hourly data

cannot be compared due to the differing numbers of attributes, the com-

pactness sub-measure uses the ratio between the calculated CDI and that

for the same sized random set of data. Hence the composite measure is

comparable between differently sized datasets. The results (Figure 4.3

and Tables 4.2 and 4.3) show that the five minute data provides a parti-

tioning with a higher composite measure than that for the hourly data
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(a) kmeans (b) SOM

(c) Hierarchical - Ward linkage (d) Gaussian Mixture model

(e) Random Forests

Figure 4.6: Representative Load Profiles, five minute data (k=8)

across all the clustering algorithms.

This result matches the intuition that the five minute data will include

more detail and thus allow for more accurate clustering of similar house-

holds. The components of the composite measure show that, while the

hourly data tends to produce more equally sized clusters (and hence a

high substantial sub-measure), the other components are lower for the

hourly data. In particular, the compactness sub-measure is a lot lower.
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Figure 4.7: Analysis of number of clusters (k) v optimum using kmeans

4.4.3 Comparison of results from multiple seasons

The approach detailed above is also applied to 3 additional datasets. Each

data set has slightly different numbers of households included due to

the need to have sufficient readings for each household within the 2011

and 2012 periods of interest. As some households left the study part

way through or experienced problems with the technical set up of the

monitoring equipment, not all households have a full set of readings.

The numbers of households in each data set are:

• Summer 2011 weekdays - 114 households

• Spring 2011 weekends - 113 households

• Summer 2011 weekends - 108 households

The clustering algorithm results for each dataset, as measured using the
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composite measure, are listed in Figure 4.8.

(a) Spring Weekdays (b) Spring Weekends

(c) Summer Weekdays (d) Summer Weekends

Figure 4.8: Composite results for alternate data periods

The rankings for each of the clustering algorithms, as assessed by the

composite measure, are shown in Table 4.5.

Across three of the datasets the top performing clustering algorithm, as

assessed using the composite measure, is the random forest algorithm

which is also second when using the Summer Weekdays dataset. The

archetypes arising from the random forest algorithm for each of the data-

sets are shown at Figure 4.9.

The members of each archetype are shown on Figure 4.10 which can

be compared with Figure 4.5 showing the same results for the Spring

weekday period.

Comparing the results from the Spring weekends and Summer week-
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Table 4.5: Clustering algorithms by measure across data periods

Spring Spring Summer Summer

Weekdays Weekends Weekdays Weekends

RF 1 1 2 1

Gaussian 2 2 1 2

Heir - Ward 3 4 3 4

kmeans 4 5 5 5

SOM 5 3 4 3

Fuzzy 6 7 6 6

Heir - average 7 6 7 7

(a) Spring Weekdays (b) Spring Weekends

(c) Summer Weekdays (d) Summer Weekends

Figure 4.9: Archetypes using Random Forest algorithm for each dataset

days and weekends with the Spring weekday data detailed in the re-

mainder of this chapter, the composite measure results show that the
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Figure 4.10: Load Profiles - Random Forest, Summer Weekend data

(k=8)

clustering algorithms perform very similarly. The ranking of the cluster-

ing algorithms, using the composite measure, are similar across all the

datasets.

Figure 4.9 shows an obvious difference between the weekday archetypes

and the weekend archetypes for both the Spring and Summer seasons.

Both types of days are similar in the early morning and over the breakfast

peak but, whilst the weekday archetype tend to reduce in usage after

breakfast and throughout the day, the weekend archetypes show much

more variety in the household clusters. Some archetypes show a high

electricity usage throughout the day whilst others do have a reduction

after breakfast but less than on weekdays. The weekday early evening

peak is still apparent at the weekends but is less pronounced.

The weekend usage profiles are, in general, harder to distinguish into
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easily understood archetypes and targeting a DSM intervention may be

harder at the weekend than in the week.

Comparing between seasons, the weekday archetypes are very similar

for Spring and Summer. At the weekend, the Summer archetypes show

a midday peak which isn’t apparent in the Spring archetypes.

The load profile for the households in each cluster are shown in Figure

4.10 and show a looser fit between the archetype for the cluster and the

households using the Summer weekend dataset as compared with the

Spring weekday dataset.

4.5 Conclusions

The results show that it is possible to produce a composite measure

that can be used to assess the different approaches to clustering house-

holds using their electricity meter data. The composite measure has been

defined by considering criteria that would be useful to professionals de-

fining DSM interventions and, hence, provides an evaluation of the clus-

tering results against the characteristics that would be most useful. The

study does not test the results by implementing a series of trials in order

to objectively assess which clustering results give the most useful impact

in terms of changes in household behaviour.

The approach of using the extended measures is to focus on identifying

the solutions that would be of most value to the individuals making

use of the results to develop and implement interventions to change the

behaviour of the population sampled. The criteria that mean a solution is

useful to these individuals, who are likely to not be data miners, may not

be the same as those that match the mathematical evaluations of “best”

clustering.

Other chapters in this thesis consider different approaches to using the

meter data to gain useful understanding of the households. The work in

this chapter provides a baseline that can be compared with the further

work. Using specific data collected from an area of the UK, that will

also be used in the other chapters, it creates a set of archetypical profiles

using clustering algorithms that have been applied to datasets from other
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geographical areas.

Arguments have been made that marketeers should concentrate on the

“long tail” of a distribution of types of consumers with the most effect-

ive deployment of marketing resources often being towards the small

number of consumers at the extremes of buying behaviour. As each in-

tervention with consumers to change behaviour is likely to be expensive

(in time and money), each of the created interventions need to be applied

efficiently. At the moment, applying the DSM interventions to very small

groupings of households in the long tail is unlikely to be a cost effect-

ive deployment of resources and is unlikely to lead to significant overall

changes in behaviour. In the future, very low cost, personalised interven-

tions could be deployed in a more targeted way to small, specific groups

such as proposed in Dent et al. [85].

Based on the results obtained from the five minute data and, subject to

the limitations of the study of:

• Using equal weights for the components of the composite measure

• Using data from a geographic region of the UK

• The clustering algorithms included in the study

• The parameter settings for the algorithms used

it can be concluded that the ordering of clustering techniques (by the

composite measure) for electricity load profiling is as shown in the first

column of Table 4.6. The other columns show the ranking resulting from

using the CDI and MIA measures used in most other electricity load

profiling work.

The analysis work has been repeated using different subsets of data

drawn from the same database covering the different periods of Summer

weekends and weekdays and Spring weekends and the results found are

similar to those presented for the Spring weekday period.

It can be seen that the rankings of the differing algorithms vary between

the evaluation measures used and the correlation (calculated using Spear-

man’s rank correlation coefficient - rho) between the differing rankings
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Table 4.6: Clustering algorithms by measure

Composite CDI MIA

RF 1 1 7

Gaussian 2 4 3

Heir - Ward 3 6 4

kmeans 4 3 1

SOM 5 5 2

Fuzzy 6 7 6

Heir - average 7 2 5

is shown in Table 4.7. While there is some correlation between the res-

ults using the composite measure and those using the CDI, there is very

little correlation between the composite measure and the MIA results. It

is concluded that the composite measure gives an alternative approach

for assessing differing clustering algorithms for electricity load profile

clustering to the previous work using the traditional CVIs. This com-

posite measure is potentially useful for electricity industry professionals

working on demand side management interventions.

Table 4.7: Correlation of rankings of algorithms for each measure

Composite CDI MIA

Composite 1.00 0.29 -0.07

CDI 0.29 1.00 -0.14

MIA -0.07 -0.14 1.00

The consistency sub-measures for both the five minute and hourly data

are both low (except for the Gaussian mixture model and self-organised

maps) and suggest that other clustering algorithms should be considered

for producing more consistent results. The period to use for comparison

for the stability measure is influenced by the use to which the resulting

cluster solution is to be applied. In this analysis an equivalent period

from the following year (i.e., Spring 2012 working days) is used for com-

parison.

The analysis makes use of comparisons to a randomly generated set of

data which is then clustered and the measures calculated. A different set
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of random observations can lead to a different (maybe better) random

cluster solution and thus the value of the measures can change. For ex-

ample, the clustering of the five minute and hourly data use different

numbers of attributes. Each is compared to a random clustering solution

using the appropriate number of attributes and thus each is compared

to a different random solution. This possible problem is addressed by re-

peating the calculation of the compactness measure based on the random

data a number of times.

Note that the composite measure is calculated in this analysis by using

equal weights for each of the components. If information were available

on the specific purpose for which the results would be used, it would

be possible to assign differing importance to each of the sub-measures,

and an appropriate weighting applied, which may lead to a different

ranking of the clustering algorithms. However, the Gaussian mixture

model shows a good score for each of the sub-measures and will likely

be close to the best clustering algorithm whatever weighting method is

chosen.

The question of frequency of usage monitoring to provide for effect-

ive load profile clustering is an important one and this work compares

sampling at five minute and hourly intervals. The composite measure

allows comparison between datasets containing differing numbers of at-

tributes and hence between the two datasets. As the composite measure

is higher for the five minute data for each of the clustering algorithms,

it is concluded that the more frequent monitoring produces more useful

partitions. One implication of this result is that the electricity industry

should consider monitoring a representative sample of households at a

higher frequency than the currently agreed UK rate of 30 minutes. These

households can then be used to provide more detailed analysis and ar-

chetype creation than would be provided by the general population.

The approach has been developed to cluster household electricity load

profiles but would be applicable to many situations involving individuals

and the implementation of activities aimed at the cluster archetypes with

the intention of obtaining a specific behaviour (e.g. purchase of a product,

a change of electricity usage behaviour, or take up of a particular political

message).
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4.6 Summary

This chapter investigates the question (laid out in Chapter 1) of whether

clusters of households can be created using electricity meter data collec-

ted in the UK.

The questions addressed include:

• Whether it is possible to create a composite measure, based on

sub-measures, where each reflect an aspect of the partitioning, and

which will allow choices to be made between different clustering

algorithms

• Whether the sampling frequency affects the quality of the arche-

types found

• Which clustering algorithms provide the “best” results as measured

by the composite measure

Based on guidelines from literature in the field of marketing, four sub-

measures have been defined which reflect criteria for a “good” evaluation

of a segmentation result. These sub-measures have been combined into

a composite measure which is then used to assess the effectiveness of

the clustering results to inform a DSM programme intended to change

household behaviour. Using the composite measure provides meaningful

results and thus the question of whether a composite measure can be

created is found to be true.

The use of the widely used CVIs focuses just on the compactness (mem-

bers of the same cluster are close and clusters are well separated) whereas

the composite measure incorporates other criteria that makes the results

more valuable for use with DSM. The different clustering algorithms

have been assessed using the traditional CVIs as well as the composite

measure and then ranked depending on the CVI results. It is shown that

a differing ordering of algorithms is obtained using the composite meas-

ure and thus the question of whether the composite measure provides

different evaluation results is found to be true.

Previous load profile clustering work assessed using the CDI and MIA

measures has generally concluded that hierarchical clustering is the most
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effective algorithm with SOM and kmeans also providing reasonable

solutions. Assessing the algorithms using the composite measure shows

that the Gaussian mixture model provides the most effective results with

kmeans being assessed lower than with traditional CVIs. The results in

Table 4.6 show how the algorithms vary when assessed using the differ-

ent methods.

The composite measure defined in this chapter is used to assess the

clustering of households using the variability of occurrence of motifs

as detailed in Chapter 6. The results from this chapter also provide a

baseline which can be compared with the results from the following

chapters when assessing differing ways of using the electricity meter

data to cluster households.

One of the research questions to be assessed is whether the frequency of

sampling of meter data affects the quality of the archetypical groupings

found in the data. This chapter examines this question using datasets col-

lected at five minute and one hour frequencies. The results are assessed

using both the novel composite measure and the CDI and MIA validity

indexes. The quality of the clusters found using the hour data are inferior

to those from using the five minute data. Thus it is concluded that the

more frequent sampling rate is preferable and provides results that are

more effective in finding suitable clusters for DSM interventions.

This chapter demonstrates a novel approach to defining a composite

measure that complements existing cluster validity indexes.

The results in this chapter can be used by electricity industry profes-

sionals to improve their analysis of load profiling clustering to develop

effective clustering results to drive their implementation of demand side

management techniques and hence lead to improvements in the electri-

city network efficiency. The chapter provides advice on the most effective

clustering algorithms to use as well as providing a framework for the pro-

fessional to use their opinion to set the weights of the various components

of the composite measure.

The work laid out in this chapter provides the basis for investigating

motifs within the data. The clustering using the base meter data (i.e.

without considering motifs) provides a base line set of archetypes as
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have been produced in other work by other researchers using datasets

from many countries. Repeating this work using the UK dataset, which

will be used for exploring motifs, gives a starting point against which the

motif work can be evaluated to assess whether or not it provides more

useful information.

The definition of a composite measure will be used in assessing the

clusters arising from the motif clustering work and, as the composite

measure assesses the relative effectiveness of the clusters found, will al-

low for comparisons between the results from using the motif data and

the base load profile data.
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Identification of Repeating Tasks

within the Household

This chapter addresses the question as to whether a reasonable num-

ber of regular activities within the household can be identified solely

using the electricity meter data. The intention is to identify activities that

households may do regularly and not to identify the usage of particu-

lar appliances (e.g. toaster, kettle). The actual physical activity will not

be determined from the electricity data but the research will determine

whether repeating activities can be identified (without interpreting ex-

actly what the activity is which would need input from the household

members via questionnaires, diaries or similar).

The chapter adopts an approach of symbolising the electricity meter data

and then finding repeating patterns within the symbolised data. Various

ways of calculating the symbolised data and various parameter settings

are explored to identify the most appropriate parameters for consistently

finding repeating activities within the household. The goal is to, firstly,

determine whether the data sampled at five minute frequency is sufficient

to discover meaningful motifs, and, secondly, to determine the parameter

settings that provide the most useful motifs.

If the research question can be answered positively then the motif find-

ing method and parameter settings can be applied to the question of

variability of the repeating activities which is addressed in Chapter 6.

This chapter includes the following sections:
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• An explanation of what is meant by a motif.

• A description of the datasets used for the analysis.

• The general approach of symbolising the data and then matching

the strings of symbols.

• Assessing the success or otherwise of the motif finding to answer

the question of “What is a good result?”.

• The effect of varying parameters within the symbolisation tech-

nique and selection of best parameters.

5.1 Motifs

A motif is defined as a previously unknown, frequently occurring pattern

within a stream of data. It is distinguished from known patterns which

can be found within a data set by a number of well researched methods

[102].

In many cases the repeating patterns are not exactly the same and the

power of a motif finding technique is in its ability to find similar patterns

that, in real life, represent the same thing. For example, when considering

electricity meter data, similar patterns may be discernible that represent

the electricity usage during cooking.

The ability to use the meter data to discern particular activities can be

useful to the electricity supplier in implementing demand side manage-

ment techniques. If a particular pattern can be interpreted as a particular

activity, then appropriate incentives or penalties can be offered/imposed

on the particular household to gain a change in behaviour.

If a particular pattern is seen to recur then the characteristics of the re-

currence can be used to drive demand management interventions. For

example, if it is detected that a particular household undertakes the same

activity at very different times of day, it can be assumed that there may

be little or no requirement within that house to do the activity at a partic-

ular time and the household may be open to an incentive to change to a

time that is more efficient for the overall network. However, a household
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that shows very regular behaviours may be less open to the incentive

and the information can be used to help the utility company best target

their interventions. This flexibility of behaviour will be explored further

in Chapter 6.

As an example of what can be interpreted from the shapes of the elec-

tricity usage, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show two days of meter readings for a

single house (House number 5) from March 2011.

Figure 5.1: Example day of meter readings (household 5 on 1-Mar-2011)

Figure 5.2: Example day of meter readings (household 5 on 2-Mar-2011)

Certain aspects of the household behaviour can be assumed as likely

from inspection of the graphs:

• The household members seem to rise from bed at the same time

each day

• It is likely that the household members are out of the house during

the working day returning at about 5:00 to 5:30pm

• The members seem to retire to bed at about 10pm each day
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• There is an underlying repeating pattern throughout the day and

night which is likely to be a “always-on” device such as a fridge or

freezer

Note that these assumptions are made from examining only two days

of readings but are included to give an example of the types of conclu-

sions that the detection of motifs can help people implementing demand

response programs to reach.

The early morning (between 6am and 8am) pattern is repeated approx-

imately on each day and may be a good motif that a larger scale analysis

could use to detect the activity of “rising from bed / breakfast”. Once the

motif can be detected on a significant number of days, the variation in

timing of the motif can be used to investigate variability of behaviour.

The challenge is for the motifs that the human eye can see as “similar”

to be detected automatically by a suitable process. The early morning

motif can be seen to be slightly different on each of the example days

but an observer would use their common sense and knowledge of the

types of things people may be doing in the morning (washing, making

toast, making tea/coffee) to assume that the patterns show the same type

of behaviour. The challenge to be addressed is to find a motif detection

method that can automatically match the “common sense observer”.

Some of the houses show a regular repeating pattern that suggests an

“always-on” device in the house and which can swamp the interesting

activity related patterns. For example, Figure 5.3 shows a zoom into the

middle hours of a day for one house and it is apparent that there are a

couple of appliances that regularly turn on and off. One appliance has a

period of about ten minutes whereas the other has a period of about 70

minutes. This behaviour can mask the activities that would be interesting

to detect for demand response reasons. One approach to addressing this

issue is to set a minimum range for a motif to be considered. For example,

setting a minimum range of 200W in this case would exclude the shown

motifs as each has a range of about 150W.

Some houses have very high usage for short periods which can distort

the shape of the whole day usage (e.g. see Figure 5.4 which suggests the

use of a powered shower). This issue can be addressed by splitting the
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Figure 5.3: Example of very regular repeating patterns

motifs found within a household into a number of bands (e.g. low range,

medium range, high range). If the definition of low and high ranges is

taken from the range shown by the household (i.e., 8kW in this case) then

only the shower motif will be classed as high range with any other motifs

likely to be classed as low range. Instead of taking the definition of ranges

from the household minimum and maximum usage, information on typ-

ical appliance energy requirements can be used to define low, medium

and high ranges and this will allow some of the other motifs within the

day (currently dwarfed by the shower) to be identified.

Figure 5.4: Example of large usage for a short period - shower?

Other work has considered the creation of derived datasets based on the

presence (or absence) of particular patterns within the data. For example,

Gay et al. [145] propose a method suitable for classification of data with

binary valued attributes. Their work differs from the method proposed

in this thesis which deals with real valued meter readings and includes a

symbolisation step to handle approximate matching of patterns.
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5.2 Motif Finding Method

Various motif detection algorithms are available and this work uses the

SAX (Symbolic Aggregate approXimation) technique which provides for

symbolic representation of time series data [106, 107]. Other motif finding

algorithms could also be incorporated into the proposed approach (e.g.

[146]).

The symbolisation step within the motif discovery process is important

in allowing for approximate matching. As real valued meter readings are

mapped to a few characters, as defined by the alphabet size used, various

ranges of value are mapped to the same character and this process has

the effect of compensating for some of the noise that is present in meter

data collected from households. For example, doing the same activity on

different days (e.g. making toast) would be expected to map to the same

motif. However, other activities happening at the same time in the house

(e.g. the fridge automatically running) or slight differences in the toaster

settings (e.g. different level of brownness selected) may lead to slightly

different meter readings. With the right symbolisation settings, it is more

likely that the activity will map to the same symbolised representation.

The first stage of searching for motifs is to index all of the patterns within

the data. This is done by taking a moving window of a certain size (the

motif length) and considering each of the meter readings within the win-

dow for each household. An example of this is shown at Figure 3.1.

Various different motifs are defined based on differing ways of consid-

ering the data and on how the data is normalised and converted to a

symbolic representation. The different motifs created are:

• That created from considering the actual meter readings, normal-

ised within the moving window being considered, and then conver-

ted to a symbolic representation. This process is graphically shown

in Figure 3.1.

• The difference motif is created by taking the same data from the

moving window and then calculating the differences between ad-

jacent meter readings. This provides a series showing the relative

increase or decrease in usage from the previous time point. This
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data is then treated as above (normalisation and symbolisation) to

produce the difference motif. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.5.

• The overall normalised motif is created by considering all the data

for each household and then normalising the data within the overall

maximum range. The moving window is then taken across this

normalised data and each window is then symbolised. Note that

the normalisation within the window step is not executed.

• Compressed motifs are also created from each of the above ap-

proaches by removing any repeating letters within the symbolised

motif. For example, a motif of “abcccb” will be stored in compressed

form as “abcb”.

(a) Example differenced data for 30

minutes

(b) Translating the data into a sym-

bolised string

Figure 5.5: Symbolisation process for differenced data

Values for the overall range of the meter readings within the motif win-

dow, and the range of the incremental change data (the differences bet-

ween adjacent meter readings), is stored alongside the motifs.

The final result is that tables specific for each setting of the alphabet size

and motif size are created providing for retrieval of the differing types of

motifs together with details on the time and date of the motif, the house-

hold being considered, and the range information as described above.

The full list of data stored in the database tables containing the motifs is

shown in Table 5.1.

The initial step in the motif finding process is to symbolise the data. This

translates the real valued numbers obtained from the electricity meter
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Table 5.1: Data stored for each motif

Field Meaning

date key Calendar date

time key Time of day

household key Household number

motif Basic motif - e.g. accdee

diff motif Motif calculated from differences

comp motif Compressed version of basic motif - e.g.

acde

comp diff motif Compressed version of diff motif

norm diff motif Normalised within all data rather than

within the motif

comp norm diff motif Normalised within all differences

spread Range of readings across motif window

diff spread Range of differences across motif window

mins in day Minutes from start of day to motif starting

time

into a restricted number of symbolic representations (generally repres-

ented as letters). This translation into a set number of symbols (e.g. the

letters “a” to “e” for an alphabet size of five) necessarily incorporates

some degree of approximation. As the alphabet size is restricted, the ef-

fect is to translate readings within a particular range into a given SAX

letter and thus similar, although not identical, readings are translated

into the same SAX letter. The resulting SAX string for two motifs may

be identical whereas the original readings may only be approximately

similar.

Alphabet sizes of 5, 7 and 9 are selected for analysis. An odd number

is selected so that no change in meter readings between time points (or

only slight changes due to background noise) will map to the “middle”

character in the alphabet. An even alphabet size would provide two al-
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ternatives for the centre symbol and the selection will be driven by noise

which is not the desired behaviour.

Too large an alphabet size will lead to very few repeating motifs being

found whereas, similarly, too small an alphabet will allow very different

activities to be mapped to the same symbolised representation. The selec-

ted sizes (between 5 and 9) are analysed further in the chapter to ensure

that a “reasonable” number of motifs can be found.

The base motif size used for analysis is 6 which corresponds to a 30

minute (i.e. 6 x five minutes) period. This figure was selected as the

UK electricity settlement market uses a 30 minute period and 30 minutes

is also a reasonable estimate for a time period that will include most

household activities such as breakfast, showering, etc..

To explore the setting for motif size that results in a reasonable number of

motifs being found, additional motif sizes of 4 (20 minutes), 9 (45 minutes)

and 12 (1 hour) are considered to find the most effective setting. Settings

for the alphabet size and motif size are considered together to find a

reasonable number of motifs.

The motifs found are compared on the basis of similar shape (represen-

ted by the same symbolic representation of the motif) without regard

to absolute value of the data. A possible effect of this is to find motifs

within what is the general noise associated with the meter readings. This

is avoided by ignoring any motifs within a window which has a range of

readings of less than a given size (100W for this analysis).

The flow of processing is shown graphically in Figure 5.6.

One issue arising is that normalisation means that the shape of the motif

is matched without regard to the absolute values of the readings and this

might not be valid. While small ranges of less than 100W are excluded,

the actual size of the increase or decrease is arguably more useful when

identifying particular activities (based on combinations of appliances)

rather than the base shape. This can be addressed by normalising over

the whole day of a household’s readings rather then within the motif

window and is the basis for including the normalised difference motif

within the data collected.

While the motif matching approach based on shapes can, after normal-
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Figure 5.6: Flow of processing

isation within the analysis window, lead to two motifs being seen as

identical when, in fact, one has a much larger range of power readings,

this can be addressed by only considering motifs as similar when they

fall into the same ranges of power usage.

As the analysis is to find activities during the day, these generally cor-

respond to the use of certain individual appliances (or a combination of

appliances) and thus the goal is to find motifs that map onto particular

appliance combinations. The power usage characteristics of appliances

in common use in the house are given by Kato et al. [12] (although for

Japan rather than the UK).

The Centre for Sustainable Energy publishes a list of typical power usage

figures for household appliances 1. This table can be simplified into the

following groups:

• High usage appliances such as power showers, over 5KW

1cse.org.uk/advice/advice-and-support/how-much-electricity-am-i-using
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• Appliances generally used for heating - water or space - 3KW-5KW

• Laundry and larger cooking appliances 1KW-3KW

• Smaller and gardening appliances. Multiple lighting within rooms.

300W-1KW

• TV, lighting and audio equipment - under 300W

Note that fridge and freezers typically use up to 150W when running.

The ranges to be used can be set by selecting a reasonable number (e.g.

five) and then splitting the range between the lowest and highest read-

ing for a given house into the five ranges. Alternatively, range cut off

points can be defined based on general industry standard values for

power ranges of common appliances.

The suggested cut-off points in the list above can be used to group the

motifs found into similar classes of appliance usage to avoid matching

similar shaped patterns that actually cover much different ranges of us-

age. Five ranges are created, as per the wattage limits detailed above,

and each motif falls into one of the ranges based on the overall spread

of readings within the motif. For example, if the highest reading during

the period of the motif is 4KW, and the lowest is 500W, then the range is

3.5KW and the motif is judged to fall into the range of appliances used

for heating (3-5KW range).

5.3 Identifying “Interesting” Motifs

Many motifs are identified which may not be of interest to professionals

making use of the results and these uninteresting motifs should be auto-

matically excluded from the analysis. Decisions made on what is judged

as uninteresting should be tested by reference to a team of electricity

industry professionals.

Motifs arising from the small changes in the underlying electricity usage

(the “noise”) are excluded by setting a minimum range of 100W for a

motif to be considered of interest. Any motif representing a behaviour

which influences the electricity usage by less than 100W over the period
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of the motif is unlikely to be of interest to professionals designing DSM

programmes.

As the motifs are created by shifting a moving window over the stream

of data, overlapping periods are considered and a long period with no

activity, except for one change in meter reading, will lead to a series of

motifs that are similar. For example, when using an alphabet of five, a

long period of no activity except for a decrease of 200W will lead to mo-

tifs such as ccccca, ccccac, cccacc, etc. As only one of these is interesting

for further analysis, the others are excluded by omitting any motifs that

start with two or more “c”. With differently sized alphabets the same

approach is adopted by excluding the motifs that start with multiple

“middle” letters.

If a motif consists solely of increases in electricity usage then it is con-

sidered to be of no interest. The analysis is attempting to find motifs that

reflect complete behaviours and a motif showing only increases in usage

would only represent the beginning of the activity. A useful motif will

consist of both starting (turning appliances on) and finishing (turning

appliances off) an activity.

The check for motifs that consist of increasing readings only is further

extended by checking the letters within the symbolised string as well

as considering the absolute meter readings. Thus a motif of “abbccd” is

considered to be uninteresting as it shows a motif that is continually

increasing. In practice, the absolute meter readings may show a small

difference between, say, the second and third readings which both map

to the symbol “b”.

Similarly, a motif which consists solely of decreasing meter readings is

also designated as uninteresting.

Finally, as future analysis will be done by considering the timing of motifs

within a day, any motifs that span midnight are excluded. While this can

be criticised as a limitation, it is unlikely that electricity professionals

will be considering programmes to change household behaviour around

midnight and this limitation is unlikely to affect the usefulness of the

results.
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5.4 Evaluation of Different Techniques

The approach to finding motifs detailed above makes use of a number

of parameters such as the type of motif to use (compressed, normalised,

etc.), the size of alphabet to use, and the length of the motif. To choose

between the various parameters a method is needed to select which set

is most appropriate.

A useful behaviour to focus on for DSM would be one that repeats within

a household on the majority of days under consideration and which is

of a significant size in terms of power used. It should also be one that

only occurs once or a few times per day. An example would be cooking

which may only be done once during the conventional time period for

the particular meal (e.g. 5pm to 8pm for the evening meal). However,

with multiple members of the household, activities may repeat on the

same day - e.g. when different groups of the household do their cooking

separately. Another example would be that of using the shower which

may be a regular behaviour for each member of the household and may

thus repeat a number of times during the day as each person has one or

more showers.

To detect a repeating activity a reasonable number of motifs need to be

found. Some houses will have no repeating activity (their behaviour

shows no regularity) and thus no useful motifs may be found. Other

houses need to be evaluated in such a way as to give a reasonable num-

ber of motifs. The question as to “what is reasonable” needs to be ad-

dressed. Activity should happen on a sizeable proportion of the days

under consideration to be seen as a regular activity.

One approach to evaluation is to consider the x most popular motifs

within a household (i.e. the most popular is the one occurring most of-

ten, the second the one occurring second most often, etc.) and then see

how the number of occurrences vary between the x motifs. For example,

considering the 10 most common motifs each can be assessed by a use-

ful measure (e.g. number of occurrences) and a graph similar to that of

Figure 5.7 can be produced. The points marked as X, Y, and Z need to

be defined in terms of reasonable numbers and then the results from the

two sets of parameters displayed on the graph can be assessed against
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each other.

Figure 5.7: Example of motif evaluation

The point Z sets the number of popular motifs that are to be considered.

While the graph shows the results for the top ten motifs, it may be con-

sidered that concentrating on the top Z motifs is sufficient and any results

to the right of Z can be ignored.

The point X sets the value at which the measure (e.g. number of occur-

rences per day) is judged to be too high. Finding motifs that occur many

times a day (say, ten times) is unlikely to be useful for finding behaviours

that occur occasionally and can be influenced.

The point Y gives a value for the low point of the measure below which

motifs are too infrequent to be useful.

These three points define the shaded area which is of “interest” and

where the useful motif results will lie within. Whichever of the lines on

the graphs falls more completely within the shaded area is considered

to be the better set of parameters to use for future analysis. In the ex-

ample, the red line would be judged to give better results as although the

green line shows higher values, part of the line falls outside the preferred

shaded area and can be considered to give too high results (e.g. too many
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occurrences per day).

There are many different measures that could be used to distinguish bet-

ween the motif finding techniques. This analysis makes use of the follow-

ing:

• The mean number of times that the motif occurs, per day, within the

data period. This should not be too high (point X in the example)

nor too low (point Y).

• The number of days that include the motif. There is no maximum

value (point X) for this measure as a motif falling on every day

would be useful. The value for a minimum number of days (point

Y) needs to be selected.

• The percentage of days that include the motif. This differs from the

second measure as it incorporates the number of days of readings

for the household into the calculation. Not all households have a

set of readings for every day within the period of analysis.

The relevant values for X, Y and Z need to be set for each of the measures

being considered. The values chosen are detailed below. The analysis set

out in the remainder of the thesis can easily be adjusted for differing val-

ues of X, Y and Z and could be explored in future work. For this analysis,

arbitrary values are selected (with justification below) and other values

could sensibly be selected.

For each measure, the top three motifs only are considered (i.e. point Z).

The value of three is selected as a value between concentrating on too

few motifs (e.g. if set as one then only a single motif for each household

would be considered), and allowing too much influence to motifs that

only occur occasionally for a household (e.g. if set as four or more).

When considering the average occurrences per day for each motif, a value

for X need to be selected that exclude motifs that happen too frequently

during the day and which may reflect regular behaviours which the

household members may have little opportunity to influence. This could

include regular automatic activities (e.g. fridge turning on and off) or

behaviours which are necessary for efficient household functioning (e.g.

turning lights on and off). A value for X of 2.0 is selected.
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In a similar way, motifs that occur infrequently would be of little interest

as they do not reflect a regular behaviour and hence Y should not be set

too low. A value of Y of 0.3 is selected, reflecting that motifs occurring on

average on 30% of the days is of interest.

Some motifs may occur many times on a few days but rarely on other

days and the analysis of the number of unique days that contain the motif

is used to identify this situation. The date of occurrence of each motif is

found and the number of unique days for that motif is found and then

averaged across all the households. In this situation, a motif that occurs

on every day under analysis would be of interest and hence X should

be set to a maximum value. The value of Y depends on the number of

days in the period of analysis and, when considering a calendar quarter

of working days (i.e. a maximum number of days of 65), a value for Y of

10 is selected.

Some households do not have readings for every day within the period

of analysis and the percentage number of unique days with a given motif

provides a measure that takes into account the number of days of analysis.

In this case, a figure for X is selected of 90% which excludes the motifs

that occur on nearly every day and may be considered to be too frequent

and likely to reflect regular activities which the household has no control

over (e.g. fridges). The value for Y is set at 20%.

The values assumed for each measure are summarised in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Values assumed for each measure

Measure X Y Z

Motifs per day 2 0.3 3

Total days with motif 65 10 3

Percent of days with motif 90 20 3
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5.5 Exploring the Different Ways of Treating the

Motif Range

Three approaches to handling the range of the motif (the difference bet-

ween highest and lowest meter readings during the period of the motif)

are considered. These are:

• No consideration of range. Each motif with a similar shape, irre-

spective of actual values of the meter readings, is considered as the

same motif. This approach matches similar shapes but has the pos-

sible downside of equating a motif with a relatively small range of

readings (e.g. 200W) with the same shape over a relatively large

range (e.g. 2KW). It is unlikely that these correspond to the same

activity which would generally relate to the use of particular appli-

ances and which would have particular electricity usage character-

istics (e.g. Wattage ratings).

• Using the range of meter readings within each house under consid-

eration. For each house, the maximum and minimum values for the

range of each motif are found. 5 ranges are selected and these are

set as being equally spread between the low and high motif range

values. For example, for a house with motifs with a maximum range

of 1100W and a minimum range of 100W, the ranges are set as 100-

300W, 300-500W, 500-700W, 700-900W and 900W to 1100W. Motifs

are only considered to be the same if, as well as having the same

shape, the range of the motifs match.

• Based on typical appliance usage characteristics, the range bound-

aries are set as 300, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 60000W and the motifs are

treated as above such that motifs are only judged to match when

their shape is similar and they fall within the same range.

To assess the different approaches to dealing with ranges, the motifs us-

ing each approach are found for various values of alphabet size (5,7,9)

and motif length (4,6,9,12). The results for each of the motifs detected

(using the base data, using differences between readings and the com-

pressed version of each) are plotted with the results shown at Figures 5.8,
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5.9, and 5.10 for the percentage of days where the motif is found. The

other measures (motifs per day and number of unique days) are also con-

sidered and the results are similar (graphs not included for space reasons).

The graphs show the results for each value of alphabet size (5,7,9) down

the vertical and each value of motif size (4,6,9,12) across the horizontal.

Figure 5.8: Percentage of days; Results with no range adjustment

Except for the largest values for motif size and alphabet size (where,

intuitively, fewer motifs would be expected) all approaches to dealing

with the range provide results within the acceptable and useful area (the

shaded areas on the graphs). As the approach of making use of the ranges

of possible appliances (the third approach) is intuitively more appealing,

this option is taken for future analysis.
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Figure 5.9: Percentage of days; Results with within house range adjust-

ment

5.6 Exploring the Different Motif Representa-

tions

The motifs found within the data can be represented in various ways and

the following are considered:

• The basic readings are translated directly into the symbolic repres-

entations.

• The differences between successive readings (i.e. the change in us-

age from time point to time point) are translated into symbolic rep-

resentations.

• The basic readings are compressed such that adjacent letters that are

the same in the symbolic representation are replaced with a single
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Figure 5.10: Percentage of days; Results with appliance range adjust-

ment

letter - e.g. motif abccce becomes abce.

• The differenced readings are compressed as above.

To select the best way of representing the motifs the results for various

motif sizes and alphabet sizes are plotted. Appliance based ranges (as

described above in Section 5.5) are used. The results of the analysis are

shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. The results for number of unique days is

omitted for space reasons but gives similar results.

The compressed versions of the motifs (both basic and differenced) gen-

erally show higher values on the graphs. This would be expected as the

compressed version of the motif is a more general representation of the

motif than the original motif. For example, both motifs abccce and ab-

bcce will, when compressed, be abce. In general, higher values on the
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Figure 5.11: Percentage of days with different motif representations

graphs are preferred unless the values become too high and fall outside

the shaded areas.

With the exception of the larger values for alphabet size and motif size,

the compressed motifs fall within the useful shaded area on the graphs.

The other exception is for the smallest motif size and alphabet size where

the compressed basic motif shows too many motifs a day to be optimal.

There is little to choose between the results for the two compressed motif

representations. As the differenced data is more closely related to changes

in electricity usage during an activity (i.e. turning an appliance on or off)

this is selected for further analysis.
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Figure 5.12: Motifs per day for different motif representations

5.7 Evaluating the Normalisation Methods

Options considered for normalisation of the data prior to conversion to

symbolised representation are:

• Each motif is considered and the values within the motif are norm-

alised before conversion to a symbolised string.

• Each household is considered and all the readings for that house-

hold are normalised prior to consideration of motifs.

The results from considering the two approaches to dealing with norm-

alisation are shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. Again the results for the

number of unique days is omitted for space reasons.

The motifs per day results show that the normalisation over the whole

period for each household produces a lot of motifs per day and, in fact,
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Figure 5.13: Unique days (%) for different normalisations

more than the maximum 2 per day that is considered useful as represent-

ing activities that occur occasionally and are likely to be able to be influ-

enced. For that reason, the normalisation within a motif is considered the

better approach and is selected for further analysis.

5.8 Selecting the Motif Size

As the motif size increases, the number of possible combinations of letters

within the motifs increases and the number of motifs found reduces. The

requirement for a useful size of motif is to provide useful numbers of

motifs (but not too many). To analyse possible settings, results for motifs

of size 4, 6, 9, and 12 (corresponding to 20 minutes, 30 minutes, 45 minutes

and an hour) are each used with alphabet sizes of 5, 7 and 9. The results

are shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.14: Motifs per day using different normalisations

For smaller values of alphabet size, the 30 minute motifs give more useful

results. However, for larger alphabet sizes the 20 minute motifs are better.

To investigate this further, both the 20 minute and 30 minute motifs will

be considered when evaluating the alphabet size.

5.9 Selecting the Alphabet Size

As the alphabet size increases, the number of possible combinations of

letters increases and the number of times motifs repeat will be expected to

decrease. To evaluate the best settings for alphabet size, each of 5, 7, and

9 letters are considered with the motif sizes of both 4 and 6 (20 minutes

and 30 minutes). The results are shown in Figure 5.16.

The results show that two combinations of settings are likely to provide
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Figure 5.15: Different motif sizes

useful motifs for further analysis.

When using a small number of letters (5) in the alphabet when symbol-

ising motifs, the best motif size to use is 6 equating to 30 minutes. How-

ever, an alphabet size of 7 is best used in combination with a motif size of

4 (20 minutes). Each of these combinations will be considered in further

analysis.

5.10 Motifs Found

The 30 minute and 20 minute motifs found have been investigated to

explore common motifs across multiple households. The charts at Fig-

ures 5.17 and 5.19 show the number of households that have the same

commonest motif using the Spring weekday dataset.
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Figure 5.16: Different alphabet sizes

For the 30 minute motifs, it is clear that the top motif across a number

of households is “ceac” when using an alphabet size of 5. This is a com-

pressed motif and includes all the motifs that have one or more repeating

letters such a “ceeac”, “ceaaac”, etc.. Some examples of the “ceac” mo-

tifs are shown in Figures 5.18 which, for ease of visualisation, shows a

maximum of 10 days of readings for the selected houses.

Note that for the second example (household 286) there is an obvious re-

petition of the same activity at around 11am which hasn’t been identified

as the same motif as that at 7am and may demonstrate a shortcoming in

the motif finding method.

Examples of households showing the 20 minute motif of “fb” are shown

at Figure 5.20 which also demonstrates the effect of stratifying the motifs

into similar ranges. For example, the results for household 561 show a

number of peaks in the data where the range across the motif is fairly
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Figure 5.17: Common 30 minute motifs

(a) Household 517 (b) Household 286

Figure 5.18: Examples of households with “ceac” as most frequent 30

minute motif

small (less than 500W) whilst the similar shaped peaks elsewhere on the

figure (but with larger ranges) are not detected as the same motif.
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Figure 5.19: Common 20 minute motifs

(a) Household 571 (b) Household 561

Figure 5.20: Examples of households with “fb” as most frequent 20

minute motif

The analysis of the most common motifs across households is repeated

using the Summer weekend dataset with the results shown at Figures
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5.21 and 5.22.

Figure 5.21: Common 30 minute motifs (Summer Weekends)

The most common motifs across the households show a high degree of

similarity between the Spring weekday and Summer weekend datasets.

Amongst the 30 minute motifs, the most common top motif across house-

holds is “ceac” for both datasets and most of the other top motifs feature

in the results for both the Summer weekends and Spring weekdays.

For the 20 minute motifs, the 4 commonest motifs across both the Summer

and Spring datasets are the same motifs.

With the short size of motif (20 minutes) only 4 characters are included in

the motif (one for each 5 minute period) and, with removal of repeated

letters, the resulting motifs are simple with the top motif for both data-

sets being “gf” representing just a single peak in electricity usage. More

interesting analysis of motifs is likely to use longer motifs to detect more

complicated behaviours.
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Figure 5.22: Common 20 minute motifs (Summer Weekends)

The results for the different datasets from Spring weekdays and Summer

weekends show that the motifs found are generally similar and that the

motif finding approach is equally valid for both datasets and is not de-

pendent on peculiarities of the subset of data for a particular season or

type of day (weekday or weekend).

The high number of households with the same motif occurring most

frequently suggests that exploring the occurrence of the same motif at

the same, or different, times across multiple households would be an

interesting area for further study. This is listed as an area for future work

in Chapter 7.
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5.11 Conclusions

Based on the above analysis, a set of parameters is selected as the ones

that are most likely to provide motifs that will potentially be useful for

further analysis. The parameter settings are shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Parameter Settings selected for future analysis

Parameter Setting Meaning

Range Using appliance charac-

teristics

The typical ranges of appliances

are used to distinguish between

similar shaped motifs.

Data Differences between

consecutive readings

The differences between read-

ings are used as representing

changes in electricity usage.

Compression Compressed data used Repeating letters within the mo-

tif are removed.

Normalisation Within motif Values within the motif are nor-

malised before being symbol-

ised.

Motif size 4 (20 minutes) or 6 (30

minutes)

The length of each motif.

Alphabet size 5 or 7 letters (depending

on motif size)

The number of letters used for

the motif symbolisation step.

The combination of parameters has been shown to produce a usable num-

ber of motifs. The conclusion is drawn that using a sampling frequency

of five minutes is sufficient for repeating patterns to be detected within

the data streams and that sufficient repeating patterns can be found for

the motif analysis to potentially be useful.

5.12 Summary

This chapter has addressed the question as to whether regular activities

within the household can be identified solely using the electricity meter

data captured. The analysis has shown that data sampled at a five minute
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interval is sufficient to provide a usable number of motifs which can be

assumed to represent repeating activities within the household.

The symbolisation process is a suitable method for converting the real

valued meter readings into a restricted set of characters with each rep-

resenting a certain range of values. This provides for matching of data

samples which, while not identical, map to the same symbols and can be

assumed to be approximately the same.

A series of different parameter settings have been explored and a set of

parameters selected that will be used in further analysis of the motifs in

the following chapter.

The method of representing the motif in an alphabetised form has been

explored with possible approaches of using the base meter data or dif-

ferenced data. In addition, compression of repeating characters is con-

sidered.

Motifs may match but actually represent similar patterns within very

differently sized data and different approaches to splitting the motifs into

various bands of usage over the range of the motif have been explored

with a solution based on a split into various appliance ranges (five ranges

from small to large usage) selected as the best approach.

Various motifs that show uninteresting behaviour can be found (e.g. no

change in usage over the time of the motif such as when the house is unoc-

cupied) and an automatic method of rejecting some of the uninteresting

motifs has been developed.

The next chapter will examine the point in time at which motif occurs

and will then explore whether the variability in the timing of the motifs

provides useful information on the variability of behaviour in a house-

hold.

An effective method of identifying meaningful motifs opens up a num-

ber of opportunities for electricity industry professionals to gain greater

understanding of activities within given households. The chapter has

not tested the implementation of initiatives to change behaviour but has

only investigated whether reasonable numbers of motifs can be identified

and established the most appropriate parameter settings. Now that these

settings have been established, future work could explore the detection
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of behaviours and then test incentives to change these behaviours. This

would be a very valuable step along the road of effectively deploying

effective DSM initiatives.
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C H A P T E R 6

Using Variability to Define

Archetypical Households

6.1 Background

This chapter finds the patterns in the stream of meter data that repeat

and then examines how the times of these repeating patterns vary from

day to day within a household.

The chapter describes the possible methods of assessing variability of

behaviour and considers possible measures that do not use motifs. These

are assessed and then compared with the approach of finding variabil-

ity in the timing of motifs from day to day and the frequency of motifs

from day to day. The results are compared with those arising from us-

ing just the load profile data and are found to provide complementary

information.

Combining the partitions arising from the motif and the base meter data

into a single set of partitions is explored but not found to be useful as the

resulting combined partitions score lower on the evaluation measures

and the results are hard to interpret by the layman.

This chapter addresses the question of whether making use of the variabil-

ity of behaviour (as shown by the electricity meter data) provides “better”

groupings of households for the purpose of demand side management

(DSM) than those provided by using daily load profiles.

This chapter builds on the work in Chapter 4 which uses the traditional
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approach of using load profile shapes to create groupings of households

and the analysis in Chapter 5 which has determined the most effective

approach to searching for motifs within the meter data stream.

The approach taken in this chapter is to analyse meter data to find re-

peating patterns (motifs) which represent regular activities. The concept

of “variability of behaviour” is used as the basis for clustering similar

households and it is shown that this novel approach can complement the

existing method of clustering using average load profiles. Differing clus-

tering algorithms are considered with the quality of the clusters assessed.

The hypothesis is that the added insight from the variability analysis

allows for more efficient deployment of behaviour change interventions.

After finding clusters using the variability of timing of motifs within

the period under analysis, the results are objectively assessed using both

traditional cluster validity indexes and also the novel composite measure

introduced in Chapter 4.

The data collected from the electricity meters of a number of households

is used to develop measures to describe the flexibility of each household.

These measures of flexibility are then input to a number of clustering

algorithms. Once the most effective approach is determined, final clusters

of households are calculated and these final clusters are validated against

demographic and attitudinal data collected from each household. This

demographic data is excluded from the meter data analysis and is used

solely for validation purposes.

6.2 Methodology

6.2.1 Data Selection

A subset of the data is created for working days from Spring (March,

April and May) 2011 where working days are weekdays excluding public

holidays in Scotland. Not all households have a full set of meter readings.

This data selection matches that used in the analysis in Chapter 4. The

dataset represents approximately 2,653,000 individual meter readings

spread between 122 households. The dataset differs by one household
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from that used in the analysis in Chapter 4 as House 528 is excluded

due to only having a single day of valid data within the Spring period

of analysis. Exploring how motif timings vary between days makes no

sense when considering only a single day of data.

To allow comparison between the load profile and motif variability clus-

tering, the results in Chapter 4 are recalculated in this chapter, using the

modified dataset, alongside the motif variability results.

The motif analysis undertaken in Chapter 5 provides guidelines for the

most effective parameters to use to find reasonable numbers of useful

motifs within the datasets. These parameter settings (see Table 5.3) are

used in this chapter.

6.2.2 Non-Motif Variability Clustering

Various different measures of flexibility of behaviour within the house-

hold can be defined [147] including:

• Calculating the variability of the time of peak usage during periods

of interest.

• Assessing the variability of periods of peak usage (e.g. 15 minutes)

during times of interest.

• Variability in the time of minimum usage.

• Detecting regular repeating patterns and calculating the variability

in the times when these patterns occur.

• Creating various ratios such as the variability between each hour

of the peak time analysed and the overall average usage during the

peak time.

The list of possible measures to use to represent variability could be

nearly endless and analysis of some of the suggestions is considered

as possible future work.
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6.2.3 Using Motifs to Assess Variability

As described in Chapter 5 the motifs in the data stream are found using

the parameters assessed as most effective. Two different combinations

of motif size and alphabet size (20 minutes/7 letters and 30 minutes/5

letters) are considered.

The top motif (the one that occurs most often within a household) is fur-

ther examined for the times when the motif occurs. The number of times

it occurs, and the standard deviation of the time of day of occurrence are

calculated for each household. In a similar way, the second and third most

common motifs within a household are identified and the variability in

timing of each are also calculated.

Other useful measures relating to the motifs found within a household

are also calculated including the number of different motifs (occurring at

least twice during the Spring period) and the number of different motifs

occurring on at least 30% of the days sampled for the household. The

30% figure is selected arbitrarily as a reasonable number to ensure only

regularly repeating patterns are examined.

On investigation, it is found that some households have motifs that group

around more than one period in the day. This is shown in an example

for household 286 at Figure 6.1 which shows two obvious times around

which the motifs cluster. Taking a measure of the spread around the over-

all mean will give a value that shows the variability across the full day.

However, more useful measures would be related to how the motif tim-

ings vary around the means for the morning and the afternoon.

In this case, calculating the mean and the standard deviation around the

mean is likely to overestimate the amount of variability that the house-

hold shows. While the standard deviation measure shows the variability

within the whole day, a more intuitive measure would provide an estim-

ate of how the motifs vary around the local (e.g. early morning) times. To

provide an estimate in this case, the times of motifs for each household

are further split into morning (am) and afternoon (pm) periods and the

means and standard deviations calculated for each half day period. This

leads to six further attributes reflecting the variation of the first, second

and third motifs within the two half day periods.
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Figure 6.1: Example for 30 minute motifs

The attributes calculated for each household and used for the clustering

are:

1. Number of occurrences of the motif occurring most frequently.

2. Number of occurrences of the second most frequent motif.

3. Number of occurrences of the third most frequent motif.

4. Total number of motifs found for the household that occur at least

twice.

5. The variation in timing of the top motif during the morning period.

This is calculated by examining the timing of the start of the motif

and calculating the standard deviation of the timing (measured in

minutes) around the mean start time over the morning.

6. The variation in timing of the top motif during the afternoon period.
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7. The variation in timing of the second motif during the morning

period.

8. The variation in timing of the second motif during the afternoon

period.

9. The variation in timing of the third motif during the morning period.

10. The variation in timing of the third motif during the afternoon

period.

The data generated from the exercise of searching for motifs, and calcu-

lating the variability in timing of the motifs, is used as the input to a

clustering exercise to determine which clustering method produces the

most useful clusters as assessed using the validity indexes.

6.2.4 Clustering using the Load Profile Data

Firstly, the work detailed in Chapter 4 is repeated using 6 clustering al-

gorithms with the results assessed using the CDI and MIA cluster valid-

ity indexes and the novel composite measure. These results provide a

baseline for assessing the motif variability approach detailed below.

The data is averaged to create a representative load profile for each house-

hold. For example, all the readings for 4pm for the household are av-

eraged to create a representative (mean) reading for 4pm, similarly for

4:05pm, etc. The 122 representative profiles are then normalised within

the 0 to 1 range.

The normalised profiles, each with 288 attributes, are then used as input

to clustering exercises using a variety of clustering algorithms including

kmeans, fuzzy cmeans, self-organised maps and hierarchical clustering

(using Ward linkage) as these are the most commonly used as identified

by Chicco [14].

A common issue with clustering exercises is the appropriate setting of

a value for the number of clusters. To match common practice within

the electricity industry, 8 clusters are selected for reasons discussed in

Chapter 4.
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6.2.5 Clustering using Timing of Motifs

While a number of statistics have been created that represent aspects of

the motifs found within the data, only those statistics directly relating to

the timing of occurrence of motifs are used in the clustering. Other stat-

istics include the number of times a motif occurs within a household’s

data but, as this does not directly relate to variability of behaviour this

is excluded. Hence, the attributes for the variability in timing of the first,

second and third most popular motifs are used as the basis for the clus-

tering.

The data generated from the exercise of searching for motifs, and calcu-

lating the variability in timing of the motifs, is used as the input to a

clustering exercise to determine which clustering method produces the

most useful clusters as assessed using the validity indexes.

The motifs found are compared on the basis of similar shape without re-

gard to absolute value of the data except where the motifs are banded by

range. For example, all motifs with a large range are considered together

while those with a small range are considered together. Motifs with a

similar shape but a differently sized range of values are considered to

be different. To avoid the problem of finding motifs within what is the

general noise associated with the meter readings any motifs within a

window which has a range of readings of less than 100W are ignored.

Distance Measures

Extensive tuning of the clustering algorithms is not one of the goals of

the thesis as the focus is on evaluating the difference in the results from

using the load profile information as opposed to the motif variability data.

However, a brief investigation to explore the use of different distance

measures has been considered.

Not all the clustering algorithms are suitable for use with different dis-

tance measures. In particular, kmeans relies on calculating the mean of

the various instances allocated to each cluster and is designed to operate

using euclidean distance.

Hierarchical clustering allows for the use of different similarity matrices
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when forming clusters and various different methods of measuring sim-

ilarity can be included. For the purposes of an initial investigation, the

results arising from using Mahalanobis distance measures are compared

with those from euclidean distance measures. Hierarchical clustering

with the Ward agglomeration method is used to form three clusters us-

ing the variability of motif timing data. The composite CVI values are

calculated for each method and the results are shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Comparing distance measures

Cluster Sizes Overall Compact Parsimonious Substantial Consistent

Euclidean 23,47,52 0.730 0.456 1 0.855 0.608

Mahalanobis 16,51,55 0.640 0.237 0.805 0.934 0.582

The use of the Mahalanobis distance measure produces poorer results

than using euclidean (as measured by the composite CVI). However, it

is clear that using the different distance measures produces significantly

different results and, when tuning the clustering algorithms for optimum

performance, is an area that will require attention.

6.2.6 Datasets to Use

The attributes that are available for use during clustering fall into three

separate groups as follows:

• The meter readings for each of the five minute times during the

period of analysis. This consists of 288 readings for the full 24 hour

period. This provides a load profile dataset.

• The motif variability data generated by considering the variability

in timing of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd most common motifs within a

household. This variability in timing is extended to consider sub-

sets of motifs just within the morning or the afternoon period lead-

ing to a total of six values per household. This provides the motif

variability dataset.

• The motif frequency data that is obtained by counting the numbers

of motifs per household. By considering the total amount and the
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number of each of the three most popular, a total of four variables

are available. This provides the motif count dataset.

Each of the three datasets is considered and the clustering, using the

six algorithms previously defined, is undertaken with the results being

assessed using the composite measure.

The result of this approach is that each household is allocated to an ar-

chetypical group within each of the three datasets. Thus a household is

within a group that has a similar load profile of usage across the day, also

within a group that has a similar degree of variability, and also within

a group that has a similar number of repeating behaviours. From the

membership of these groups, analysts can define a group of interest for

a particular demand side management intervention (e.g. the households

with a peak at early evening and that show a high degree of variability).

The load profile clustering uses a cluster number of eight (as discussed in

section 4.3.1). However, the clustering based on variability of behaviour

and the degree by which behaviour repeats use a cluster number of three.

Three is selected for the number of clusters for the motif related cluster-

ing as the partitions can be easily understood. Households will fall into

one of the three archetypes of high, medium or low variability and thus

appropriate incentives can be designed to address a particular archetype.

6.2.7 Evaluation

To assess the quality of the clusters derived from one clustering exercise

compared to those derived from a different exercise, the widely used CDI

and MIA measures (as defined by Chicco [14]) are used. Lower values

for the CDI and MIA measures denote “better” solutions.

In addition, the composite measure described in Chapter 4 is used to

provide a measure of the overall usability of the results.

The results using different clustering algorithms for each set of data are

combined using ensemble methods to provide an overall assessment of

the usability of each of the three sets of data considered. The composite

measure for the combined partitions is calculated with a higher value

providing results that are preferred.
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Combining all the results is also evaluated (i.e. all clustering algorithms

across all datasets) to provide a single set of partitions which again is

evaluated using the composite measure. However, the results from this

are hard to interpret in real life terms as attributes relating to absolute

meter readings are combined with motif timings and frequencies and the

resulting archetypes do not provide easily understood example house-

holds.

6.3 Results

Table 6.2 shows, for each of the clustering algorithms used and for each

set of data, the sizes of the partitions in the solution and the values for the

MIA and CDI cluster validity indexes (lower is better). The MIA and CDI

validity index calculations for the motif clustering are not comparable

with the load profile clustering due to the differing set of attributes used.

The sizes of the clusters have been sorted into ascending order.

It can be seen from the MIA and CDI values that the kmeans, SOM, hier-

archical and mixed model techniques produce similar quality solutions

using the load profile dataset with the Fuzzy Cmeans algorithm being

significantly poorer. The random forest and pam combination provides

a good result for the MIA measure (compactness within the cluster) but

scores poorly on the CDI measure which includes both compactness and

separation between the clusters.

When using the motif variability data, the kmeans, SOM and mixed

model algorithms produce similar quality results with the Fuzzy Cmeans

algorithm again producing poorer results. The hierarchical algorithm

gives results that are worse than the kmeans and SOM algorithms, and

the random forest/pam combination produces poor results. The rank-

ing of algorithms using the CDI for the motif variability clustering is

consistent across the two sizes of motifs (20 minute and 30 minute).

Table 6.3 shows how the results for each set of data compare across dif-

fering algorithms with the higher the value of the Rand index, the closer

the match of partitions produced by the algorithm.

The results for the Rand index show that the values are consistently closer
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Table 6.2: Clustering Results and Validity indexes

Cluster sizes MIA CDI

Load Profiles

Kmeans 4,8,13,13,16,17,20,31 1 0.445

Fuzzy Cmeans 1,2,12,20,26,30,31 1.706 0.517

SOM 4,9,14,16,18,19,20,22 1.103 0.447

Hierarchical 3,9,10,11,15,21,24,29 1.062 0.451

Model 3,7,9,9,20,20,26,28 1.058 0.451

RF 12,12,14,14,14,16,19,21 0.858 0.643

20 minute Motifs - variability

Kmeans 7,45,70 2.448 0.878

Fuzzy Cmeans 26,36,60 4.204 0.914

SOM 7,44,71 2.416 0.88

Hierarchical 34,38,50 3.955 0.918

Model 7,48,67 2.393 0.913

RF 20,36,66 2.312 1.099

30 minute Motifs - variability

Kmeans 24,48,50 3.244 0.932

Fuzzy Cmeans 30,43,49 3.951 0.953

SOM 18,50,54 3.045 0.936

Hierarchical 23,47,52 3.3 0.949

Model 35,42,45 3.811 0.97

RF 31,34,57 3.183 1.122

20 minute Motifs - occurence counts

Kmeans 7,34,81 1.571 0.621

Fuzzy Cmeans 9,49,64 1.665 0.623

SOM 7,34,81 1.601 0.622

Hierarchical 31,34,57 2.684 0.7

Model 26,33,63 3.336 0.796

RF 29,37,56 3.115 0.763

30 minute Motifs - occurence counts

Kmeans 4,34,84 1.138 0.606

Fuzzy Cmeans 28,33,61 3.746 0.801

SOM 4,34,84 1.129 0.606

Hierarchical 4,25,93 1.145 0.617

Model 4,47,71 1.378 0.737

RF 24,42,56 3.743 1.043

to 1 in the case of the clusters built using the load profile information

rather than the motif variation information. The mean value for the Rand

index (after omission of the values on the diagonal) are 0.441 for the load

profiles and 0.379 (30 minutes motif) and 0.397 (20 minutes motif) for the

motif variability approach. This shows a less consistent set of partitions
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(across the different clustering algorithms) are created when making use

of the variation information than the partitions created using the load

profile information.

Table 6.3: Modified Rand index using differing clustering algorithms

Kmeans Cmeans SOM Hierarchical Mixture RF

Load Profiles

Kmeans 1 0.372 0.66 0.458 0.497 0.373

Fuzzy Cmeans 0.372 1 0.296 0.279 0.316 0.281

SOM 0.66 0.296 1 0.528 0.572 0.501

Hierarchical 0.458 0.279 0.528 1 0.798 0.301

mixture 0.497 0.316 0.572 0.798 1 0.376

RF 0.373 0.281 0.501 0.301 0.376 1

20 minute Motifs - variability

Kmeans 1 0.589 0.969 0.435 0.442 0.377

Fuzzy Cmeans 0.589 1 0.575 0.57 0.43 0.549

SOM 0.969 0.575 1 0.431 0.423 0.398

Hierarchical 0.435 0.57 0.431 1 0.552 0.38

mixture 0.442 0.43 0.423 0.552 1 0.364

RF 0.377 0.549 0.398 0.38 0.364 1

30 minute Motifs - variability

Kmeans 1 0.851 0.829 0.751 0.416 0.291

Fuzzy Cmeans 0.851 1 0.762 0.659 0.468 0.32

SOM 0.829 0.762 1 0.668 0.368 0.321

Hierarchical 0.751 0.659 0.668 1 0.418 0.28

mixture 0.416 0.468 0.368 0.418 1 0.425

RF 0.291 0.32 0.321 0.28 0.425 1

20 minute Motifs - counts

Kmeans 1 0.539 1 0.336 0.171 0.283

Fuzzy Cmeans 0.539 1 0.539 0.263 0.155 0.266

SOM 1 0.539 1 0.336 0.171 0.283

Hierarchical 0.336 0.263 0.336 1 0.472 0.731

mixture 0.171 0.155 0.171 0.472 1 0.459

RF 0.283 0.266 0.283 0.731 0.459 1

30 minute Motifs - counts

Kmeans 1 0.518 1 0.728 0.19 0.144

Fuzzy Cmeans 0.518 1 0.518 0.431 0.257 0.271

SOM 1 0.518 1 0.728 0.19 0.144

Hierarchical 0.728 0.431 0.728 1 0.109 0.071

mixture 0.19 0.257 0.19 0.109 1 0.211

RF 0.144 0.271 0.144 0.071 0.211 1

Applying the composite measure of usefulness introduced in Chapter

4 provides the results shown at Figure 6.2 for each of the load profile
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clusters, the variability of motif data sets (20 minute and 30 minute mo-

tifs) and the motif count datasets (both sizes of motif). The composite

measures for the two differently sized motif datasets are shown in Tables

A.1 (for the variability data) and A.2 (for the motif count data).

The relative performance of the clustering algorithms using the variabil-

ity data show little difference in the results (evaluated using the compos-

ite measure) with Random Forest giving the best value for the 20 minutes

motifs and kmeans giving the highest value for the 30 minute motifs.

However, the small differences between the composite measure results

shows that each algorithm demonstrates a similar level of performance.

The cluster centres and the households allocated to each cluster using the

random forest algorithm are shown at Figures 6.3 and 6.4. For comparison

purposes the kmeans results are also shown at Figures A.1 and A.2.

The results from the kmeans algorithm using the variability data can be

seen at Figures 6.5 and A.3. These graphs show the same information as

in Figures A.1 and A.2.

From the 20 minute motif variability results using kmeans (Figure 6.5)

it can be seen that the blue cluster (7 houses) shows relatively little vari-

ability in the timing of their regular activities and can be assumed to

be “creature of habit” households which may not respond well to an in-

centive to change behaviour. The green (70 houses) cluster show a high

variability in the timing of the motifs found and may be best to target for

interventions.

Examples of households, their daily load profiles and the most frequent

motif found are shown at Figure 6.6 for sample households from the

blue cluster and at Figure 6.7 for samples from the green cluster. It is

clear from the low variability examples that the timing of the motifs is

grouped around a mean time in the morning and then again around a

mean time in the afternoon. In comparison, the high variability examples

show motifs occurring throughout the day with very little apparent ar-

rangement around an average morning or afternoon time.

Considering the 30 minute motif results (Figure A.3), the blue (24 houses)

cluster shows relatively low variability in timing of the motifs and ex-

ample households from this cluster are shown at Figure A.4. The red
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(a) load profiles (b) 20 minute motifs - variability

(c) 30 minute motifs - variability (d) 20 minute motifs - counts

(e) 30 minute motifs - counts

Figure 6.2: Composite measure for each clustering algorithm

cluster (48 houses) shows relatively higher variability and example house-

holds from this cluster are shown at Figure A.5.
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Figure 6.3: Random Forest clusters and members of each cluster using

20 minute motif

The results shown in Figure 6.2 demonstrate that there is very little dif-

ference in the composite measures for the 20 minute and 30 minute motif

size datasets. Using either produces similar quality results across both

the variability dataset and the motif count dataset.

The results show three separate cluster partitions for the same set of

households arising from using three different sets of data about the house-

holds (the load profile data, the motif variability data and the motif count

data). Therefore, each household is assigned to an archetype within each

of the three datasets and, by examining the appropriate archetype, con-

clusions can be reached about the household such as, e.g.:

• The load profile information shows that the household uses most

electricity during the early morning period.

• The motif variability information shows the household has high
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Figure 6.4: Random Forest clusters and members of each cluster using

30 minute motif

Figure 6.5: Kmeans clusters using motif variability with 20 minute mo-

tif

variability in their behaviour.

• The motif count information shows the household has a relatively

large number of motifs which may suggest they repeat their beha-

viour frequently.
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(a) Household 217 (b) Household 22

Figure 6.6: Examples of households from the low variability cluster (20

minute motif)

(a) Household 305 (b) Household 7

Figure 6.7: Examples of households from the high variability cluster (20

minute motif)

Based on this information an appropriate intervention targeting the re-

quired type of households can be designed.

The three sets of results are easily understood by people designing and

implementing DSM interventions who can target households falling in

one, two or three of the archetypes detailed above depending on the type

of intervention and the behaviour change desired. For example, a focus

on the shape of the usage pattern (e.g. to move usage from the evening

peak period) may target those households in the cluster represented by

an archetype with a large evening usage. Within this set of households, a
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subset can be targeted based on their degree of variability in behaviour

with highly variable households targeted with a particular incentive to

move their activities to a different, non-peak time.

As well as considering the three aspects of the household (as detailed

above), combining the results from the clustering using the three different

datasets will allow a single set of archetypes to be defined. One method

to combine the results is to use ensemble clustering methods to take the

cluster partitions from the application of a clustering algorithm to each

dataset and use these partitions as input to a further clustering exercise.

This further clustering groups households that are commonly grouped

in the same partitions in the underlying results into the same partition in

the combined results.

The clustering results are combined across the datasets for each of the six

clustering algorithms - i.e. the results for each dataset using the kmeans

algorithm are combined into an overall set of partitions. Similarly, the

results for the other algorithms are also combined. This leads to the com-

posite cluster validity results shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 with the data

shown in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Ensemble clustering across datasets

20 minute Motifs

Cluster Sizes Overall Compact Pars’ous Subst’al Consistent

Kmeans 1,1,2,4,8,47,59 0.544 0.643 0.006 0.934 0.591

Fuzzy Cmeans 1,3,5,24,39,50 0.543 0.62 0.058 0.887 0.607

SOM 1,2,4,11,47,57 0.474 0.491 0.058 0.786 0.56

Hierarchical 1,1,2,3,4,31,35,45 0.494 0.402 0.058 0.919 0.598

Model 1,1,1,2,3,18,40,56 0.506 0.514 0.058 0.842 0.61

RF 1,1,1,3,4,26,42,44 0.526 0.502 0.058 0.921 0.623

30 minute Motifs

Cluster Sizes Overall Compact Pars’ous Subst’al Consistent

Kmeans 1,1,2,3,5,10,38,62 0.45 0.414 0.058 0.776 0.552

Fuzzy Cmeans 1,2,2,35,35,47 0.53 0.54 0.058 0.928 0.593

SOM 1,1,4,5,11,41,59 0.48 0.493 0.058 0.802 0.567

Hierarchical 1,1,3,4,14,36,63 0.461 0.463 0.058 0.78 0.543

Model 1,1,2,5,17,44,52 0.51 0.548 0.058 0.843 0.592

RF 2,2,3,4,14,15,35,47 0.506 0.415 0.213 0.783 0.615

It is clear that combining households grouped into three clusters (using

the motif variability and count datasets) with households grouped into
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Figure 6.8: Ensemble results across datasets using 20 minute motif data

eight clusters (using the profile dataset) produces results which have few

adequately sized clusters. Calculating the composite measures produces

very low values for the parsimonious measure as the number of reason-

ably sized clusters is far away from the optimum of 8. In fact, for each

algorithm, only three reasonably sized (four for random forests using 30

minute motifs) clusters are found. Thus the composite measure is very

sensitive to an appropriate setting for the optimum parameter. As dis-

cussed below, the combination of the results for each dataset is hard to

interpret and, for that reason, and for the problems in finding sufficient

reasonably sized clusters, is not the preferred method of using ensemble

clustering.

For the 20 minute motif, the best performing algorithm is the fuzzy

cmeans algorithm. This is surprising as the fuzzy cmeans algorithm per-

forms poorly when clustering the individual datasets but well when us-

ing an ensemble approach to combine the individual clustering results.

The individual results for the fuzzy cmeans algorithm using the profile
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Figure 6.9: Ensemble results across datasets using 30 minute motif data

data has less final clusters than for the other algorithms and this is a

possible reason for the good results when applying ensemble techniques.

The results from the ensemble clustering across the different datasets are

hard to interpret for a professional developing a DSM intervention. While

the individual datasets can be understood (i.e. a particular shape of load

profile, low, medium or high degrees of variability, etc.), the combined

results merge the easily understood characteristics to produce one set of

clusters.

A more meaningful application of ensemble clustering is to combine the

results for each dataset across each clustering algorithm. This maintains

the easily understood interpretation of the results but provides a set of

partitions that make use of the results from each clustering algorithm.

All the results (for each algorithm and for each dataset) can be combined

into a single set of partitions although this, again, is hard to interpret in a

meaningful way. The results for the overall comparison of all algorithms
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and all datasets are shown alongside those for each dataset in Figures

6.10 and 6.11 and in Table 6.5.

Figure 6.10: Ensemble results across datasets using 20 minute motif

data

Table 6.5: Ensemble clustering across algorithms and overall

20 minute Motifs

Cluster Sizes Overall Compact Pars’ous Subst’al Consistent

Profile 4,6,9,12,21,21,22,27 0.782 0.73 0.74 0.88 0.778

Variable 12,49,61 0.729 0.525 0.805 0.951 0.633

Count 20,30,72 0.548 0 0.805 0.828 0.558

All results 1,14,49 0.657 0.312 0.805 0.939 0.571

30 minute Motifs

Cluster Sizes Overall Compact Pars’ous Subs’al Consistent

Profile 4,6,9,12,21,21,22,27 0.782 0.73 0.74 0.88 0.778

Variable 27,47,48 0.744 0.44 1 0.888 0.65

Count 4,34,84 0.729 0.765 0.805 0.795 0.551

All results 15,39,68 0.615 0.201 0.805 0.881 0.572

If the results for the ensemble clustering are compared with the results
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Figure 6.11: Ensemble results across datasets using 30 minute motif

data

for each of the clustering algorithms (Figure 6.2) it can be seen that the

composite measure for the motif variability dataset is similar to that for

the individual clustering algorithms (around 0.73) for both the 20 minute

and 30 minute motif data.

Combining the results for each algorithm can provide some degree of

“averaging” and may provide more useful results by reducing the im-

pact of peculiarities of a particular algorithm. The cluster centres and the

members of each cluster for each of the three datasets after applying the

ensemble clustering are shown in Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14.

As a reminder of what the graphs show, Figure 6.12 shows the average

meter reading data for each household arranged by cluster to which the

household has been assigned. For each household the data is averaged

across all the days of readings for that household and is then normalised

for the readings to fit within the 0-1 range. Similar shaped average house-

hold profiles are then grouped together. Note that one of the implications
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of this process is that similar shaped usage patterns across the days are

grouped together irrespective of the total usage. For instance a house-

hold that averages a daily usage of 10kWh will be grouped with another

household that averages a daily usage of 1kWh if the shape of that usage

is similar across the day.

Figure 6.12: Ensemble clusters for all algorithms using load profile data

Figure 6.13 shows the allocation of households to each cluster based on

motif variability. Each motif found within the data has been examined

for its time of occurrence. The times are then split into morning (am)

and afternoon (pm). The three most frequently occurring motifs for each

household are then examined and the variation in timing of each of the

popular motifs is found (represented by the standard deviation of the

times around the morning and afternoon means). Note that the most

frequently occurring motif for one household may be a different motif

from that of another household. The values of standard deviation for

each motif are then normalised (linearly) to fall into a 0-1 range. The
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households are then grouped using the similarity of variability in timing

of the motifs resulting in three partitions that can be seen as high, medium

and low degrees of variability in behaviour.

Figure 6.13: Clusters and members across all algorithms - 30 minute

motifs, variability data

Figure 6.14 shows the allocation of households to each cluster based on

the number of motifs occurring in each household’s meter data. The three

most frequently occurring motifs for each household are examined and

the total number of occurrences of each motif within the household are

calculated. In addition, the total number of different motifs that occur at

least twice within the household meter data is calculated. The values of

counts for each motif (and the total) are then normalised (linearly) to fall

into a 0-1 range. The households are then grouped using the similarity of

numbers of motifs resulting in three partitions that can be seen as high,

medium and low occurrences of motifs.
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A higher value for the count of the third most popular motif compared to

the most popular (e.g. for the blue cluster) may be surprising but arises

from the normalisation stage of the processing. The underlying count of

the third motif will be less than that for the first but, when normalised

into the 0-1 range, may result in a higher normalised value.

Figure 6.14: Clusters and cluster sizes for motif count data across all

algorithms

The motif variability results show that the distribution of variability of

timings around the mean tends towards lower values for the morning

data when compared with the afternoon data. This matches expectations

as a lot of households will be inactive during the night with a peak of

activity around breakfast time before several of the household members

leave for school or work. This will mean that a lot of the activities will be

concentrated around the mean time for breakfast and hence the variabil-

ity in timing will tend to be relatively low in the morning.

In comparison, activities can occur throughout the afternoon and evening

and, while there will be some concentration around the evening meal

time, it would be expected that regular activities may be spread a lot

wider across the whole afternoon period. The data matches expectations

with higher variability for the afternoon compared to the morning period.

6.4 Comparison with Simple Measures

The question may be posed as to whether the clusters resulting from the

derived information (such as the timings of motifs) are better than taking
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the very simple approach of splitting households into a few groups based

on simple measures.

For example, the simple measure of the variation in total electricity usage

from day to day can be used to split households into 3 nearly equal

groups (41, 40, and 41 households) to give three groups which can be

labelled as households with “low”, “medium” and “high” degrees of

variability. Are the partitions arising from the motif variability analysis

any better than this simple approach to splitting the households?

It can be argued that the approach of splitting households based on a

coarse measure can certainly produce three partitions but gives little in-

sight into the variation in behaviour within the total electricity usage of

the household. A household that uses different amounts of electricity

from day to day may just represent one in which the members of the

household are sometimes out of the house all day (little electricity usage)

and sometimes in the household (higher electricity usage) giving a relat-

ively high degree of variability. However, the behaviour of the household

members when they are in the house (i.e. the times when they do certain

activities) may not vary from day to day. Hence the two approaches are

providing different insights into the data.

Consider the examples shown in Figure 6.7 which shows households 7

and 305 which fall into the high variability cluster as calculated using the

motif variability data. The normalised variability of the total usage falls

into the 0-1 range with cut points for 41 households and 81 households

falling at 0.058 and 0.136. The value for household 7 is 0.201 putting 7

into the “high” variability simple grouping. The value for household 305

is 0.060 placing the household into the “medium” grouping.

Comparing the groupings from the 20 minute motif variability clustering

(using kmeans) with the grouping using the simple measure above, the

partition memberships can be compared using the Rand measure. This

produces a figure of 0.513 suggesting that while there is some overlap

between the grouping using each approach, the amount of overlap isn’t

extensive.

The conclusion is that, while the simple measures of variability may give

some insight into the households’ behaviour, the insight doesn’t match
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that arising from the motif variability analysis.

6.5 Comparison with Socio-demographics

The NESEMP project includes the collection of socio-demographic and

attitudinal information from the participants in the trial through the use

of questionnaires which have been analysed from a social psychology

point of view. This information has been excluded from the analysis re-

ported in this thesis but is available for comparison of the final results

with the “real world” socio-demographic information collected as part

of the study.

Note that there is no absolute information available on each household’s

degree of variability of behaviour and it is only possible to explore how

the clusters arising from the analysis of the meter data match against

questionnaire answers that may indicate attitudes and life styles that

suggest variable behaviour. There is, therefore, no “ground truth” that

can be used to validate the analysis results.

Details of the questionnaire questions and the possible responses are

included in Appendix B.

For each question, the clustering results from the ensemble step that com-

bines all the clustering algorithms (for each dataset) is compared with

the overall split of answers to the question. The split of answers within

the members of each cluster can be compared with the overall split to

identify any discrepancies which may indicate a mapping between a par-

tition and a particular response to the questionnaire.

The comparison uses the data from the 30 minute motif variability and

count analysis for comparison with the questionnaire responses. The

second cluster for the variability and motif count data is the low vari-

ability cluster and the third is the high variability cluster. For the load

profile information, the clusters are numbered in the same order as on

Figure 6.12.
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6.5.1 Questionnaire responses

To explore the matching of the partitions arising from the clustering using

the data with the questionnaire responses, each of the questions has been

considered and the responses mapped onto the partitions. If a particular

partition shows a large difference from the overall spread of responses

then it suggests that further investigation of that cluster is merited. It may

be possible to match a partition to a particular demographic or attitudinal

archetype although the results are not conclusive.

Appendix B shows the results of the analysis. Some correlation between

the clustering results and the Size of House, the Number of Bedrooms,

and the Type of Household can be seen although the results are not

compelling. Little matching between the answers to the questionnaire

questions and the derived archetypes can be found for the attitudinal

questions.

6.6 Discussion

Various measures that represent the variability of behaviour can be con-

structed and this chapter considers two based on the underlying meter

readings (the variability in time of maximum usage and the variability

in total usage). However, as each measure is intended to represent the

same thing (i.e. the variability of behaviour), the fact that there is little

correlation between the measures means that at least one provides a poor

representation of the characteristic.

When clustering using just the load profile information, the Fuzzy cmeans

algorithm shows the least useful results with higher values for the MIA

and CDI as well as less useful sizes of clusters including a partition of

one household.

The data used for the variability of motifs analysis are not ordered in that

the differing attributes are not directly related to each other in the same

way as within the load profile information. For example, the attribute for

a particular time (e.g. 5pm) always falls between 4:55pm and 5:05pm and

treating the attribute in isolation is not likely to be meaningful. However,
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a selection of the variability attributes can be included in the clustering

exercise (e.g. the information for the third most popular motif could be

omitted). This provides much more flexibility in the attributes to define,

and to include, and allows for the application of tools such as Principal

Component Analysis to determine the “most important” attributes affect-

ing the quality of the clustering.

While the compactness of each cluster and the separation between differ-

ing clusters is generally used to define various cluster validity indexes

to measure “quality” of the cluster, other criteria used within marketing

campaigns (e.g. the size of the clusters, the intuitive understanding of the

clusters to the layman) also influences the effectiveness of the solution

found.

Using the motif timing variability data to create archetypes based on

the timing data complements the archetypes created using the load pro-

file data. Similarly, using the motif count data also provides additional

information on the households.

Combining the data to create a single set of archetypes (that incorporates

the meter data, the motif variability data and the motif count data) does

not produce useful archetypes as evaluated using the cluster validity

indexes or by considering the simple meaning of the archetypes. The

combination of all the data generated into a single set of archetypes does

not produce better results than using just the load profile information.

However, treating each dataset as providing different information about

the household and then applying clustering algorithms to each dataset

separately produces 3 collections of archetypes where each household is a

member of one of the clusters in each collection. This provides additional

information on the household in that different aspects of the household

behaviour are provided by each archetype (e.g. a particular load shape,

a degree of variability of behaviour, and a degree of amount of repeating

behaviour). These combinations of archetypes can usefully be used to

create DSM interventions. Hence, the use of motif information, and the

variability in timing of the motifs, is a useful addition to knowledge about

the households.
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6.7 Summary

The symbolisation technique is shown to be effective in being able to

detect repeating patterns (motifs) that are approximately the same shape.

Depending on the type of intervention planned for a subset of the house-

holds (e.g. incentives to change overall electricity usage from day to night,

or to influence short periods of usage during the peak period), differing

sizes of motifs may be used.

The approach of clustering using the variability of motifs representing

regular activity patterns within households extends and complements

the widely used approach of clustering using average load profiles. It is

found that creating archetypes based on the motif information comple-

ments the archetypes arising from load profile clustering and provides a

more complete understanding of the household characteristics than that

resulting from using just the load profile results.

Combining all the results from each of the three datasets into a single

set of archetypes does not produce useful results (as measured using the

cluster validity indexes) and is not easily interpretable. The conclusion is

that, while simply adding data generated using the motif information to

the household meter readings does not allow the creation of more useful

archetypes, treating the motif data separately to produce 3 sets of arche-

types does provide a more complete understanding of the households.

The ability to cost effectively partition domestic households into a few

meaningful archetypes, based on the household electricity usage, is an

important problem for the electricity industry. Identifying a few arche-

typical representations of households is essential to cost effective imple-

mentation of demand side management techniques which itself is neces-

sary to allow the electricity industry to meet the upcoming challenges.

Producing more consistent and more descriptive archetypes than cur-

rently possible will allow the deployment of more effective behaviour

modification interventions.
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Conclusions

This thesis has investigated the information about household behaviour

that can be derived from using household electricity meter data. The abil-

ity to derive knowledge of households’ behaviour on a large scale using

widely deployed technology (e.g. smart meters) is essential for effective

deployment of DSM techniques to address the current and forthcoming

challenges for the UK electricity industry.

The work has taken the approach of discovering a few archetypical house-

holds which can be used as representatives of the groups which each

contain large numbers of similar households.

Chapter 4 implements an approach that has been widely used in the aca-

demic literature. Using a database of electricity meter data collected in

Scotland at a frequency of five minutes, households are clustered based

on the shape of the average daily electricity usage. The meter readings

from 123 households for working days from the Spring 2011 period are

considered for the main analysis with a comparison to Spring weekend

days and Summer working and weekend days also included. This work

involves the application of existing techniques to data collected in a re-

gion of the UK. The UK has specific geographic and historical differences

from other countries and thus results arising from work in other coun-

tries may not be directly applicable to the UK. The data used is from a

area of northern Scotland and differing climatic conditions and daylight

hours may impact on the applicability of the results to other areas of the

UK.

To assess the results of the load profile clustering, an extended compos-
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ite measure of the quality of the partitions resulting from the clustering

analysis has been defined. Previous published clustering work on elec-

tricity meter data has used various cluster validity indexes but all focus

on the compactness of the households within a cluster and the separ-

ation of clusters from each other. This thesis proposes that additional

criteria used in the field of marketing segmentation are included in the

composite measure of the quality of the results to give a more complete

representation of the usability of the results.

Using this composite measure, commonly used clustering algorithms

have been assessed and ranked for their applicability to the load profile

clustering application domain. The rankings of the algorithms are found

to be different from those that arise from using the traditional CVIs that

focus purely on compactness and separation. This work provides guid-

ance on the ranking, as assessed using traditional validity indexes along-

side the proposed composite validity index, of clustering algorithms for

researchers in the electricity application area to use for load profile clus-

tering.

Chapter 5 investigates how a symbolisation approach may be used to

find patterns within a household’s stream of electricity meter data that

are approximately similar and which may represent regular activities

within the household. Motif detection within household electricity meter

data has not previously been researched in detail.

Many different approaches to finding motifs are possible and an evalu-

ation method is defined to determine which approaches give effective

results. Defining DSM initiatives to influence household behaviour re-

lies on finding an appropriate number of motifs that represent regular

behaviour: not too many nor too few. The differing parameter settings

for motif finding are evaluated and a set of parameters determined that

produce a reasonable number of motifs for further analysis.

The options considered include the use of different lengths of motifs (20

minutes, 30 minutes, 45 minutes and 1 hour), differently sized symbolisa-

tion alphabets, using differences between data points or the absolute data,

and using the full motif or compressed versions. An important investiga-

tion is for the method of banding the motifs such that they are matched
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on similar shape but only if the range of the motif (i.e. the difference bet-

ween the highest and lowest meter readings during the duration of the

motif) falls within a similar range. In this way, appliances that produce

similar shaped motifs when in use can be differentiated if the electricity

usage for each is different (i.e. the shape of usage is similar but the total

amount of electricity usage is very different).

Automatic methods of discarding motifs that are judged to be of little

interest are defined and used in the analysis. Applying these methods

reduces the motifs to be considered and excludes periods of electricity us-

age which may be similar but of little use for DSM initiatives (e.g. periods

of no electricity usage when the house is empty).

The analysis results in a set of parameters and methods that provide a

reasonable number of useful motifs for understanding household beha-

viour. The guidelines found by the analysis in Chapter 5 are then applied

in Chapter 6.

Chapter 6 introduces the concept of variability of behaviour and defines

how it may be represented by variability from day to day in the timing

of occurrence of a particular motif within a household.

The variability of timing of motifs and the number of motifs found within

each household’s meter data are used to create two different approaches

to clustering the households that complement the load profile clustering

described above. This results in three separate datasets (profile data, vari-

ability of motif data, and motif count data) which each represent aspects

of the households.

Combining the partitions from the three datasets using ensemble clus-

tering shows poorer performance than the clustering done using just the

load profile data and also produces archetypes that are hard to interpret.

The alternate approach of considering the clustering results from all three

datasets separately is preferred and, for each household, provides mem-

bership of three archetypes which can be understood as relating to the

shape of the usage throughout the day, the degree of variability in regular

behaviours (low, medium or high) and the number of repeating activities

per day (low, medium or high). The partitions resulting from clustering

of the motif variability data are of comparable quality (as measured by
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the composite measure) as the partitions arising from the load profile

data only. Viewing the households as members of three archetypes based

on different criteria provides greater insight into the households than

using just the load profile data.

The partitions from each of the six clustering algorithms used is combined

using ensemble clustering techniques to produce three sets of results (one

for each of the three datasets).

“Real world” data arising from questionnaires completed by the house-

hold members, as part of the NESEMP project, is used to determine

whether any of the archetypes arising from the clustering can be aligned

with a particular type of household or attitude. As there are no ques-

tionnaire results that give a direct measure of variability of behaviour in

the household, it is not possible to validate the clustering results against

a “ground truth”. However, some relationship between the archetypes

and information on household type (e.g. single, family) and number of

people in the household can be seen. No direct relationship between the

archetypes and the responses to attitudinal questions can be found.

7.1 Key Results

The research hypotheses for this thesis were laid out in Chapter 1 and are

repeated here.

The overall thesis is “Can variability in behaviour within a household

be identified by finding motifs within UK electricity meter data and can

these motifs then be used for clustering households into a few arche-

types?”

The results shown in Chapter 6 show that motifs can be detected within

the electricity meter data and that these can be used as the basis for clus-

tering households into a few archetypes that can be characterised as relat-

ively “low”, “medium” or “highly” variable households. The archetypes

can be used alongside the archetypes arising from the load profile cluster-

ing (as shown in Chapter 4) to provide a more complete understanding

of the household characteristics.
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The thesis raises a number of questions that the research addresses.

7.1.1 Can clusters of households be found using UK elec-

tricity meter data?

This question leads to a number of sub-questions:

• Can a method of evaluating load profile clustering be defined that

incorporates aspects of the effectiveness of the results for use in

DSM?

• Does the sampling frequency affect the quality of the archetypes

found?

• Which clustering algorithm provides the best clustering results, as

defined by the evaluation method and using data collected in the

UK?

The work documented in Chapter 4 describes the use of various cluster-

ing algorithms applied to household data to determine a small number

of archetypical households. In this work, a target of eight archetypes is

used and this allows for well distinguishable load profiles to be identified

by each of the clustering algorithms used.

Defining a method of evaluating the clustering results

Assessing the results using CVIs used in other electricity load profil-

ing work produces a ranking of how effective each of the clustering al-

gorithms is in producing the archetypes. However, to provide a more

complete evaluation of the results using criteria beyond compactness

and separation, a composite measure is defined and also used to rank the

clustering algorithms.

Based on guidelines from literature in the field of marketing, four sub-

measures have been defined which reflect criteria for a “good” evaluation

of a segmentation result. These sub-measures have been combined into a

composite measure which is then used to assess the effectiveness of the
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clustering results to inform a DSM program intended to change house-

hold behaviour.

Using the composite measure, the clustering algorithms are ranked differ-

ently than when using the well used CVIs and the composite measure can

be used to evaluate different clustering algorithms using the additional

criteria included in the composite measure.

Chapter 4 describes the clustering evaluation method and its applica-

tion is shown in Chapters 4 and 6. The composite measure provides a

more complete assessment of the quality of a given partitioning solution

and incorporates an assessment of cluster sizes, number of clusters and

consistency of results between comparable time periods.

The work shows that it is possible to create a composite measure to evalu-

ate the clustering results and that the composite measure provides results

different from those arising from using the traditional CVIs.

Evaluating the data sampling frequency

Chapter 4 examines this question using datasets collected at five minute

and one hour frequencies. The one hour dataset is derived from the five

minute dataset by aggregating readings. The results, assessed using both

the novel composite measure (see Figure 4.3) and the CDI and MIA valid-

ity indexes (see Tables 4.2 and 4.3), show that the quality of the clusters

found from the hour data are inferior to those from the five minute data.

Thus it is concluded that the more frequent sampling rate is preferable as

assessed using the composite cluster validity index.

Application of load profile clustering to Scottish data

Previous load profile clustering work assessed using the CDI and MIA

measures has generally concluded that hierarchical clustering is the most

effective algorithm with SOM and kmeans also providing reasonable

solutions. Assessing the algorithms using the composite measure shows

that random forest clustering provides the best results with kmeans being

assessed much lower than with traditional CVIs. The results in Table 4.6

show how the algorithms vary when assessed using the different validity
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indexes.

The data used is collected from part of northern Scotland (Aberdeenshire)

and household behaviours driven by UK wide social conventions (e.g.

common television programming) are likely to be similar across all parts

of the UK. However, climatic conditions and daylight timings which are

different to parts of the UK that are geographically far away (e.g. southern

England) may mean that some aspects of the results are not generally

applicable across the whole of the UK.

The work is specific to the UK and, while the approach would be applic-

able to data collected in other countries, the results on the ranking of the

clustering algorithms may be different due to differences in electricity

usage practice between the UK and the countries providing the data.

The work detailed in Chapter 4 shows that load profile clustering can be

applied to the data used in this study.

7.1.2 Is it possible to find a reasonable number of inter-

esting motifs within the electricity meter data?

A sub question arising from this work is “Whether it is possible to define

a set of parameters to use for the motif finding technique to provide a

reasonable number of motifs”. “Reasonable” is defined as being not too

many for the motif to represent behaviour that occurs too frequently to

be influenced, nor too few for influencing of the behaviour to be of little

interest.

The work establishes a method of how to find motifs and evaluate bet-

ween different parameters and is detailed in Chapter 5 which includes:

• The definition of a motif finding approach and consideration of the

many parameters that can be varied.

• The identification of simple non-interesting motifs and their exclu-

sion from the analysis.

• The definition of a qualitative evaluation method to choose between

the differing sets of parameters. Parameter settings are particular
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to the problem of motifs within electricity meter data although the

approach would be valid for other application domains.

• The identification of the set of parameters to use for the motif find-

ing technique to provide a reasonable number of motifs.

Chapter 5 addresses the question as to whether regular activities within

the household can be identified solely using the electricity meter data

captured. The analysis shows that data sampled at a five minute interval

is sufficient to provide a usable number of motifs which can be assumed

to represent repeating activities within the household.

Various motifs that show uninteresting behaviour can be found (e.g. no

change in usage over the period of the motif such as when the house is

unoccupied) and an automatic method of rejecting uninteresting motifs

has been included in the approach.

The results show that motif finding using the symbolisation technique

and the five minute sampling period is possible.

Definition of a set of parameters

Various approaches to representing the motif including using compres-

sion, different alphabet sizes, and different motif lengths have been ex-

plored and evaluated using the inspection method detailed in Chapter

5.

Motifs may match but actually represent similar patterns within very

differently sized data. Different approaches to splitting the motifs into

various bands of usage over the range of the motif have been explored

and a solution based on a split into various appliance ranges (five bands

from small to large usage) selected as the best approach.

Parameter settings have been identified and detailed in Section 5.11 thus

showing that a set of parameters can be defined.
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7.1.3 Does extending the household attributes to include

measures of variability alter the archetypical clusters

obtained?

This work is detailed in Chapter 6 and builds on the work in previous

chapters.

The symbolisation technique is shown to be effective in being able to

detect repeating patterns (motifs) that are approximately the same shape.

Depending on the type of intervention planned for a subset of the house-

holds (e.g. incentives to change overall electricity usage from day to night,

or to influence short periods of usage during the peak period), differing

sizes of motifs may be used.

The work in Chapter 6 shows that archetypical households can be identi-

fied using the motif variability information as well as the motif frequency

count information. However, combining these results into a single set of

archetypes that combine information on the meter readings, the variabil-

ity of timing of motifs and the frequency of motif occurrences, produces

archetypes that are less useful than the archetypes based on just the load

profile data. The combined archetypes cannot be easily interpreted in

layman terms (e.g. low variability households) and, as measured using

the composite measure, show a lower effectiveness. It is concluded that

combining the motif data with the load profile data does not produce

more effective archetypes.

However, using the archetypes produced from the variability of motifs

data alongside the archetypes from the load profile data and the motif

count data provides a deeper understanding of the households as each

is described by a combination of three archetypes reflecting different as-

pects of the household. The archetypes can be well understood by the

layman as representing a particular shape of daily usage, the degree of

variability of behaviour (low, medium or high) and the number of repeat-

ing activities (low, medium or high).

It is concluded that using the motif variability information to produce

a single set of archetypes is not shown to be effective. However, using

the motif variability information to produce an additional set of arche-
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types to use alongside the load profile archetypes provides an enhanced

understanding of the households.

7.2 Future work

During the work detailed in this thesis, various additional areas for in-

vestigation have been identified. Some of these arise from extensions to

the work detailed here and others arise from ideas from alternative ap-

proaches to addressing some of the research areas explored. These areas

for further work are described below.

7.2.1 Evaluation using Additional Datasets

The work in this thesis has made use of a large dataset arising from

the NESEMP project and which contains data for 100s of households

captured over a period exceeding a year at a five minute sampling rate.

The question of frequency of usage monitoring to provide for effect-

ive load profile clustering is an important one and this thesis compares

sampling at five minute and hourly intervals (see Chapter 4). As the com-

posite measure is higher for the five minute data for each of the clustering

algorithms, it is concluded that the more frequent monitoring produces

more useful partitions. Further levels of aggregation can be explored

using the same base data.

Datasets from other sources could be used as the basis for the same ana-

lysis to explore whether the same results are obtained. These could be

from other UK sites or from alternative international studies

The work in this thesis has compared two Spring seasons of data to calcu-

late a measure of consistency over time. In addition, the work on creating

load profile archetypes and finding motifs has been repeated using data

from Spring weekends and Summer working days and weekends with

the results compared to those from the Spring working days. No sub-

stantial differences have been found in the results between the different

periods of data. As the NESEMP project is ongoing, further data could be

loaded into the analysis database over time and further alternative sea-
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sons can be used for verification of the approach across different periods

of the dataset.

Datasets collected from varying numbers of households and at various

sampling frequencies are available for analysis and could be made use of

in future work. These data sources include:

• Ireland Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) Electricity Cus-

tomer Behaviour trial which comprises data from 5000 homes and

businesses collected during 2009 and 2010 [148]. This data is collec-

ted at half hourly frequency.

• Data collected as part of the Electric20 trail within the Horizon Di-

gital Economy Centre at the University of Nottingham. This con-

sists of data collected for 18 households at a sampling frequency of

six seconds [149].

• Data collected from 22 households in Loughborough at a sampling

frequency of one minute [150].

7.2.2 Test Targeted Intervention

The approach detailed in this thesis has proposed and analysed a number

of approaches to determining the most appropriate households to target

for DSM interventions to improve the overall electricity network opera-

tion. Alternative and complementary approaches to defining a subset of

households for particular DSM interventions have been presented.

It is believed that these approaches will allow for more effective inter-

ventions. However, the hypothesis that the interventions will be more

effective due to the improved targeting has not been tested and a real

world deployment of the results is needed to test the underlying hypo-

thesis (i.e. that the defined clusters will allow for more effective DSM

interventions). A useful next step would be to undertake a field trial with

appropriate interventions and to test the success of deployment of the

interventions.

To test this, a targeted subgroup should be subject to a specific DSM inter-

vention that is intended to change household behaviour. By comparing
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the change in behaviour over time with a separate, randomly selected

group of households, a measure of the effectiveness of the targeting can

be obtained. This approach is also reliant on the quality of the interven-

tion proposed so a suitable experimental design is needed that will either

adjust for the quality of the intervention or use a well tested and known

successful intervention.

Interventions could be of many possible types with previous studies ex-

ploring the impact of feedback to individual users [100], dynamic pri-

cing to create financial incentives to change behaviour [96], gaming ap-

proaches to engagement of household members, and many other possible

innovative activities.

Data needs to be collected for a reasonable period for sufficient data

points to be available for analysis and multiple data collection periods

need to be defined (e.g. to collect a base level, to collect data after a num-

ber of test interventions). These requirements mean that a proposed study

would likely last for multiple years.

7.2.3 Enhancements to the Composite Measure

The composite measure used in this thesis addresses four of the desired

marketing characteristics identified for a good segmentation (see Section

2.4.1). With additional information on the “ground truth” more of the

desired criteria could be addressed and extending the composite measure

could be addressed in future work.

The results from the compactness measure when using few attributes (as

with the motif variability work in Chapter 6) show a problem in compar-

ing clustering results with a random kmeans clustering and an alternative

approach to assessing compactness should be investigated. This is partic-

ularly of use when dealing with low numbers of attributes and impacts

on the ability to compare between two sets of data with very different

numbers of attributes.
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7.2.4 Considering Different Representations of Variabil-

ity

The hypothesis explored in Chapter 6 is that producing archetypes based

on the variability of regular behaviour would allow for more effective

targeting of DSM interventions than those arising from clustering just

on average load profiles. Further work on assessing alternative (or addi-

tional) measures of variability could be undertaken.

Approaches to be explored in future work include:

• Generating a larger number of possible measures of variability to

be included as attributes for the households to be clustered. These

attributes could include the statistics suggested in Section 6.2.2.

A nearly endless set of possible representations can be defined

and a structured method of assessing the effectiveness of each pos-

sible measure (or combination of measures) would provide useful

information. This information can complement the results from

the load profile clustering and from the motif variability work de-

scribed in this thesis.

• Exploring motifs beyond the three most popular for each house-

hold.

• Restricting the households analysed to those with a certain min-

imum level of motifs within the period of analysis.

Some of the motif variability results show anomalous results with house-

holds included in the analysis which have unreasonably low numbers

of readings (and hence a low or zero degree of variability as measured

by the standard deviation of motif timing). Future work should explore

the detection and exclusion of households which show very few motifs.

While the household may be suitable for behaviour change interventions

using other data (e.g. total usage or overall load profiles) the applica-

tion of interventions based on the variability of behaviour is not possible

without a higher number of motifs being identified.

A two stage process could be defined that firstly identifies the numbers

of motifs (as has been done in Chapter 6 and then applying the motif vari-
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ability processing only to those households that meet certain minimum

criteria.

7.2.5 Exploring Additional Usage of the Motif Informa-

tion

The work in this thesis has concentrated on finding motifs within a house-

hold and comparing between households by considering how the timing

of the most common motifs within the household vary between house-

holds. However, no consideration has been taken of the possible occur-

rence of the same motif within more than one household and how that

may demonstrate how the same activity occurs at different times in dif-

ferent households.

Effective investigation of motifs across households will require testing

that the same activity in different households does generate motifs that

are sufficiently close in shape as to be identifiable as the same activity.

Other motif finding algorithms can also be incorporated into the pro-

posed approach to better identify the flexibility of behaviour (e.g. Mueen

et al. [146]).

The same activity on different occasions within a household may take

differing elapsed time periods (e.g. showering) and the motif detection

process could be enhanced by being able to detect these differing length

motifs and recognising that they represent the same activity. The SAX

approach includes some capabilities for time warping and these could be

explored in future work.

7.3 Summary

The investigation of household electricity load profiles is an important

area of research given the centrality of such patterns in directly address-

ing the needs of the electricity industry, both now and in the future. This

work extends existing load profile work by taking electricity meter data

streams and developing new ways of representing the household that can
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be used as the basis for clustering exercises. The identification of repeat-

ing motifs and the investigation of how the timing of these motifs varies

from day to day, as a key behavioural trait of the household, is a novel

area of research. An improvement in creating useful archetypes that can

be effectively addressed by DSM initiatives can have major financial and

environmental benefits.

A novel approach to defining a composite measure that complements

existing cluster validity indexes is included in the thesis. While all of

the sub-measures comprising the composite measure make use of simple

or well known approaches, the combination into a single measure, com-

parable between different electricity load profile clustering algorithms,

and across datasets, is novel. The results using the composite measure

can be used by electricity industry professionals to improve their ana-

lysis of load profiling clustering to develop effective clustering results

to drive their implementation of DSM techniques and hence lead to im-

provements in the electricity network efficiency.

Advice is provided on the most effective clustering algorithms to use for

load profile clustering, based on the Scottish dataset and the evaluation

measures.

Symbolisation techniques for motif detection have been used in various

application areas but rarely within the domain of electricity meter data.

This thesis has applied the symbolisation techniques and includes novel

work to allow selection between many different combinations of para-

meters and methods to find the most effective for finding reasonable

numbers of motifs. A set of guidelines for other researchers exploring

motifs within electricity meter data are produced.

The concept of variability of behaviour as a characteristic of a household

that can be used to cluster similar households together has not previously

been considered. An novel approach to incorporating this concept, based

on the occurrence of motifs, is described and tested.

This thesis has introduced the issues affecting the UK electricity industry,

as well as the opportunities to make use of the newly available stream of

data from smart meters. Domestic usage of electricity in the UK is 30% of

the total usage and is thus an important area of research. Industry com-
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mentators are agreed that the implementation of incentives that change

domestic behaviour patterns is a key part of the solution needed to meet

the challenges. To achieve better targeting of the incentives a better know-

ledge of households and their behaviour is needed. This thesis provides

approaches, results and guidelines that allow this improved targeting to

be achieved.

7.4 Dissemination

In this section a list of refereed publications, produced as part of the work

on this thesis, are presented.

Table 7.1: Refereed Publication List - Conference and Journal Papers

Authors Title Conference Year

Ian Dent, Tony

Craig, Uwe

Aickelin, Tom

Rodden

Variability of Beha-

viour in Electricity

Load Profile Clus-

tering; Who Does

Things at the Same

Time Each Day? [151]

Industrial Conference

on Data Mining

(ICDM)

2014

Tony Craig,

Gary Polhill,

Ian Dent, Car-

los Galan-Diaz,

Simon Heslop

The North East Scot-

land Energy Monitor-

ing Project: Explor-

ing relationships bet-

ween household occu-

pants and energy us-

age [15]

Energy and Buildings

journal

2014

Ian Dent, Tony

Craig, Uwe

Aickelin, Tom

Rodden

Finding the creatures

of habit; Clustering

households based on

their flexibility in us-

ing electricity [147]

Digital Futures 2012,

Aberdeen, UK

2012

Continued on next page
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Table 7.1 – continued from previous page

Authors Title Conference Year

Ian Dent, Tony

Craig, Uwe

Aickelin, Tom

Rodden

An Approach for As-

sessing Clustering of

Households by Elec-

tricity Usage [152]

UKCI 2012, the 12th

Annual Workshop on

Computational Intel-

ligence, Heriot-Watt

University

2012

Aristides

Kiprakis,

Ian Dent,

Sasa Djokic,

Stephen

McLaughlin

Multi-scale Dynamic

Modeling to Max-

imize Demand Side

Management [153]

IEEE Power and En-

ergy Society Innovat-

ive Smart Grid Tech-

nologies Europe 2011,

Manchester, UK

2011

Ian Dent,

Christian

Wagner, Uwe

Aickelin, Tom

Rodden

Creating Personal-

ised Energy Plans.

From Groups to Indi-

viduals using Fuzzy

C Means Clustering

[85]

Digital Engage-

ment 11, Newcastle,

November 2011

2011

Ian Dent, Uwe

Aickelin, Tom

Rodden

The Application of a

Data Mining Frame-

work to Energy Usage

Profiling in Domestic

Residences using UK

data [154]

Buildings Do Not Use

Energy, People Do Re-

search Student Con-

ference, Bath, UK

2011

Ian Dent, Uwe

Aickelin, Tom

Rodden

Application of a clus-

tering framework to

UK domestic electri-

city data [155]

UKCI 2011, the 11th

Annual Workshop on

Computational Intel-

ligence, Manchester

2011

The papers listed in Table 7.1 contribute to sections of the thesis as fol-

lows.
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Dent et al. [151] was presented at the Industrial Conference on Data Min-

ing (ICDM) in July 2014 in St. Petersburg and published in the Springer

journal “Advances in Data Mining”. The paper covers the approach to

using variability in the timing of motifs as the basis for clustering house-

holds as detailed in Chapter 6. The paper was awarded "Best Paper" at

the conference.

Craig et al. [15] describes the NESEMP project which has contributed

the household data used in the studies in thesis. Amongst other topics, it

describes the data collection process detailed in Chapter 3.

Dent et al. [155] and Dent et al. [154] apply some of the clustering of load

profile techniques described in Chapter 4 to old data collected in Milton

Keynes in 1990 to build a few archetypical households. Dent et al. [85]

describes a particular benefit of applying the Fuzzy Cmeans algorithm to

the same data, to not only produce archetypical users but, to also make

use of the fuzziness output to allow personalised offers to be made to

customers based on their degree of membership to each archetype.

Kiprakis et al. [153] describes the Desimax project of which the work in

this thesis forms part.

Dent et al. [152] and Dent et al. [147] use data as described in Chapter

3 and clusters the households using a simple measure of variability of

timing of peak usage within a day with the results then assessed using

various cluster validity indexes. This is an early version of the work de-

scribed in Chapter 6.
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Additional Results from

Variability of Motifs analysis

This appendix contains additional results from Chapter 6.

Table A.1: Cluster sizes and components of composite measure for mo-

tif variability data

Cluster Sizes Overall Compact Pars’ous Subst’al Consistent

20 minute Motifs

Kmeans 7,45,70 0.736 0.596 0.805 0.898 0.644

Fuzzy Cmeans 26,36,60 0.695 0.307 1 0.842 0.634

SOM 7,44,71 0.733 0.601 0.805 0.889 0.638

Hierarchical 34,38,50 0.728 0.348 1 0.923 0.641

Model 7,48,67 0.743 0.605 0.805 0.922 0.638

RF 20,36,66 0.744 0.619 0.805 0.877 0.675

30 minute Motifs

Kmeans 24,48,50 0.744 0.465 1 0.863 0.648

Fuzzy Cmeans 30,43,49 0.727 0.348 1 0.913 0.645

SOM 18,50,54 0.721 0.498 0.805 0.926 0.657

Hierarchical 23,47,52 0.73 0.456 1 0.855 0.608

Model 35,42,45 0.738 0.371 1 0.954 0.627

RF 31,34,57 0.728 0.475 1 0.866 0.572
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Table A.2: Cluster sizes and components of composite measure for mo-

tif count data

Cluster Sizes Overall Compact Pars’ous Subst’al Consistent

20 minute Motifs

Kmeans 7,34,81 0.719 0.676 0.805 0.807 0.586

Fuzzy Cmeans 9,49,64 0.749 0.656 0.805 0.939 0.595

SOM 7,34,81 0.716 0.67 0.805 0.807 0.582

Hierarchical 31,34,57 0.715 0.446 1 0.866 0.549

Model 26,33,63 0.678 0.312 1 0.817 0.585

RF 29,37,56 0.699 0.357 1 0.874 0.563

30 minute Motifs

Kmeans 4,34,84 0.729 0.765 0.805 0.795 0.552

Fuzzy Cmeans 28,33,61 0.66 0.227 1 0.833 0.579

SOM 4,34,84 0.732 0.767 0.805 0.795 0.562

Hierarchical 4,25,93 0.717 0.764 0.805 0.721 0.577

Model 4,47,71 0.742 0.716 0.805 0.902 0.545

RF 24,42,56 0.665 0.228 1 0.863 0.57

Figure A.1: Kmeans clusters and members of each cluster using 20

minute motif
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Figure A.2: Kmeans clusters and members of each cluster using 30

minute motif

Figure A.3: Kmeans clusters using motif variability with 30 minute mo-

tif
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(a) Household 397 (b) Household 250

Figure A.4: Examples of households from the low variability cluster (30

minute motif)

(a) Household 360 (b) Household 562

Figure A.5: Examples of households from the high variability cluster

(30 minute motif)
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Comparisons with

Socio-Attitudinal data

The information collected by the questionnaires includes answers to the

following questions.

1. Number of people regularly living in the household (ranges from 1

to 5)

2. Type of house (with the values as listed in Table B.1.

3. Number of bedrooms (1,2,3,4,5 or more than 5). This includes spare

rooms and studies.

4. “As the last person to leave the room, I switch off the lights”

5. “I leave electrically powered appliances (e.g. TV, DVD player, ste-

reo, printer) on standby”.

6. “I wait until I have a full load before doing the laundry”

7. “In winter I turn down the heat whenever I leave the house for

more than 4 hours”

8. “I commute to work by car”

9. “I think I can contribute to tackling climate change by saving en-

ergy”

10. “It is pointless to save energy to tackle climate change”
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11. What is your household type? (Single Household, Living together

with partner, Living together with partner and children, Single Par-

ent, Other)

The fourth to eighth questions are part of a series asking “how often do

you do this?” and giving possible responses of Never, Seldom, Occasion-

ally, Often, or Always. Questions 9 and 10 request responses from the

range of Strongly Agree, Agree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree,

and Strongly Disagree.

These questions have been selected for exploration as questions 1-3 and

11 give background demographic information on the household, ques-

tions 4-8 gives some kind of indication of thinking about when to do

activities in the house, and questions 9 and 10 give some kind of indica-

tion of people already actively thinking about their behaviour.

Table B.1: Types of house collected in questionnaire

Type Code Type of House

1 Bungalow (detached)

2 Bungalow (semi-detached)

3 Flat / maisonette

4 House (detached)

5 House (semi-detached)

6 House (mid-terrace)

7 House (end-terrace)

8 Other

Analysis of important attributes

The results from this exercise are shown in Table B.2 which shows, for

each of the questionnaire questions, the most important attribute for pre-

dicting the questionnaire answer, the number of different answers to the

question, and the error rate for predicting the answer using the meter

data.

The most important attribute is found by using a random forest approach.

Some of the questionnaire questions have a poor spread of responses (e.g.

“Do you switch off the light?”) and the error rate reflects the relatively
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easier ability to predict a response with a narrow spread of responses.

Overall the number of motifs appears to be more important than the

variability in timing of motifs when using the motif data to predict the

questionnaire responses.

Table B.2: Important attribute for each question

Question Most important Class values Error rate

People in household third_motif_time_pm 5 0.615

House Type num_top_motif 8 0.689

Number of bedrooms num_of_motifs 6 0.697

Switch off light num_second_motif 5 0.5

Leave on standby num_second_motif 5 0.615

Full washing load num_second_motif 5 0.525

Turn down heating num_third_motif 5 0.672

Car commute num_second_motif 5 0.328

Can save energy num_of_motifs 5 0.467

Energy saving pointless third_motif_time_am 4 0.41

Household Type num_top_motif 5 0.541

Questionnaire responses matched with partitions arising from using the

Variability of motifs data set are shown below.

Number of people in the household

The number of people in the household tends to be correlated with the

size of the house and the number of bedrooms.

The information compared with the load profile clusters is shown in

Figure B.1.

It can be seen that the load profile for cluster 3 (12 houses) shows a high

usage throughout the day (in comparison to other clusters which tend to

have a morning and evening peak) and corresponds to households with

larger numbers of members.

Comparison with the motif variability clusters is shown in Figure B.2.

The low variability cluster (the second) shows a comparatively large num-

ber of single person households.

Comparison with the motif count clusters is shown in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.1: Load Profile Ensemble Clusters related to numbers in the

household

Figure B.2: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to numbers in

the household

Figure B.3: Motif count Ensemble Clusters related to numbers in the

household

Type of house

The information compared with the load profile clusters is shown in

Figure B.4. Comparison with the motif variability clusters is shown in
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Figure B.5.

Figure B.4: Load Profile Ensemble Clusters related to house type

Figure B.5: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to house type

Number of bedrooms

The information compared with the load profile clusters is shown in

Figure B.6. Comparison with the motif variability clusters is shown in

Figure B.7 and with motif count clusters in Figure B.8.

The motif count cluster with low numbers of motifs (cluster 2) contains

all the households with single bedrooms.

Household type

The information compared with the load profile clusters is shown in

Figure B.9.

Comparison with the motif variability clusters is shown in Figure B.10.
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Figure B.6: Load Profile Ensemble Clusters related to number of bed-

rooms

Figure B.7: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to number of

bedrooms

Figure B.8: Motif count Ensemble Clusters related to number of bed-

rooms

Comparison with the motif count clusters is shown in Figure B.11.

The single households seem to map onto the low variability cluster for

both the motif variability and motif counts data. The profile data seems
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Figure B.9: Load Profile Ensemble Clusters related to household type

Figure B.10: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to household

type

to identify the single parent households (in clusters 4, 6 and 7) although

total numbers of this type of household are low.

Switching off lights attitude

The information compared with the motif variability clusters is shown in

Figure B.12. The questionnaire responses tend to be mainly “often” and

“always” with few people giving negative answers so it is hard for the

clustering to distinguish between the different answers.

Leaving appliances on standby

The information compared with the motif variability clusters is shown in

Figure B.13.
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Figure B.11: Motif count Ensemble Clusters related to household type

Figure B.12: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to attitude to

switching off lights

Figure B.13: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to attitude to

using standby

Full washing load

The information compared with the motif variability clusters is shown in

Figure B.14. There is a poor spread of responses to the question and the

clustering analysis is not able to find an obvious differentiation between
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the responses.

Figure B.14: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to using a full

washing load

Turn down heating

The information compared with the motif variability clusters is shown in

Figure B.15.

Figure B.15: Motif variability ensemble clusters related to heating ad-

justment

Commuting by car

The information compared with the motif variability clusters is shown in

Figure B.16.
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Figure B.16: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to commuting

by car

Attitude to saving energy

Questions 9 and 10 from the questionnaire ask the same question but

phrased differently so the results have been presented together. The in-

formation compared with the motif variability clusters is shown in Fig-

ures B.17 and B.18.

Figure B.17: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to belief that

can save energy
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Figure B.18: Motif variability Ensemble Clusters related to view that

saving energy is pointless
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